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AN ENQUIRY INTO THE ORIGINAL OF MORAL VIRTUE 

Archibald Campbell 

 /257/                                          TREATISE II. 

Viz. 

A further Explication of the Principles in the foregoing Enquiry, with some 

Reflections upon 

a late Book, intituled, An Enquiry into the Original of our ideas of Beauty and 

Virtue. 

 

INTRODUCTION. 

 

Since my Writing of the foregoing Enquiry, wherein I make Virtue, or moral Goodness, to 

consist in the Proportion and Agreement, which any Action of a rational Mind bears to the 

Self-love of all those other intelligent Beings, to whom she is naturally associated; and wherein 

I likewise hold, that Self Love, as it exerts it self in the Desire of /258/ universal unlimited 

Esteem, is the great commanding Motive that determines us to the Pursuit of such Actions: A 

late Book, intituled, An Enquiry into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, has fallen 

into my Hands, wherein, it may be thought, these Things are set in a quite contrary Light: I 

shall therefore here endeavour, for the Satisfaction of the Reader, to give a further Explanation 

of my Principles; and consider what may be said upon those Particulars, in which this 

ingenious Author and I do not seem so well to accord. 

 

 

SECTION I. 

 

T H E fundamental Principle upon which I build, or from which I deduce all that I maintain 

in the foregoing Enquiry, is Self-love, or Self-preservation, which I all along conceive, as an 

essential Ingredient in the inmost Nature of all Beings whatsoever. And I can never think, there 

is any Man who will dispute the Truth of this Principle, or deny that it is necessarily inherent in 

all the several Minds that are in the Universe. In particular, one cannot but observe, that 

Self-love or Interest is so deeply laid in human Nature, and is so inseparable from our 

Constitution, that it even then exerts it self very powerfully, when, one should think, People are 

directly contradicting it; for most /259/ certainly (I) such unhappy Creatures, as with their own 
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Hands make away with themselves, and go about utterly to extinguish their Existence, do 

thereby intend to relieve themselves from some dark gloomy Thoughts, that are too tormenting 

to be endured, which is nothing but a violent Effort of Self-love, in one's Pursuit after Ease and 

Happiness. 

BUT how much soever all Men may be agreed upon this Point in General, there is a great 

deal of Difference in Peoples Sentiments, with respect to the Application of this Principle, 

which, I am apt to believe, proceeds only from the different Notions we form to our selves of it. 

How it has come to pass, I know not, but a good many in the World have, in my Opinion, 

contrary to the Nature of Things, taken up with such narrow and contracted Notions of 

Self-love or Interest, that, according to what they understand by it, it is indeed the most odious 

and pernicious Principle that can /260/ well be imagined. And I cannot but much wonder that 

our Author has given us a so very lame and imperfect Account of this Principle, when he 

designedly goes about to determine its Meaning *. I shall here lay it before the Reader in that 

View, wherein, I think, we ought in Reason to conceive it, and upon which I lay the whole 

Stress of my Argument. 

IF we reflect upon our Constitution, we shall find, that human Nature, is so turned, or is cast 

in such a Mould, that it is necessarily susceptible of Pleasure and Pain. I need not offer to 

explain what I understand by these Words: Every Body feels distinctly by his own particular 

Experience, what must be mean'd by them. And I am very much of the Opinion, that either the 

one, or the other of these Perceptions, is that which first gives a human Soul the Consciousness 

of her own Existence, or that the very first Ideas that are present, to our Minds are either some 

pleasing, or some painful Sensations. Nor do I think, that this Capacity of perceiving Pleasure 

and Pain, is a Thing peculiar to human Nature, I make not the least Doubt, but that all finite 

animate Beings whatsoever, are formed after the same Manner, and that it essentially belongs 

even to the meanest Insect: For I can by no Means induce my self to imagine, that brute 

Creatures are all meer Automata. 

 Now, from this original Cast of human Nature, that exerts it self, I do believe, from the 

/261/ first Moment of our Existence, there immediately ariseth a very active and commanding 

Principle, I mean, Self-love, or Self- preservation, according to the Influence of which, we 

necessarily delight in Pleasure, and seek and pursue after it; but hate Pain, and avoid and flee 

from it. But of this I shall take Notice more fully afterwards. 

I suppose I need not here remark, that the Mind only is that Part of the human Constitution, 

which is the proper or the only Seat of Pleasure and Pain; no Sort of Matter, however modified, 

being at all capable of any Sort of Perceptions. 'Tis however to be observed, that whatever 
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Pleasures or Pains we may happen to be sensible of, these do not spring up in the Mind of their 

own Accord, but are deriv'd to us, either from the Impressions of some Objects that are external 

to the human Soul, or from some Thoughts and Reflections about which the Mind is 

immediately imploy'd. These are the two great, and the only Sources of agreeable, or uneasie 

Perceptions, that I know, or can form any Notion' of. 

IN the first Place, I say, our Pleasures or Pains are derived to us, from the Impressions of 

some Objects that are external to the Mind. And the first of this Sort that occurs to our 

Observation, is the human Body at self, in which, for a Reason I shall give by and by, we all 

reckon our selves very deeply concern'd. 

/262/ THERE is, I know not how, in the present State of our Existence, so close and 

intimate a Connection of Soul and Body together, that according as this happens to be affected, 

so does that receive either pleasing or painful Sensations. If the several Members, and the 

constituent Parts of this curious Machine, which the Mind always carries about her, have a 

brisk uniform Motion, and be so ballanc'd and adjusted, as easily to perform all the animal 

Functions, this gives a Briskness and Vivacity to the Mind, and entertains her with many 

agreeable Perceptions, which make her approve her present Situation, while she feels every 

Thing about her healthful and vigorous: But when the Blood and Spirits flag, or when the 

inward Motions of this human Machine happen to be disturbed, this affects the Mind with Pain, 

and gives her the uneasie Sensations of Trouble, Sickness, or Anguish, so that the is now 

discontented with her present Condition. And thus far does the Mind depend immediately upon 

her Body for her Pleasures or Pains, without having Regard to other external Objects. 

BUT when we consider, how the human Body stands connected with the rest of the visible 

Creation, and depends, as to its Motions that immediately affect the Mind, upon the 

Impressions which from thence it receiveth; 'tis very obvious, that the Mind derives her 

Pleasures or Pains, by Means of her Body, from numberless other objects. Those common 

Powers of /263/ every human Body (or rather of the Mind (I) awaken'd by Some particular 

Motions in the Body, after a Manner we do not now understand) that go by the general Name of 

the Senses, are the great Instruments, which convey to the Mind either Pleasure or Pain, from 

every Object we here converse with. And tho' these Senses be counted only five in Number, yet 

with what an infinite Variety of pleasing Ideas, and painful Sensations, is every one of 'em 

capable to entertain us? There is no Man, I am sure, who has reflected on his own Experience of 

Things, or who has attended to what passes into his Mind by his Senses, but must be sensible of 

thus much, and stand amazed at the wonderful Frame of human Nature, and the surprizing 
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Effects, which the whole, and the several Parts of this visible World, as they fall under our 

Cognizance, have upon us. 

 How various are the great and solemn, and the beautiful Ideas we have by our Eyes? How 

/264/ many are the awful and grave, and the charming harmonious Perceptions we have by our 

Ears? And how numberless are the sweet and delightful Sensations we have by our Taste, our 

Smell, and our Feeling? 'Tis impossible to recount the great Diversity of those most agreeable 

Pleasures, which the blind is capable of receiving by these Organs of her Body, from such 

Objects as are about us. 

AND one cannot but here observe (which is plain from Experience) that the pleasing 

Perceptions we have by the Senses, are vastly more numerous than the painful ones. Besides 

that, in great Variety they lie, Plenty of them, obvious to every Body. The Heavens with the 

useful and glorious Furniture they have, and the Earth with her various Animals, her 

Mountains, Vallies, Woods, Fields, Rivers, &tc. being all capable to entertain the meanest 

Mortal with the highest Gratifications one can enjoy by his Eyes, Ears,Etc. And I say, there is 

no Man who can confine these most delightful Enjoyments to himself. Nay, the stately 

Buildings, the fine Gardens, the beautiful Inclosures, the glaring Furniture and Equippage, and 

other Appurtenances of great Life, that stand the Proprietor in so much Labour and Cost, lie in 

common, and can convey the finest Perceptions to every Beholder. 

AND as this wonderful Constitution of Things (were there nothing else to determine us) 

carries too strong Evidence alone with it, /265/ of a powerful and wife Contrivance, to suffer 

any considerate Man to imagine, that this World was formed by Chance; so it loudly proclaims 

the unbounded Goodness of the great Author of Nature, who hath thus provided us so great a 

Variety of pleasing Perceptions, without any Expence to our selves, which (not to speak of 

those many agreeable Sensations we perceive in Eating and Drinking) are sufficient to 

over-balance all the Labour we are at, in getting Subsistence for our Bodies. And thus has the 

Mind, by Means of her Body, numberless delightful Ideas. 

AND, as we plainly see, what are the particular Objects, that affect our animal Machine, so 

as to excite those agreeable Sensations, 'tis impossible but those Objects must be exceeding 

grateful to the Mind; nor can we fail in being sensible of a good Deal of Concern for them, 

while we are conscious how much we depend on them for our Satisfactions. 

IT is however to be remarked, that the Mind cannot be equally concern'd, for every 

particular Kind of external Objects, without any Distinction. The present Frame of our Nature 

necessarily determines us to be solicitous about some particular Objects, that belong to some 

particular Organs of our Body, much more than about others: For there are some external 
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Objects, which, by the Impressions they make upon the Body, entertain our Minds, according 

to their several Qualities, with the /266/ pleasing Ideas of Beauty, Harmony, and fine Odours; 

but then the Absence of these Objects does not occasion any Alteration in the animal 

Oeconomy, that gives Uneasiness to the Mind, so as to affect her with any Anxiety about them. 

Which, by the Way, lets us plainly enough see, that Pleasure is Something else than the 

removing of Pain (I). 

BUT there are other Objects, namely, such as belong to our Taste and Feeling, which 

propagate such Motions to the Body, as give the Mind very agreeable Sensations, and that are 

of such Consequence to our Ease and Wellbeing, that when their Influence happens to fail, this 

occasions such a Change in the Motions of this Engine we have about us; that the Mind 

becomes uneasie, and cannot escape a quick Sense of Hunger, Thirst, or Cold. So that the Mind 

thus feeling sensibly, that by the Absence of such external Objects, she is inevitably expos'd to 

painful Sensations; this lets her know, how necessarily she depends on them, and makes her 

mighty solicitous to have them always at Hand, that, upon the first Approaches of these 

uneasie, Perceptions, she may have it in her Power to make Use of them, and thereby maintain 

her own pleasing Situation. 

/267/ AND, as I have just now hinted, the present Frame of our Nature makes this our 

Solicitude, particularly about Meats and Drink, about Clothes, Houses, and other Things that 

defend us against Cold, and the Injuries of the Weather, very necessary; for this most 

wonderful Machine of the human Body necessarily requires, for its Support, a continued 

Accession of some Parts of external Matter, to promote its Growth, till it comes to a certain 

Bulk, Firmness, and Proportion; and to supply the constant Waste of its Parts, that are 

continually flying off, by reason of those internal Motions that are carried on within it; and 

wants likewise the Influence of Some subtle Parts of external Matter, to agitate its Parts, and 

prevent its Fluids from stagnating. Upon which we may observe, that the great Author of 

Nature has plac'd some very quick Sensations, of the Mind, Hunger, Thirst, and Cold, as a 

strong Guard over the Constitution of the Body, to hinder, for a While, the Dissolution of this 

curious Machine, and to protect, or keep up the Individual. 

THERE are Sensations, of another Sort, which are likewise excited by some particular 

Motions in the Body, that direct every Individual to the Propagation of his Species. And these 

Motions, generally speaking, so strongly affect the Mind, and raise such violent Appetites 

towards the other Sex, that she cannot find her self easie, till once these prevailing Desires be 

gratified, or the Motions in the Body that /268/ occasion them lose their Force, or be 

extinguish'd. And this again shews us, that the great Parent of Mankind has taken Care, in the 
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forming of human Nature, to secure our exerting our selves in continuing our own Species, 

which he intended should be, as it were, renewed from one Generation to another (I). 

THUS we fee how the Mind necessarily depends immediately upon her own Body, and, by 

Means thereof, upon other external Objects, for her Pleasures or Pains. Now, 'tis this 

Dependence, which the Mind is always conscious she has upon the Body, that engageth her in 

so very deep a Concern for it. For if the Mind suffer'd no Alteration in her State, from whatever 

Impressions might be made, on it by external Objects, we have no Reason to believe, but she 

would as easily part with a Limb, or any other Member whatsoever, as we now do with our 

Hair, and other Excrescences. Bur when the Mind sensibly feels, that the Body is the great 

Organ, whereby she receives so many of her agreeable and painful Sensations, and that those 

Things always happen to her, according to the Condition the Body is in, and the Impressions it 

derives from external Objects; this /269/ makes her to interest her self in the State of the Body, 

as much as she does in her own Perceptions, and to imploy as tender a Concernment about its 

Situation, as about the Manner of her own Existence. By which Means she always bears a 

mighty Liking and Good-will to the Body; which is very much increased from considering its 

Usefulness, and that it serves as a commodious Engine, to carry her about in her Diversions and 

Amusements, and to pro cure other objects, which she feels as necessary to her Happiness. 

AND, as I have already hinted, whatever Good-liking the Mind bears to the Body, she must 

necessarily have the same for those outward Objects, which communicate to the Body those 

particular Motions, that give her pleasing Perceptions; since that without the Influence of those 

objects, she could not enjoy any delightful Ideas, or prevent her having painful Sensations. 

THUS far have I considered those Pleasures, that arise from the Impressions of Some 

Objects, that are external to the Mind. And the Reader will be pleas'd to observe, That whatever 

agreeable Perceptions we have from thence, they must all necessarily expire with the Body, 

unless the Author of Nature immediately interpose, and appoint new Regulations; for, in the 

prevent Constitution of Things, the human Body is the only Engine, whereby those pleasing 

Ideas are convey'd to us. 

/270/ I shall now consider, in the next Place, these other delightful Perceptions that arise 

from some Thoughts and Reflections about which we may be immediately imploy'd. And here 

the Mind raises herself to the Enjoyment of these Pleasures that are above the Reach and 

Capacity of the Brute creation, and wherein she can agreeably entertain herself independently 

of these Motions that are excited in her Body by external Objects. For the Mind, however in 

Some Instances she may be entirely passive, and receive her Sensations without exerting 
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herself in any Course of Action to procure them; yet she is not condemn'd to lie thus inactive, 

under the Power of every Impression external Objects may happen to make on her. 

WE are all conscious the Mind has a Power to turn her Thoughts from one Object to 

another, to examine into the Nature of Things and compare them together, to consider their 

Relations and Proportions, and the Dependence they have upon one another, and to enquire and 

form a judgment of what Effects they may produce, whether with Respect to other Beings, or 

with Reference to herself. And while the Mind is thus searching into the Nature of Things, 

comparing and balancing them together, and settling their just Relations and Proportions, her 

Understanding is at every Step opened to new Discoveries, which cannot but make her sensible 

of the highest Satisfactions. 

/271/ For the human Soul having a natural Desire after Knowledge; and finding herself 

always perplex'd and uneasy, when the cannot have a full View of these Things she wants to 

comprehend; whenever this Desire is gratify'd, and Things yield to her Search after them, so 

that she takes them up under clear and distinct Apprehensions, this entertains her with the most 

pleasing Emotions. One cannot but observe with what Pleasure Children will listen to Stories, 

however fabulous, and how very curiously they will seek to be let into the whole Train of a 

Narration. There is hardly anyone but has a strong Itch after News, and is glad to hear of the 

several Transactions, Events, and Revolutions that have happen'd, and are yet going on in the 

different States and Kingdoms of the World; though these Things have no Influence on his 

secular Concerns. In Matters of Speculation, the contriving a well adjusted Hypothesis, that 

answers all the Phenomena in any System of Things, that want to be accounted for, affects the 

Mind in the most transporting Manner. And if the Solution of a single Problem, or the 

Demonstration of a single Theorem is capable to give the Soul so much joy, as we find it does 

by Experience; what Raptures must arise from viewing the Connection of infinite Numbers of 

mathematical Truths all naturally flowing from one another, and hanging together in the most 

beautiful and surprizing Manner? It must infallibly be a most /272/ amazing Field of Pleasure, 

to see a whole Universe of Things form’d and adjusted by the exactest Rules of Geometry, in 

Number, Weight, and Measure! But not to observe how the Mind is affected in the 

Contemplation of this little Globe, and the heavenly Bodies, all, as it were, hung up in this wide 

Expanse we see about us, in their several Orders and Arrangements, their particular Motions, 

and Revolutions, and the Influence and Dependence they have upon one another; the Structure 

and Oeconomy which we see in the Formation of the meanest Plant, or the most despicable 

Insect, can ravish a Man, and make him sensible of the finest Delights- All these Things are 

inexhaustible Sources of pleasing Perceptions. 
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AND as we can turn our Thoughts every where, 'tis with a very sensible Delight that we 

examine into the Nature, and Principles of rational Agents; that we see the Relations we all 

bear to one another; what is the whole Compass of our Being; in what our several Interests 

consist; what can contribute to give us Pleasure; and by what Measures we ought in Reason to 

pursue our Happiness. And, in Speculations of this Nature, we can consider the Value of any 

particular Series of Actions, or the true Weight and Moment of any particular Set of Pleasures 

or Pains, in themselves and Consequents, and determine, which of them is most eligible. And 

when from our taking such Views of Things, we fix upon any particular /273/ Set of delightful 

Perceptions, as our main End, or as lasting Enjoyments of the highest Moment, that will never 

fail us; and in the same Manner pitch upon the most proper Means, which we steadily pursue in 

order to attain our sovereign Design, that takes in the whole Compass of our Duration: The 

Consciousness of this, and every successful step we make towards our supreme Felicity must 

necessarily affect us in the most agreeable, Manner. I have already taken Notice, that Man has 

a natural Propension to associate with other rational Agents; and, as I shall explain by and by, 

we cannot but necessarily desire the Good-liking and Esteem of those Beings among whom we 

are mixed: So that; for Instance, if we settle it as our main Purpose, to recommend ourselves to 

the Love, and Esteem, and Commendation of God and of all Mankind, through every Stage of 

our eternal Existence (which, if we follow Nature, we cannot but do, as I have already explain'd 

in my Enquiry) every Degree of Esteem we acquire here, cannot but be exceeding grateful; the 

Prospect of being universally applauded for ever hereafter, must necessarily be very 

transporting; and the Means that lift us up to this Commendation (which I have likewise shewn 

in the foregoing Enquiry, to be the Moral Virtues ) cannot but prove extremely agreeable. All 

these Things let in upon the Soul numberless Perceptions; that are attended with the highest 

Gratifications. 

/274/ And thus the Mind, without being under the Influence of her bodily Senses, can 

entertain herself with the most pleasing Ideas. And such agreeable Perceptions, not depending 

on any Impressions deriv'd to her Body from external objects, but on her own Thoughts and 

Reflections that are always in her own Power, they go along with her into another World, after 

she has dropt this her earthly Engine, and she can enjoy and improve them during the whole 

Course of her Existence. So that this Sort of Satisfactions is eternal. 

I have hinted above, that, from this original Turn of the Mind, whereby we are made 

Susceptible of Pleasure and Pain, it naturally follows that we must necessarily delight in, and 

approve of our having pleasing Perceptions, and seek and pursue after them; but on the other 

Hand, hate Pain and avoid it: Which is what I understand, in general, by Self-love, 
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Self-preservation, or Self-interest. And from what I have hitherto said, it appears, what these 

agreeable or pleasing Ideas must be, with respect to their Sources, in which we cannot but 

delight, or which we cannot but approve of and pursue. 

HOWEVER, the human Mind not being condemned to admit of all Pleasures whatsoever, 

as they may happen to present themselves to us; but having a Power to look into the Nature, and 

Consequents of Things, to balance them together, and to fettle their true Value, so as to adjust 

and regulate her Approbation and /275/ Pursuits in every Instance, we must here consider how 

this Principle of Self love exerts itself, as at belongs to a rational Agent. And, to make this as 

plain as I can, I shall make the following Observations. 

I. In all our pleasing, or painful Perceptions, there are three Things which every reasonable 

Man ought carefully to attend to, viz. the Degrees of Pleasure or Pain, the Duration, and the 

Consequents of these Perceptions. 

2. THE Value of any Perception (without having Regard to what flows from it) is 

determin'd by multiplying the Degrees of Pleasure or Pain, into the Duration. Thus, if an 

agreeable Perception has 6 Degrees of Pleasure, and 20 Hours of Duration, the full Value 

thereof, amounts to 120. After the same Manner the Moment of any painful Sensation is to be 

settled. 

 3. As pleasing and painful Sensations are attended, each with other Perceptions of the fame 

Kind; so may pleasing Perceptions be attended with painful, and painful with pleasing, as their 

Consequents: This (without shewing from the Structure of the human Body, and the Nature, of 

Things, how it cannot but happen so) is evident from daily Experience. All the World, know, 

that the Pleasures of a Debauch, do commonly produce very uneasy Sensations; and that bitter 

Potions, or very disagreeable and nauseous Medicines, do frequently recover us to all the 

agreeable Perceptions we have in Health. And I need not observe, that, while the Pleasures a 

/276/ Man has in Fair-dealing and Honesty, or the Pains and Trouble he undergoes in doing 

kind Offices to others, procure him all the delightful Perceptions one can have from the Esteem 

and Commendation of others; the Pleasures that prompt a Man to Villany and Injustice, have, 

for their natural Consequents, all the painful Sensations, with which Contempt and Infamy can 

oppress him. But whether these Consequents consist of pleasing or painful Ideas, their Value is 

to be fixed in the same Manner we do that of other Perceptions, viz. by multiplying the Degrees 

into the Duration. 

4. PLEASURE and Pain being contradictory the one to the other, Pleasure may be 

consider'd as a positive Quantity, and Pain as a negative one. So that when they are added 

together, or when they meet together in one's Mind, they destroy each other, according to their 

http://viz.by/
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several Powers. And therefore to determine the true Value of any mixed Perception, or of the 

State of one's Mind, where there is both Pleasure and Pain, the one must be subtracted from the 

other. Thus, in a mixed Perception, if there be four Degrees of Pain, and six Degrees of 

Pleasure, the true Value of this State of Mind is equal to two Degrees of Pleasure. 

5. When our indulging of any particular Set of Perceptions is attended with Consequents, 

whether pleasing or painful, to determine the full Value of those Perceptions, we must take 

/277/ their Consequents into the Account, and add them according to their several Powers. 

Thus, if we indulge any Perception that has 5 Degrees of Pleasure, and 10 Hours of Duration, 

the Value is equal to 50, and if this Perception be attended with Consequents, i.e. other 

Perceptions that contain 8 Degrees of Pleasure, and 20 Hours of Duration, this is in Value 160, 

which, added to the former, make up in all 210 Degrees of Pleasure, the full Value of that 

Perception, consider'd in itself, and in its Consequents. But if this Perception, in Value equal to 

50 Degrees of Pleasure, be attended with Consequents, i.e. other Perceptions, that contain 8 

Degrees of Pain, and 20 Hours of Duration, the Value or Moment of the Consequents (-160 ) 

being added to the Value (50 ) of the Perception, which we suppose is the Cause of them, they 

destroy each other according to their several Powers, and, there remain by Subtraction -110 

Degrees, a negative Quantity. So that the agreeable Perception is by so much worse than is so 

much worse than no Pleasure at all, i. e. it is quite extinguished, and the Mind is involved in 110 

Degrees of Pain, without any Sort of Balance or Recompence. 

In like Manner, we may fix the Value or Moment of any painful Sensations. For if an 

uneasie Perception that has 6 Degrees of Pain, and 10 Hours of Duration, and therefore in 

Value equal to –60, be attended with other /278/ Perceptions, that contain 4 Degrees of 

Pleasure, and 40 hours of Duration, which is in Value 160, the true Value of that uneasie 

Perception is equal to 100 Degrees of Pleasure. 

So that the Way to settle the full Value of any Set of Perceptions, is to multiply their 

Degrees of Pleasure or Pain, into their Duration, adding their Consequents, i.e. the Degrees of 

Pleasure, or Pain in the consequent Perceptions, multiply'd into their Duration. And when the 

Sum or Balance is positive, or consists of Pleasure, I call it then Interest, Gain, Advantage; but 

when it is negative, or consists of Pain, it is then Loss, Hurt, Damage. And I hope the Reader 

will carry this along with him, and be so kind as to affix only this Meaning to these Words, or 

the like, when I happen to apply them to Matters of Virtue, 'in the Course of this Argument. 

6. WHEN the Duration of our Perceptions, considered in themselves or in their Consequents, 

is extended, this proportionally increaseth their Value, and augments our Gain or our Loss, 

according to their several Natures. Thus, if any Perception, that has 4 Degrees of Pleasure, and 
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20 Hours of Duration, which is in Value equal to 80, be lengthned out to 30 Hours, the Value is 

then increased to 120, and if the Duration be continued to Eternity, the Value must then be 

infinite. So that if the Duration of any Set of Perceptions be limited, but that of their 

Consequents, not; how numerous /279/ soever the Degrees of Pleasure, or Pain in these; 

Perceptions may happen to be above those of their consequents, yet they must be counted either 

hurtful or advantagious, according to the Nature of their Consequents. Thus, the highest 

Gratifications the Mind can have by Means of her Body, may be infinitely pernicious, and the 

most insufferable Pains she can have that Way may be infinitely profitable. 

7. As we may thus determine the true Moment or Value of any of our Perceptions, so can 

we compare our Perceptions, of whatever Sort, with one another, pleasing with pleasing, 

painful with painful, and painful with pleasing: And from what I have said, 'tis obvious, that in 

balancing Things of this Nature, we shall always find, that the Value of one Perception to 

another, is as the Degrees of Pleasure or Pain multiply'd into the Duration, adding the 

Consequents. 

To illustrate this, I shall put the Cafe as favourably on the Side of Vice as possible. There 

are two Sets of Perceptions, the one contains 15 Degrees of Pleasure, that are let in upon the 

Mind through the Eyes, Ears, &c. by all the Instruments of Luxury; and it has 20 Hours of 

Duration; and there are no bad Consequents, that follow from it: For we shall suppose that the 

Mind expires or ceases to be whenever it is over. This Perception, for Distinction's sake, I shal 

call A. The other Perception contains 6 Degrees of Pain, felt while the Mind is /280/ imployed 

in her Search after Truth, or in pursuing those Measures that will recommend her to the Esteem 

and Commendation of a whole System of rational Beings. This second Perception has 20 

Hours of Duration, but then it produceth consequent Perceptions, that contain 12 Degrees of 

Pleasure, and 60 Hours of Duration: This I shall call B. Now, I say that A:B :: 15x20: - 6x20 + 

12x60. that is, A:B :: 300:600. From which it appears that the Value of B. is double the Value 

of A. So that a Mind which, in her Pursuits after Truth and Virtue, submits to 6 Degrees of Pain 

for the Space of 20 Hours, which leads her to the Enjoyment of 12 Degrees of Pleasure for the 

Space of 60 Hours, has double the Pleasure she would have had, had she liv'd in Luxury, void of 

all Pain, with 15 Degrees of Pleasure for the Space of 20 Hours, and then expir'd, or been 

annihilated, to prevent her being involvd in any bad Consequents. But if the Duration of the 

consequent Perceptions in B. be increas'd to thousands of Years, or to everlasting Ages, 'this 

augments the Value of B. and renders it infinite above that of A. And if the Perception A. be 

attended with uneasy Consequents, or painful Sensations; that continue to Eternity, this sinks 

the Value of A. into an infinite Negative, or so as to make it infinitely worse than Nothing, or 
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than no Pleasure at all; and consequently heightens the Value of B. to /281/ be, in Comparison 

to that of A as it were more than infinite. 

Now, from those Observations, one may easily conceive what we ought to understand by 

Self-love or Self-preservation. And, according to the Nature of Things, it must certainly signify 

our delighting in, and pursuing after, that Set of Perceptions, or, which is the same Thing, those 

Objects that entertain us with such Sensations, (whether pleasing or painful at present ) as, in 

the Manner I have just now explain'd, our Reason dictates to us, to be most valuable. If indeed 

the human Mind had no greater Range or Compass of Thought than brute Creatures, our 

Self-interest would determine us to entertain or indulge any present Sensations, without 

looking any farther than what immediately affected us: But every Man is conscious, he can take 

a View of the whole Compass of his Being, can look into the Consequents of Things, and judge 

what Effects any Set of Perceptions he entertains to Day, may have upon him to Morrow, or the 

next Day after, and so on through the whole Course of his Duration. And as every Man can thus 

determine the full Value of any particular Set of Perceptions, so can he compare one Set with 

another, and judge which is most valuable, that is, which is capable to entertain him with the 

highest and most lasting Felicities. This is a Power that every Man is endued with, /282/ and it 

is that particularly which makes the Difference betwixt us and the brute Creation. 

 AND as all Men have it thus in their Power to look into Futurity, to consider the Nature of 

Things, balance them together, and judge which is most eligible; if we chuse to indulge to our 

selves any particular Set of Perceptions, that have no real Value, but are hurtful and pernicious: 

This, (i) how well soever it may agree to the Self-love of short-sighted Brutes, can never be 

reconcil'd to that Self-love which properly belongs to a provident Creature, or a rational Agent, 

who is capable of understanding what Influence the gratifying of any preterit Sensations may 

have upon his Futurity. 

I beg Leave here to admire the just Reasoning, and the noble Zeal, which same heathen 

Philosophers have imploy'd to perswade the World, that the Mind is a Man's Self, while the 

Body is only, as it were, a Prison, to which we are here for a While confin'd. And I hope, the 

Reader will indulge me the /283/ Pleasure of taking Notice, particularly of what Socrates 

observed upon this Point, some few Hours before his Death: Which I shall give you with little 

or no Variation from the English Translation of M. Dacier's French. 

Crito (one of Socrates's Friends that were attending him in Prison) having asked him (i), 

How he would incline to be buried? Just as you please, says Socrates, if you can but catch me, 

and if 1 do not give you the Slip. And then looking about on the rest of his Friends with a gentle 

Smile; I cannot, says he, get Crito perswaded, that this is Socrates, who discourses with you, 
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and methodizes all the Parts of his Discourse: But he still Fancies, that I am the Thing, which 

he shall see, /284/ by and by, a Corps; and therefore he asks, How, I must be buried. As to this 

long Discourse I made to you but now, in order to make it out, that as soon as I shall have taken 

down the Poison, I shall stay no longer with you, but shall part from hence, and go to enjoy the 

Felicities of the Bless'd; All this, it would seem, that I have said for your Consolation and mine, 

is quite lost with Reference to him. I beg of you, that you would be Bail for me to Crito, but 

after a contrary Manner to that in which he offer'd to bail me to my Judges: For he engaged, that 

1 would not be gone. Pray engage for me, that I shall no sooner breathe my last, but 1 shall be 

gone. To the end that poor Crito may bear this Event more steadily, and when he sees my Body 

burnt or interred, may not despair, at if I suffer'd great Misery; and say at the Funerals, that 

Socrates is laid out, Socrates is carried out, Socrates is interred. For you cannot but know, my 

dear Crito, that speaking amiss of such Things, is not only an Impropriety of Speech, but it does 

a good Deal of Mischief to Peoples Souls. You should have more Courage and Hope, and say, 

that my Body is to be interred, and that I give you Leave to do in what Manner you please, so 

far as you judge it consistent with our Laws and Customs. 

Thus does that great Man, with a noble Elevation of Soul, teach his Disciples what he 

properly was, not the Body, which they were soon to see a lifeless Carcase, but the Mind, 

which, after the Poyson should stop the /285/ Motions of his earthly Machine, would straight 

go off to inhabit the Mansions of the Blessed. And with these sublime Notions he comforts his 

sorrowful Friends, looks into another State of Existence, is undisturb'd, steady, constant, and 

cheerful amidst the Approaches of Death, and, in his last Moments, acts a Part that shews a 

great Soul, untouch'd with Things here below, raising her self up to take her Place among 

glorious immortal Spirits above, 

 

Impavidum feriunt ruinae. 

 

I really blush to reflect, how, notwithstanding the Advantages of supernatural Revelation, I 

might behave in such Circumstances. 

HOWEVER, this, I think, is very certain, as I have just now observed from Plato, the Mind 

is properly one's Self, as being the only Seat of all our Perceptions. So that to say, One's 

Self-interest, or Self-preservation, is the same, as to say, the Interest, and Preservation, or Well- 

being of the Mind (I). And having already explain'd, that the Mind derives all her Pleasures, 

either from some Motions that happen in her Body, or from some Thoughts and Reflections, 

about which the is immediately /286/ imploy'd; her Well-being or Interest must necessarily be 
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made up of some agreeable Perceptions, that flow to her, from one or other, or both of these 

Sources. So that the great Matter here, is, for the Mind to determine, how she ought to regulate 

her Conduct with Respect to these different Perceptions. Now we know from Experience, that 

the Pleasures which spring from these two Sources, are not always consistent with one another. 

For there is nothing more obvious, than that whatever particular Mind is so powerfully devoted 

to some agreeable Sensations, that come from her Body, that she must needs have them at any 

Rate; she can never attain those delightful Perceptions, that arise from the Esteem and 

Commendation of a whole System of rational Agents. And, it during all the While I stay in this 

World, I can relish nothing but those Gratifications I receive by my Eyes, Ears, Taste, Smell, or 

feeling; or if I am sensible of no Pleasures, but what proceed from those Motions in my Body, 

that are occasioned by external Objects; I suppose, no one will imagine, that when this 

Machine, the great Organ by which I have them, is taken down, and I go off into another World, 

where I shall have no Access to my such Gratifications, I can then find my self easier and 

happy. On the contrary, how can I avoid being extremely miserable? For since we carry 

nothing /287/ along with us into another World, but our virtuous or vitious Dispositions (I), my 

Passion to bodily Pleasures (tho' no other Mischief should befal me ) must still remain, without 

any Possibility of ever having it gratified. And since that every Man, if he uses his Reflection, 

cannot but see, that such Effects mutt certainly flow from sensual Enjoyments, when they are 

the prevailing Pleasures of the Mind, Self love can never suffer us to approve our being under 

the Power of such Sensations, nor engage us to make it our main Business to pursue them (2). 

I do not mean, that Self-love obligeth us to renounce those pleasing Perceptions we have by 

Means of our Body. This curious Engine we always carry about us, is so fram'd by the great 

Author of Nature, that it is capable of entertaining us with a great many most agreeable ideas. 

And what can hinder us from gratefully receiving those delightful Perceptions, which seem to 

be, more particularly than any other, the immediate Ordinance of the first Cause of all Things? 

I cannot help thinking, /288/ it certainly proceeds from some peevish narrow Humour that 

conceives very absurdly both of God and Man, to imagine we must not suffer our selves in the 

Injoyment of such Sort of Satisfactions. And I cannot but here take Notice, that the Author of 

the Fable of the Bees talks very whimsically on this Subject, while he will needs reduce all 

liberal Gratifications of this Nature, to Vice and Luxury. But I am well perswaded, there is no 

Man, that attends to the Nature of Things, but must be satisfied, that there is no more Vice or 

Luxury, in indulging one's Self in the pleasing Perceptions we have from a stately 

well-proportion'd Edifice, from fine Gardens, rich Clothes, and Furniture, harmonious Sounds, 

agreeable Tastes, and such like Sensations (provided the Mind does not delight in these Things, 
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in Comparison to others, very trifling, as her principal Entertainments) than there is in pursuing 

the Pleasures, which one cannot but feel in a Course of mathematical Demonstrations. 

 BUT how innocently soever one may allow one's self to enjoy bodily Pleasures; yet if the 

Mind be so intirely affixed to them, that she can relish nothing, but such Sort of Gratifications; 

or if she prefer them to the agreeable Perceptions, that spring from her own Thoughts and 

Reflections, suppose from the Consciousness, or the Prospect, of her being possess'd of the 

Applauses of God, and of all Mankind, /289/ she must act wrong; since these sensual Pleasures 

are all mortal, must necessarily expire with the Body, and cannot but be accounted infinitely 

hurtful (I). For, according to the Observations which I have above laid dawn, to determine the 

full Value of an Set of Perceptions, 'tis very manifest, that such Sensations, when indulged so 

far as to keep out, or prevent the prevailing Influence of those pleasing Ideas, that flow from 

another Source (however grateful they may be above all other Perceptions for a While, yet in 

regard they leave the Mind quite destitute, and under the Power of eternal Despair and 

Perplexity) are infinitely worse than Nothing, or than no Pleasure at all. 

So that a prudent and wise Being (such as every Man is, when he acts according to human 

Nature) can never approve his indulging such Gratifications in such a Manner, or suffer himself 

to pursue them as his principal Design. /290/ Such a Pursuit, far from being Self-love, or Self- 

preservation, would, on the contrary, be Self-hatred or Self-destruction (I). And, as a Man's 

Self-love cannot but hinder him from yielding up his Mind to such Sensations, as, in their true 

Value, are pernicious and ruining; so must it powerfully engage him to approve and pursue 

those Perceptions, which, from balancing Things together, he perceives to be infinitely 

valuable, as being capable of entertaining him with Satisfactions than are as durable as his own 

Existence. 

AND therefore I conclude (and I hope, my Reader, through the whole of this Argument, 

will understand me no otherwise) that Self-love, Self-Interest, or whatever other Phrase can 

express this Principle in a rational Agent, signifies our embracing and pursuing those 

Perceptions, whether pleasing or painful at present, which, after we have look'd into the Nature 

and Consequences of Things, and fairly balanc'd there together, we judge to be most valuable, 

with relation to the Mind the only Seat of all our Pleasures, and properly one's Self (2). /291/ 

And give me Leave here to observe with Socrates, that all the Safety and Happiness of Life, or 

all our Salvation depends on the Choice we make of our Pleasures and Pains (I), or, on the 

Direction and Determination we give to Self-love, while it prompts us to the Pursuit of 

delightful perceptions.  
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I do not indeed think, that any Man who pretends to Philosophy, is to found his Principles 

upon the Authority of other People, tho' ever so famous; great Names do not convince a Man's 

Judgment, nor let him see naked Truths which one can only discern from considering the 

Nature of Things. However, when a Man foresees he shall be obnoxious to Censure, the putting 

himself under the Protection of some renowned Character, may at least engage People not to be 

over-hasty in condemning him. And therefore, I hope, the Reader will here permit me to give 

an Account of what were the Sentiments of Socrates upon those Points, which l have been just 

now insisting on, with a particular Regard to Moral Virtue; especially since our Author tells us, 

that in his Book*, the Ideas of moral Good and Evil are establish'd according to the Sentiments 

of the antient Moralists. 

/292/ This wonderful Man maintains (i), that Knowledge or Wisdom is a fine beautiful 

Thing, able to govern a Man so steadily, that when he has his Mind open to discern what is 

Good and Evil, or what is Virtuous and Vicious, 'tis impossible that any Thing can over -power 

him, so as to determine him to act otherwise than this Knowledge or Philosophy shall 

command him; for it is sufficient to protect him again the Force of any Temptation. But, says he 

to Protagoras, "you know very well that the Vulgar don't believe us upon this Subject, and that 

they alledge, that most Men do, to little Purpose, know what is most just, and what is best, for 

they do nothing I of it, though it be in their Power, and that frequently they act quite contrary, 

Those, of whom I have asked the Cause of so strange a Conduct, have all told me that those 

People are overcome by Pleasure, or by Pain, I or are vanquished and carried away by some 

other Passion: But I am apt to believe, they are mistaken in this, as in many other Things." 

AND, in order to make this appear, this great Philosopher explains and settles the true /293/ 

Notions of Pleasure and Pain, as we ought to take them from the Nature of Things:To which 

Purpose he asks: 

“Do you, says he, who maintain you are determin'd to commit vicious Actions, or to pursue 

Evil from Pleasure, do you think that any other Thing happens to you on such Occasions, than 

what really happens, at all Times when you are enticed by the Pleasure of Feasting, and by that 

of Love, to yield to the Temptation, though you know very well, that those Pleasures are very 

bad and very dangerous? They would certainly answer, 'Tis Nothing else. Should we 

afterwards ask them, Why say you that those Pleasures are evil? is it because they give you a 

Sort of Pleasure in the very Minute that you enjoy them, and that they are both agreeable? or is 

it because in the Sequel they ingender Diseases, that they throw you head-long into Poverty, 

and that they draw after them a Thousand Misfortunes that are as fatal? Or, suppose they 

should not be followed by any of those Mischiefs, would you however call them bad, because 
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they cause Man to rejoyce? and to rejoyce in Vice is the most deplorable of all Vices, and the 

Punishment of Sin. Let us I consider, Protagoras, What other Thing could they answer to us, 

than that they are not evil by reason of the Pleasure they occasion at the Time of Enjoyment, 

but because of the Diseases and other Accidents which they /294/ draw after them,? And 

whatever destroys our Health, and causeth our Ruin, is it not very vexatious? I fancy they 

would. agree to it. It should seem then, that those Pleasures are not evil, but because they 

terminate in Sorrow, and deprive Men of other Pleasures which they desire to enjoy. They 

would not fail to own it. 

" But if we should take the contrary Side, and should ask them, My Friends, you, say that 

disagreeable Things are good. How do you, understand it? will you speak by Example of 

bodily Exercises, of Wars, of Cures that the Physicians perform by Incision, by Purgations, or 

by the strictest Diet? Do you say, that those Things are good, but that they are disagreeable?, 

They would be of that Opinion. But why do you, call them good? Is it because at the very 

Minute they cause. the greatest of Aches and infinite Pain? or, because by their Operation they 

occasion Health and a good Habit of Body; that they are the Preservation of Cities, that they 

raise to Empire - and that they heap Glory and Riches upon certain States? Without Doubt they 

would make no Scruple to take the lost Part. But do you call these 'Things good for any other 

Reason, than because they end in Pleasure, and that they remove and chafe away Vexation and 

Sorrow? Or, can you, tell me of any other Motive that obliges you, to call these Things good, 

than /295/ the removing of Pain, and the Expectations of Pleasures? No, you, cannot. 

WELL then, do you, not seek after pleasure, as a good Thing, and do you not avoid Pain, as 

an evil? You certainly do so. 'Tis plain therefore, that you, take Pain for an Evil, and Pleasure 

for a Good, since that you call Pleasure itself an Evil, when it deprives you of certain Pleasures 

that are greater than those which it procures you, and when it is the Occasion of Troubles more 

sensible than all its Pleasures: For, had you any other Reason to call Pleasure an Evil, and did 

you, judge of it by any other Standard, you would make no Difficulty to tell it us. But l am sure 

you can't find it. 

AGAIN, after the same Manner with respect to Pain; it is then you, call it a Good, when it 

delivers you, from certain Anguishes that are greater than those which it creates in you. Or, 

when the Pleasures it procures you are greater than its Vexations. And were you determin'd 

from any Thing, else than what I here tell you, to call Pain a Good, you would certainly let us 

know of it; but 'tis not in your Power. -----------But I yet give you, Leave to declare whether you 

find Good to be any other Thing than Pleasure, or, Evil to be any other Thing than Pain." 
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Thus that great Man having settled the Notions of Pleasure and Pain, and made it appear 

that this is no other Thing than Evil, and that /296/ no other Thing than Good. From this he lets 

us see what a gross Mistake, and how ridiculous it is to alledge,  “That a Man knowing Evil to 

be Evil, and being able to prevent his abandoning himself thereunto, ceaseth not to commit it, 

because he is hurried along by Pleasure; and that it is no less absurd to advance on the other 

Side, that a Man knowing Good, yet refuseth to do it, because of some present Pleasure that 

diverts him from it: For Pleasure and Good being of the same Import, to say a Man commits 

Evil because he is overcome and hurried away by Pleasure, is the same as to say, a Man 

commits Evil, because he is overcome and carried away by Good! A pleasant enough 

Absurdity. Besides that, 'tis here suppos'd, that the Good whereby a Man is overcome, is not 

capable to prevent his committing an Action, which he knows to be evil, and is able to forbear; 

for otherwise he would not have sinned. But for what Reason is Good incapable of 

surmounting Evil? or, why has Evil the Strength to surmount Good? It can be for no other 

Reason, but that the Evil is greater than the Good. And from hence it must follow, that when a 

Man is overcome by Good, he chuses the greatest Evils in room of the least Good, or that he 

prefers Pain to Pleasure; which indeed:is very ridiculous. 

Nor will it lessen the Absurdity, to say, there is a great Difference between a present 

Pleasure, and a Pleasure or Pain that is to come /297/ and expected; for do they differ by any 

other Thing, than by Pleasure and Pain? No, says Socrates, they can differ in nothing else.” 

So that this extraordinary Man, who, as Cicero says, (i) first introduced moral Philosophy 

into the World, and settled it among Men, than which, as the same Cicero observes (2) from 

Plato, a greater or a better Blessing. Heaven cannot bestow on us: I lay, the divine Socrates is 

clearly of Opinion, That there is no Man that commits Evil, or pursues a vicious Course, of 

Life, because he is overcome by Pleasure, but because he wants Knowledge, or mistakes the 

Nature of Things, and is ignorant and stupid, And therefore he firmly maintains, that all our 

Safety and Happiness depends upon the good Choice we make of Pleasure and Pain, which can 

not be done unless we have some particular Science whereby to govern our judgment in those 

Points. And to illustrate this, he makes the following Observations:  

“A Man, says he, who knows how to balance Things well, and who puts agreeable Things 

on one Side, and disagreeable Things on another, as well those that are present, /298/ as those 

that he may foresee are to come, knows very well, which are the most numerous. For if you 

weigh the Agreeable with the Agreeable, you must always chuse the most numerous and the 

greatest; if you weigh the Disagreeable with the Disagreeable, you must chuse the least in 

Number and the smallest; and if you weigh the Agreeable with the Disagreeable, and that the 
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last are surmounted by the first, whether it be that the Present are surmounted by the Absent, or 

the Absent by the Present, we must always chuse the greatest Number, that is, the first, the 

Agreeable; and if the latter, I mean the Disagreeable, weigh down the Scales, we must beware 

of making so bad a Choice. Is not that all the Art to be used?” 

IF therefore our Happiness consisted always in chusing and doing that which is greatest, 

and in rejecting that which is least, what should we do, and what should we have Recourse to, 

to assure us of Happiness all our Life-time? Should we have Recourse to the Art of Measuring, 

or should we content our selves with Appearances, and with a simple Glance of the Eye? But 

we know, that the Sight has often deceived us, and that when we have judged by the Eye, we 

have been obliged to change our Opinion, when the Question to be decided has been, Which is 

the Greatest? Whereas the Art of Measuring has always remov'd those false Appearances, and, 

/299/ by making the Truth appear, has set the Mind at Ease, which rely'd upon this Truth, and 

has ascertain'd the Happiness of our Life. What would our Disputants say to that? Would they 

say, that our Safety depends upon the Art of Measuring, or upon any other Art? And if our 

Safety should depend upon the Choice of Even and Odd, every Time that one must chuse the 

least, and compare the Most with the Most, the Most or the Least with the Least, and the One 

with the Other, whether they be near, or at a Distance, upon what Art would our Safety depend? 

Is it not upon the Art of Arithmetick? For the Art of Measuring, which teacheth us nothing but 

the Greatness of Things, is no longer the Business in question; it would be requisite to know the 

Even and the Odd, and nothing but the Knowledge of Arithmetick can teach us that.  

Well then, since it has appear'd to us, that all the Safety and Happiness of Life depends 

upon the good Choice which we should make between Pleasure and Pain, that is, to say, 

between that which in these two Kinds is the greatest or the least, the most numerous or the 

least, the nearest or the farthest off; is it not true that the Art of Measuring, is the Art of 

examining the Largeness of Things, and of comparing their different Resemblances? And if so, 

then we want such an Art or Science to guide us in our Choice of /300/ Pleasure, and thereby to 

ascertain the Happiness of Life.” 

This Science Socrates represents to be Virtue or Moral Philosophy, which gives the Mind a 

true Knowledge of Things, which shews her where Pleasure lies, and removes and keeps off 

that Darkness and Ignorance whereby we are betray'd into vicious Actions. 

To the same Purpose Plato observes, at the Beginning of his second Book of Laws, “That 

the first Sensations which Children have, being Pleasure or Pain, it is by there that Virtue or 

Vice is derived to the Mind, And if these Passions in Children, before they come to the use of 

their Reason, be well manag'd, so as severally to be directed to those Things that are their 
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proper Objects: This, says he, I call good Discipline. But when they are the same Way 

determin'd by one's own judgment and Reason, it is than Moral Virtue. And a /301/ little from 

the Beginning of his Fifth Book of Laws, he tells us, That all Men hanging, as it were, on 

Pleasure and Pain, as the two great Springs whereby we are all along mov'd and determin'd 

through the whole Course of our Lives, wherever Pleasure prevails, there we must necessarily 

yield. And so far is Virtue from condemning any Thing of this Nature, that, on the contrary, it 

derives all its Praise from its leading us to the greatest Pleasures (I).” 

 /302/ WHEN the Reader finds that these Sentiments of these two great Philosophers, 

Socrates and Plato, do exactly agree, or are the very/303/ same with my Principles, I hope I          

shall be forgiven far troubling him with so long a Quotation. But I shall now proceed. 

 

 

SECTION II  

 

WH AT I have hitherto observed relates to Self-love, as it belongs to human Nature. I shall 

now explain what I understand by this Principle when applied to the Deity. And, in order to 

this, it must be remarked;  

THAT rational Agents associated to one another bear different Characters and Relations 

with respect to each other; according to which they naturally desire to be entertained with 

different Sets of pleasing Perceptions, Thus, among Mankind particularly, we have Governor, 

Proprietor, Benefactor, Parent, &c. and consequently, Subject, Property, Beneficiary, Child, 

&c. All which are different Characters in which Men stand related to one another; and when the 

Mind attends in which of these she is vested, she finds herself inspir'd with such particular 

Desires or Appetites, that want to be gratify'd /304/ by such a particular, Conduct, or Series of 

Actions in other Minds or rational Agents, to which she stands so and so related. This, I 

suppose, is what all the World have pretty good Conviction of from Experience, or from their 

inward Sense of Things. And I need not here take Notice what particular Appetites belong to 

these particular Characters, or what particular Set of agreeable Ideas the Mind naturally 

requires, according as she is conscious with which of these she is invested: Every one that 

knowsthe Meaning of the Words, must understand thus much. 

I shall only observe, if a Man, for Instance, be a Governor, the Thoughts of his bearing this 

Character necessarily inspire him with a Desire to have the Reverence, the Submission, and 

Loyalty of all those rational Agents, whom he knows and owns to be his Subjects. And when 

People do, in all Instances, express their Esteem and Duty to their Prince, this gratifies those 
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Appetites he has from his Character, and thereby entertains him with agreeable Perceptions; 

which he cannot but delight in and approve of. Whereas, when they express no Regard to his 

Character, but testify, in some Series of Actions, Contempt, Disobedience, and Rebellion 

against him, this is treating him as quite another Person than what he is conscious he is, 'tis 

directly contradictory to his Appetites as a Prince, and cannot therefore but affect him with 

uneasy Sensations, which one must necessarily hate, /305/ condemn and avoid. All this is very 

obvious, and it plainly lets us see, that Self-love operates on every rational Agent, according to 

the Character which he is sensible belongs to him. 

Now, from this, one may easily understand how Self-love comes to be attributed to the 

Deity. For, in this Question, we are not to consider the supreme Being, as he is precisely in his 

own Nature; but as he bears such a Character, or stands so and so related to Mankind, or other 

rational Agents. And in this View we must regard him as the Creator and Preserver, the 

Governor, Proprietor, Benefactor, and the great Parent of Mankind, &c. These are the 

Relations which the first Cause of all Things bears to us his rational Creatures; and the 

Character he assumes, and wherein he acts, is made up of these Particulars. 

So that, with the Cautions I have mention'd in my Enquiry, we must suppose, I say only 

suppose, that the supreme Former of the Universe, is inspir'd with all those Appetites, which, as 

we conceive, naturally belong to a Being acting in such a Character. Upon which Supposition, 

we must again imagine, that as on the one Hand, the great Father of Spirits cannot but 

necessarily delight in, approve of, and pursue the Worship, Homage, Submission, Love, 

Gratitude, &c. of his Creatures and Subjects: So on the other Hand, he cannot but hate, 

condemn and reject their Neglect, Contempt, and in a Word, every Action whatsoever, that can 

be injurious /306/ to him, as invested with such a Character. And this is what I understand by 

Self-love, Interest or Preservation, when 'tis ascrib'd to the Divine Nature. 

 

 

S E C TION III 

 

I HAVE hinted in my Enquiry, that from observing other Creatures of the same outward 

Structure of Body with our selves, we are immediately conciliated, and strongly incline to 

associate together. I shall here explain this Article a little further, in taking Notice of some 

Things, which, in my Apprehension, do certainly excite and strengthen our affecting human 

Society, wherein we find our selves highly gratified. 
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IN this visible World, every Man sees numberless Sorts of Creatures, all differing from one 

another, and very unlike himself; and tho' we may observe some particular Animals to excel us 

in Strength, Swiftness, or the Beauty of their Colours, yet there is no Man that would incline to 

have himself transform'd into the Shape of any one of them (i).The Structure of our own /307/ 

Body, the human Face particularly, is that which mightily pleaseth us, and we look upon such 

Things as vastly preferable to any Thing we see in any other Creature whatsoever (I). 

/308/ Besides that, we are conscious of some inward Powers and Faculties, which we do not 

apprehend any other Animals, that are not of our Shape, to be endued with, and which we judge 

so considerable, that we thereupon value our selves infinitely above all other Parts of the 

visible Creation. 

Now setting this Value on the external Frame of our Nature, and the inward Abilities of the 

Mind, as we happen to see other Creatures of the same Frame, Shape, and Proportions, 

differing, as we always presume, in every respect, from every other Kind of Animals, as much 

as we do our selves; and so nearly approaching to our Make, that they are exactly our own 

Image and Impression, we cannot but 'highly esteem them above all other Creatures we see, 

and conceive very friendly Affections towards them, as being our Equals and of our Nature; 

and very strongly affect to associate our selves with them, as having a particular Interest in 

them, such as we are not sensible of in any other Species 'of Creatures (i). And as, we thus find 

our selves influenc'd with kind Dispositions towards our Fellow-men, so do we secretly 

apprehend, that they are affected after the same friendly Manner towards us: For what else can 

we possibly suppose, when we conceive they are like our /309/ selves, or partake of our 

Nature? And this, in particular, cannot but mightily contribute to bring us, with open Arms as it 

were, into Society with one another. 

ALL this, methinks, naturally flows from that Value and Good-liking we have for our 

selves. And I cannot but here observe, we have a plain Confirmation of it from daily 

Experience. We commonly see Parents peculiarly fond of those Children, who, more than the 

rest, resemble them. And do we not Feel some kind Motions in our Breasts to an indifferent 

Person, of whom we know nothing else, but that we see he resembles our Friend in the Features 

of his Face, or in the particular Make and Air of his Body? And I suppose every Body knows, 

how very naturally People of the same Age or Profession, or of the same Principles and 

Disposition, do assemble together, and contract Friendship with one another (I). And, as I shall 

have occasion to observe afterwards, what is this but one's loving himself in another? So that, 

in my Opinion, there is a Desire, or a Propension to Society, natural to every Man, that takes its 

Rise from Self-love. 
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A N D indeed the great Author of Nature has subjected us to such Appetites, as make our 

living together in Society very necessary to our /310/ Well-being. I have already hinted, that, 

from some particular Motions in the Body, there arise certain Desires in the Mind, which 

cannot be gratify'd, except the one Sex have Correspondence with the other. And both Sexes 

feeling such natural Propensions towards each other, they cannot but incline to approach one 

another in a friendly Manner; and their mutual Embraces proving so agreeable, they cannot but 

necessarily chuse to live together. I see nothing can hinder us to imagine, that this, and the other 

Principle (I mean that just now mentioned, whereby we strongly affect our own Species) did 

both powerfully concur to conciliate Adam and Eve together, who, we have good Reason to 

believe, were the two First of our Species. 

 

 --- ---- ----- On she came 

Led by her Heavenly Maker, though unseen,  

And guided by his Voice, nor uninform'd  

Of nuptial Sanctity, and Marriage Rites  

Grace was in all her Steps, Heaven in her Eye 

 every Gesture Dignity and Love. 

I overjoy'd could not forbear aloud 

   * * * 

----- -------- ------------- I now fee 

Bone of my Bone, Flesh of my Flesh, my Self  

Before me ----- ------- ------ 

 * * * 

 I follow'd her. She what was Honour knew, 

And with obsequious Majesty approv'd – 

/311/ My pleaded Reason. To the nuptial Bower 

 I led her blushing, like the Morn ------------- 

 

   MILT. Parad. lost. Book 8. 

 

AND those amorous Entertainments that pass between the Sexes, producing other 

Individuals that bear their Likeness, which they cannot but look upon as Parts of themselves 

(for which' I shall account afterwards) they have a strong Propension to keep with their 

Children, and' to make one Society with them. All this, as it is exactly agreeable to the Nature 

of Things, so 'tis absolutely necessary to the Propagation of Mankind, and to prevent our 
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Species from being extinguished, which the first Cause of all Thinks design'd to have 

continued. 

AND as we all grow up under the Care and fond Affections of our Parents, who help us in a 

our Sorrows, and minister to our Pleasures, this gives us an exquisite Relish of the great 

Advantage of Society, and makes us regard our Fellow-men as the great Promoters of our 

Happiness: So that from our earliest Days we cannot but all along preserve a strong Inclination 

to associate our selves to one another. And certain it is, that the Gratification of this social 

Appetite makes one of our greatest Pleasures. 

 

/312/ 

SECTION IV 

 

B UT, as Ihave obferv'd above in the Enquiry, Our Propension to Society does not wholly 

terminate in the Presence of other intelligent Beings; we likewise passionately de, fire the Love 

and Esteem of those Beings with whom we are assembled. And that this Desire after the Love 

and Esteem of others, comes immediately from Self-love, is to me very manifest. 

We are sensible, from what passes in our own Breasts, that whatever rational Agents we 

love and esteem, we always like and approve their being in agreeable Circumstances; we judge 

them worthy of those delightful Perceptions they enjoy, and find ourselves dispos'd to 

cooperate with them to maintain and promote their Happiness: So that such Beings as we affect 

and value, are not only secure, with respect to us, of what Pleasures they are at present 

possessed of, but they can promise themselves our Assistance to defend them against the 

injurious Attacks of others, and to help them in their Pursuits after higher Satisfactions. 

Whereas, when we entertain Hatred and Contempt against other rational Agents, we dislike and 

condemn them, being in any pleasing Situation, we judge them unworthy of any Degree of 

Happiness, and we would concur to dispossess them, and /313/ to reduce them to Misery: So 

that such Beings are, so far as our Power can reach, in no State of Safety, and can look for 

nothing but Mischief at our Hands. And thus do we find our selves very differently affected 

towards other Beings, according as we love and esteem, or hate and contemn them. And those 

other rational Agents, are, severally, either in safe or in dangerous Circumstances, according as 

they are the Objects or these different Passions. 

B u t now, there is no Man who imagines that he is the only Being that is liable to the 

Influence of this Sort of Love and Hatred. We always regard other intelligent Beings as inspir’d 

with the same Passions, and govern'd by them in the same Manner we are ourselves. And 
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therefore, as we are all conscious that such Beings whom we love and esteem, are secure of 

their Happiness, and may depend upon our Assistance, to support, and advance it; while those 

whom we hate and contemn, have no Security this Way, but may promise themselves, if it lies 

in our Power, to be rendred miserable: So, in like Manner, we naturally conceive ourselves 

either safe, or in Danger, with respect to our delightful Enjoyments (so far as we depend upon 

others ) according as we have, either their Love and Esteem, or them, Hatred and Contempt. 

Upon which Views of Things, 'tis impossible but we must desire the Love and Esteem of other 

rational Agents, that is, that they like and approve, our being in Happiness; that /314/ they 

count us worthy of it; and that they stand always dispos'd to assist us in our Pursuits after it. For 

as this immediately corresponds, or is the very same with that Love and Esteem we bear 

ourselves; so when we reflect, how we depend (in whatever Respect) upon the Goodwill of 

other rational Agents, for our delightful Perceptions, it makes us easy and secure, it prevents all 

apprehensions of ever being disturb'd by them, and it gives us the pleasing Prospect of their 

going along, or co-operating with us to establish our present, and procure any future Felicity. 

And, as Tully observes, we cannot possibly have a stronger Guard for the Safety of our Lives 

and fortunes; nor can any Thing more effectually help us forward in the Improvement of all the 

several Branches of our Happiness than the Love and kind Affections of our Fellows (I). 

So that from our being conscious, that other intelligent Beings can form a Judgment of our 

/315/ Case, approve our being happy, and heartily concur with us in our Endeavours to be so; 

and knowing that they are all animated and govern'd by the fame Passions we are ourselves, 

which operate upon them in the same Manner they do upon us: I say, 'tis from the secret Sense 

we have of these Things, that our Self-love necessarily prompts us to desire their Love and 

Esteem. 

AND this gives us a very good Reason, “why we cannot possibly receive with equal 

Serenity and Composure, an Assault, a Buffet, an Affront from a Neighbour, a Cheat from a 

Partner or Trustee, as we would an equal Damage from the Fall of a Beam, or Tile, or a 

Tempest; or have the same Thoughts and Sentiments of both”. 'Tis likewise from hence 

evident, “how Villany, Treachery, Cruelty, cannot be as meekly resented as a Blast, or Mildew, 

or an overflowing Stream”. 

For those Passions we are sensible of, when we receive any Affront or Injury from 

intelligent Beings, do not spring immediately from the outward Damage they do us, but from a 

secret Apprehension of their being actuated with Contempt and Hatred against us, whereby we 

have a quick Sense, they contradict our natural Desire after the Love and Esteem of others, and 

to have all Men to co-operate with us in our Endeavours to be happy. But as we look up on 
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inanimate Beings as quite inactive, without being in any Degree capable of imploying any 

/316/ Sort of Affections about us; so we have no Notion of them, either gratifying or crossing 

our Desire of Esteem, or that they should, from any Choice of their own, either consult or 

oppose our Interest. And therefore, when we happen to suffer by them, we may well regret our 

Misfortune, and feel ourselves concern'd for our having lost Some of our pleasing Enjoyments: 

But, unless a Man he extremely foolish and whimsical, he can never be sensible of any Passion 

against those inanimate Creatures, which have occasion'd his Loss, without being capable of 

any Design, to disturb him. 

INDEED, if we conceive that those Things are under the Power and Direction of an 

intelligent Being, who makes Use of them to our Prejudice; this gives us the View of a rational 

Agent pursuing us with Contempt and Hatred, and exerting these Passions (we know not how 

far) to ruine our Interest: Which is so very contradictory to Self love, whereby we desire the 

Esteem of others, and to have them to assist us in promoting our Happiness, that (if some other 

Consideration does not prevent it) we cannot but be affected with the keenest Resentments (I). 

But, I say, as to the Things /317/ them-selves by which we immediately suffer, since they are 

purely insensible and inactive, and cannot contradict our natural Desire after the Love and 

Esteem of others, they are not the Objects of our Resentment. After the same Manner, I might 

account for our being affected, when we receive Good from intelligent Beings, in a quite 

different Manner, than what we are, when we receive equal or greater Good (with respect' to 

external Enjoyments) from inanimate Ones. But this I shall have Occasion to take Notice of 

afterwards. 

S E C TION V 

 

H ERE it is to be remarked, that Moral Virtue direly consists in this Love and Esteem which 

one rational Agent bears to another. 

 I suppose, every Body will own, these is nothing that can be call'd Virtue, but that which 

passeth betwixt two intelligent Minds, or that which lies immediately in the Conduct of one 

Mind towards another. We never imagine there is any Virtue in the mutual Services, which a 

Man and a brute Creature do to one another: Nor do we count it Virtue in inanimate Beings to 

gratify any of our natural Appetites. Those Things indeed may be extremely acceptable and 

beneficial to us, as they entertain the Mind with those Pleasures that arise /318/ from some 

Motions in her Body; but we do not here conceive, there is any Sort of Intercourse betwixt one 

Mind and another, without which there can be no Virtue (I). Nay, if we regard only the external 

Actions of our Fellow-men, without taking Notice how they stand affected, to us in their 
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Minds, there is no more Virtue here, than there is in the Actions of brute Creatures, that act 

always without any rational Choice and Reflection (2). But when we confider what passeth in 

any rational Mind with relation to us, or what Thoughts and Affections she employs about us, 

we than observe one Mind corresponding with another, and acting in what we call either Virtue 

or Vice (3). 

/319/ So that Virtue, as Socrates observes, lying in the internal Actions of the Mind (since 

those Actions, as they concern other rational Agents, are either Love and Esteem, or Hatred and 

Contempt, or such Affections and Actions as naturally flow from these leading Passions) 

Virtue being a good and friendly Thing, must necessarily consist in Love and Esteem. And, as 

have just now hinted, the Love and Esteem which other rational Agents bear to us, exactly 

corresponding with our own Self-love or Interest, and being that which, according to the 

Influence of this Principle, 'tis impossible for us not to desire; it naturally follows, that 

THE Goodness of any Action, done by one intelligent Mind to another, from which it is 

denominated Moral Virtue, immediately lies in the Suitableness and Congruity, which that 

Action, bears to this natural Turn of Mind, essential to every rational Agent, whereby we 

receive and pursue pleasing Perceptions (2) /320/ Or, in the Conformity it has to our Self-love, 

while it concurs and co-operates with this Principle in approving our being happy, and to 

secure and promote our Well-being(I) 

THIS is that which I have endeavoured to establish in the foregoing Enquiry. And how ever 

our Author (whole Book I am to examine; so far as it affects my Principles) may seem in 

several Places to contradict this Notion of Moral Virtue; yet one should think, that in other 

Places he expresly maintains it. 

IF we examine (says he, in that Section where he proposes to shew, That the Sense of 

Virtue, and the various Opinions about it, are reducible to one general Foundation) ''If we 

examine, Says he,* all the Actions which are counted amiable any where, and enquire into the 

Grounds upon which they are approved, we shall find, that in the Opinion of /321/ the Person 

who approves them, they always appear as benevolent, or flowing from the Love, of others, 

and Study of theIR Happiness, whether the Approver be one of the Persons beloved, or, 

profited, or not; so that all those kind Affections, which incline us to make others happy, and all 

Actions supposed to flow from such Affections, appear morally good, if, while they are 

benevolent towards some Persons, they, be not pernicious to others: Nor shall we find any 

Thing amiable in any Action whatsoever, - where theRe is no Benevolence imagin'd; or in any 

Disposition, or Capacity which is not suppos'd, applicable to, and design'd for benevolent 

Purposes." The Reader cannot but observe; that this Gentleman here delivers the same 
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Sentiments upon this Point that I have done. For, when he says, we approve an Action as 

morally good, because it flows from the Love of others, and Study of their Happiness, 'tis the 

same as to say, because it bears a Conformity to our Self-love, or Interest, as I have just now 

explain'd. 

AND indeed, the Definition which he gives us of his moral Sense; that he talks so much 

about, comes to the same very Purpose; for he calls it, "a Determination of Our Minds to 

receive amiable or disagreeable Ideas of Actions, when they occur to our Observation, 

antecedent to any Opinions of Advantage or Loss to redound to our!elves from them*”/322/ By 

which one can only understand, that every Man has a natural Turn of Mind to receive pleasing 

or painful Perceptions from the Actions of intelligent Beings; which is indeed antecedent to 

any Opinion of Advantage or Loss, which can redound to us from any Object whatsoever. But 

in the mean Time, those amiable or pleasing Ideas, which we have a Determination or Turn of 

Mind to receive from some Actions of rational Agents, may be call'd Advantage, as the 

disagreeable or painful ones may be call'd Loss or Damage. All this is no other Thing than that 

which I have been above representing; So that, even according to this Author, the Ground upon 

which we approve any Action as morally good, is the Suitableness or Congruity it bears to our 

Self-love or Interest. 

 

SECTION VI 

 

HITHERTO I have endeavour'd to explain what I understand by Self-love and Moral 

Virtue; I shall now consider, what is the immediate and principal Motive that determines us to 

the Pursuit of virtuous Actions. 

AND, for ought I have yet seen to the contrary, I must still own my self of the same Opinion 

I have laid down in my Enquiry, where I maintain, that Self-love, as it exerts it self in the Desire 

of the Love and Esteem of other intelligent Beings, is this great and commanding Motive. 

/323/ IT is true, as all the Passions that enter into the Constitution of intelligent Beings, are 

certain Springs in our Nature, whereby we are dispos'd or excited to Action; so Love, and all 

the various Affections wherein it is diversify'd, or with which it is complicated, and in the 

Exercise and Direction whereof Moral Virtue is included, are so many inward Springs which, 

as they happen to be moved by their several Objects, do each of them bend the Mind towards 

Action, and may prevail in some Instances to cause it exert its Powers, without being 

stimulated by the Desire of Esteem, in behalf of other Beings. But withal it seems manifest, that 

those Affections Are not able, by their own Power, to determine the Mind in all Instances, and 
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to bear it up in a steady Pursuit of Virtue, or of Beneficence toward others. The calm sedate 

Passion of universal Love and Benevolence is certainly unequal to this Purpose: It does indeed, 

as I have just now said, bend the Mind, in some Degree, towards Action; but I dare say, every 

Man proves it true by Experience, that this Bent is so weak, or the Passion moves the Mind so 

gently, that under its Influence it can withstand no great Opposition, nor undergo any great 

Labour or Application. So that, in order to rouSe the Mind's Activity, and to make it steady and 

vigorous in the Pursuit of Virtue, or in imparting Happiness to all other Beings a round it, there 

is Need of Some other Passion, that has sufficient Power to animate and supports /324/ it. And 

the Passion that is fully able thus to incite and bear up the Mind, is, in my Apprehension, the 

Desire of Esteem; which I therefore take, tho' not, perhaps, in every Instance, yet in the general 

and main Conduct of Life to be the great Motive to Virtue. 

SOME indeed raise a horrid Clamour against this Principle; and the Man who goes about to 

contend for it, must expect to meet with the kind Imputation of vain, selfish, mercenary, a 

Disciple of Epicurus, and I know not what, perhaps a Destroyer of all Religion and Virtue. But 

as all the World are agreed, there must be some Motive or other that excites rational Agents to 

the Pursuit of Moral Virtue, I would fain know what this Motive is, if it be not Self-love, or 

Self-interest (I). 

I am not ignorant, what great Noise there is made about the native Beauty and Amiableness, 

the fine Harmony and Proportion of Moral Virtue, and with what a genteel Air these Things are 

recommended to us, as the great Motives by which only we ought to be govern'd. And indeed, 

these are all very polite Words, and being taken from the Entertainments of the beau Monde, or 

the fashionable /325/ Part of the World, they seem to have something of Greatness and 

Generosity affix'd to them. But for my Part, I have been in use to form such selfish Notions of 

every Thing that relates to Moral Virtue, that I know not what these genteel Phrases can signify 

if it be not Pleasure, or some pleasing Perceptions, that is, Interest or Advantage. And I 

violently suspect, if those Philosophers, who, in Matters of Virtue, talk so much of their ὸ 

ὸ, Beauty, Symmetry, and Harmony, and such like, will explain what they understand by 

these Ways of Speaking, we hall find they mean nothing, but that Virtue derives to the Mind 

very delightful Ideas, and is every Way fit for promoting our Happiness (I). 

/326/ I suppose, every Body will own, that Plato was as free from what they call selfish 

Principles upon Points of this Nature, as any Man. Not to mention how he designedly proves at 

great Length in his Republick, that we ought to pursue Moral Virtue for its own sake, whether 

we therein ly conceal'd from God and Man, or no (I). He expresly declares, That Virtue in it 

self, it so very lovely and beautiful a Form, that did we see it with our bodily Eyes, it would 
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certainly overpower us, and quite captivate all our Affections. And yet the same Author 

observes, That whatever Things are beautiful, they are called so, on account either of the 

immediate Pleasure they give us, or of their Usefulness, that is, their being capable of 

procuring us agreeable Perceptions , or because they are both thus pleasing and useful (I), 

And that, on the other Hand, whatever Things are ugly and deformed, they are called so, from 

their being immediately painful, or attended with bad Consequents, or both (z). In particular he 

takes notice, that every Action is fine or beautiful that tends to make us live agreeably, and 

without Pain So that every Action that is lovely or amiable, is at the same Time good and 

profitable. (3). 

NAY, our Author himself, who spends a considerable Part of his Book in accounting for the 

/328/ Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Order, (with a Design, I suppose, to lay down a 

Foundation upon which he may demonstrate, that we neither approve nor pursue Virtue from 

Self-interest) gives us no other Notions of Beauty and Harmony, but that they are some 

pleasing Perceptions of the Mind, to which there is no Resemblance in the Objects that excite 

them*, and which he expresly calls Advantage, and the Objects from which we derive them 

advantageous†. 

FROM which, methinks, it appears we are agreed, that the Beauty, Amiableness, Harmony, 

and such like Epithets of Moral Virtue, are no other than some delightful Ideas of the Mind, 

which we likewise call Advantage or Interest. So that if a Man be determin'd to pursue Virtue 

only from its native Beauty and Amiableness, he is determin'd to pursue it only from pleasure 

or Interest, that is to say, he pursues it (as our Author likewise explains the Matter) from 

Self-love. ' 

AND this certainly is the Case with those refin'd Spirits, who maintain, that Virtue is its 

own Reward, and give out, they have no Regard, in the Practice thereof, to their own pleasure 

or Interest. For I can by no Means induce my self to believe, that these elevated Gentlemen 

look upon Moral Virtue as a formless Thing: No, they are questionless very much of Socrates’ 

Opinion, who represents Virtue to be, as it were, a divine Personage attended with /329/ so 

many Graces and Beauties, i.e. pure and unmixed Delights, which render her exceeding 

illustrious (I). And when they behold Moral Virtue thus recommended under so many fine and 

agreeable Ideas, this awakens their natural Sense, or Desire of Pleasure, and thereby excites 

them to pursue after it. So' that Self-love prevails in Matters of Virtue even over these generous 

Souls (whether they own it, or no) who judge themselves the most disinterested. 

NOR will it ever mend the Matter, to alledge, that this Beauty and Harmony, that is, these 

pleasing Perceptions are founded upon, and arise from the Order, Uniformity, Symmetry and 
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Proportion we see in Moral Virtue. On the contrary, from this Order, Symmetry and Proportion 

which we see, or rather feel in Moral Virtue, 'tis very manifest, that the Principle of Self-love 

obtains in all Instances whatsoever. 

As I have already hinted, if we attend to the Nature of Things, one cannot but confess, that 

there is no Virtue but what passes between two intelligent Minds; and that virtuous Actions are 

done by one Mind to another. So that, in Moral Virtue, we have one Mind producing such and 

such /330/ Actions and another Mind receiving them. As for Instance we have one Mind 

producing Love, Reverence, Submission, &c. and another Mind receiving those moral Actions. 

Now the Question is, wherein do we here see Uniformity and Proportion, or, in what here do 

they immediately consist? In my Opinion, to determine this, we must consider what those two 

Minds are in themselves, or, as they stand related to one another. And according to the Nature 

of Things (the one being Subject, and the other Governor) as the subject Mind owns and 

approves her self as such, desires the Favour and Protection of the other, and to partake of all 

the Felicities of her Government: So the governing Mind owns and approves her self as such, 

desires the Duty and Loyalty of her Subjects, and to maintain them in Peace, Order, and 

Happiness. Which, the Reader will reflect, is, in both Instances, nothing but Self-love, exerting 

it self in a Suitableness to the different Characters with which those two rational Agents are 

invested. So that we have here to compare together two intelligent Minds, each of them 

actuated with different Appetites, according to their different Circumstances; and the one 

producing such particular Actions, which the other receives and entertains (I). 

/331/ AND when we compare these Things together, we plainly see, on the one Hand, that 

the Love, Reverence and Submission of the subject Mind, exactly correspond to the Character 

of the governing Mind, and gratify all her Desires and Appetites; and, on the other Hand, 'tis 

evident, that the same Love , Reverence, and Submission exactly suit with the Character of the' 

subject Mind, and are naturally powerful and successful Instruments to gratify her Appetites, in 

procuring her the Love and Protection of the governing Mind, and a Share in all the 

Advantages of her Government. So that we have here Uniformity amidst Variety; and the 

Proportion plainly lies in the Fitness or Conformity, which Love, Reverence, and Submission 

bear to the Character, the Desires and Appetites, that is, the Self-love of the governing Mind, as 

alto, to the Character, the Desires and Appetites, that is, the Self-love of the subject Mind. After 

the fame Manner, one might shew the Proportion and Uniformity, in every other Case of 

Morality. Nor can rational Beings live together, without their Affections and Actions be thus 

mutually proportion'd and adjusted (I). 
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From which it appears, that not only the Beauty and Harmony of Moral Virtue, but the- 

very Foundation of this Beauty and Harmony , viz. /332/ Order, Symmetry and Proportion, 

must all be reduced to Self-love, and cannot possibly be accounted for, without a very particular 

Regard to this Principle. And therefore, upon the whole, I still say, if a Man be determined to 

pursue Virtue from its Beauty, Harmony, Symmetry, and Proportion, he is determin'd to pursue 

it from no other Motive, but that of Self-love or Interest i.e. from the Pleasures with which 

Virtue entertains him. 

Our Author indeed does not contend for Beauty, Order, or any Thing of that Nature, to be 

the Motive to virtuous Actions: So that what I have hitherto said, does not immediately concern 

his Principle. However, we may here observe that he plainly asserts, that the Author of Nature 

has determined us to receive from uniform Objects the Pleasures of Beauty and Harmony, to 

excite us to the Pursuit of Knowledge, and to reward us for it.*(*134= 2a ed.) In which he 

holds, that Pleasure is, according to the Appointment of the supreme Cause of all Things, both 

the Motive and the Reward. I confess he limits this to Matters of Knowledge, and will not 

admit of it in the Study and Practice of Virtue. But I could wish to be inform'd, why the 

Pleasures, which we are determin'd to receive by a moral Sense (as our Author expresses it) or 

from uniform Objects in Morality, must not answer the same Purposes, and operate upon us in 

the same Manner, or serve as Motive and Reward, as those Pleasures do, which arise from the 

like Cause, i.e. /333/ uniform Objects in Geometry? If this be not allowed (which, in my 

Opinion, the Nature at Things makes absolutely necessary) I am at a Loss to conceive what the 

first Part of our Author's Enquiry signifies, and what shall become of the Doctrine of 

Uniformity amidst Variety. But be that as it will, our Author, I say, (in the Opinion of Aristotle 

(1), to the great Prejudice of Moral Virtue) rejects all pleasure whatsoever, and will not admit 

even of Beauty it self, to be the Motive to virtuous Actions. So far is he from allowing any 

Thing of this Nature, that he seems plainly to maintain, If Pleasure or Interest determine us to 

the Practice of any moral Actions, this diminishes the Virtue of those Actions, in /334/ 

Proportion to the Influence which this Pleasure hath over us *: So that if Self-interest be the 

sole Motive of all our Actions, we can at this Rate pretend to no Virtue at all. In short, having, 

in his Way, remov'd the falsly suppos'd Springs of those Actions that are counted virtuous, he 

next establisheth the true one, which he calls, 

 

 Some Determination of our Nature to study the Good of others; or some Instinct 

antecedent to all Reason from Interest, which influences us to the Love of others.* (*p. 155 

ok) 
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THIS is the sole Motive, and the only valuable Spring of virtuous Actions that our Author 

will allow of. And when we reflect, that the Love of others, or the Study of their Good, to 

which, this Gentleman says, we are thus determin'd, is it self Virtue; it appears, that the precise 

Motive to virtuous Actions, is, according to him, mere Instinct. And this indeed he represents 

as so very necessary to the constituting of Moral Virtue, that where this generous Instinct, as he 

calls it, does not prevail, so as to prevent our having any View or Regard to our own Good or 

Pleasure, there can be there no Virtue; at least; our Virtue is diminish’d in Proportion to the 

Power that Self-love has over us, as I have just now hinted. 

/335/ I will not pretend to give the Reader any Idea of this Instinct (I). Our Author* 

expressly calls it an occult Quality, which is a Part of Philosophy far beyond my 

Comprehension. However, one may consider what he lays down, in order to establish this his 

only true Motive to virtuous Actions. And to make good his /336/ Opinion upon this Point, he 

gives us Some Instances, wherein he conceives, that Men act from disinterested Love, i.e. a 

Love of others that does not spring from Self-love, or that has no Relation to ourselves, or our 

own Good and Interest.  

An honest Farmer, fays he, will tell you, that he studies the Preservation and Happiness of 

his Children, and loves their without any Design of Good to himself * (*155 ok). By which our 

Author understands, that Parents love their Children; without being influenc'd to it by Self-love. 

I see the Character I must bear for my contradicting this Principle: However I cannot but 

own my self among those Sophists, as our Author is pleas'd to call them, who maintain, that 

Parents look upon their Children as Parts of themselves, and that 'tis from this View they have 

of them, that they love their so tenderly as they do. This indeed our Author very much ridicules. 

How, says he, are they Parts of our selves? Not as a Leg or an Arm: We are not conscious of 

their Sensations. But their Bodies were form'd from Parts as ours. So is a Fly or a Maggot, 

which may breed in any discharg'd Blood or Humour: Very dear Insects. surely! (cit. right) 

Such Reflections are below the Character of this ingenious Author. The plain Matter is this. 

Every Man, as I observ'd before, is mightily pleas'd with the Structure of his own Body, and 

with the Powers and Faculties of his Mind On account of these Things he Values himself /337/ 

extremely, and judges he has the Preference by infinite Odds, above all other Kinds of 

Animals. Besides that, as he thus highly affects and esteems his own Make and Constitution, so 

when he sees other Creatures of the same Frame, and endued with the fame Faculties, he cannot 

but reverence his own Nature, and accompany these his Fellow-men, with all the friendly 

Emotions of Love and Respect. 
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N o w, every Man being thus determin'd from the Love he has, for himself, to bear a 

Good-liking and Esteem to human Nature wherever he, meets with it; when he finds he has 

produced one or more Individuals that partake of this Nature, to which he pays so great a 

Regard, (besides the general Benevolence which he naturally bears to all Mankind) he is very 

sensible of Ssome peculiarly warm and tender Affections towards those Individuals In 

particular, from the Consciousness of their being his own proper Productions. For this I might 

appeal, not only to every honest Farmer, but to the inward Sense of' all Parents whatsoever. 

And does not this very Principle continually prevail in the Case of every other laudable 

Production, whereof a Man, knows him self to be the Author? I do believe, when our Author 

reflects on it, he follows his Book through the World (as his Friend Horace did his before him) 

sympathizing  with the dear Piece in all its Fortunes of whatever Sort, and still wishing and 

promising it kind Entertainment, with a /338/ good Deal of more Concern and Tenderness, than 

he should have done, had it been produc'd by me of any other Person. 

 

 ---- ----- ---- Fuge quo discedere Gestis. 

Non erit emisso reditus tibi. Quid miser egi?  

Quid volui? dices, ubi quis te laeserit. Et scis  

In breve te cogi, cum plenus languet. amator.  

Quod si non odio peccantis decipit augur; 

 Carus eris Romae, donec te deserat aetas. 

 

     Hor. Lib. I. Epist. 20  

 

This, I confess, is my Case with respect to this little Essay. For I find I cannot but heartily 

with, that it may be so fortunate as to please those who peruse it, and have the Honour of their 

Approbation. 

AND pray, what is the Reason why People are thus tenderly concern'd for what they 

publish, and accompany their Performances with their particular good Wishes? I can hardly, 

think our Author will account for it by mere Instinct. I persuade my self, every Body will allow 

it proceeds from a secret Sense of a particular Interest which we are conscious we have in them 

as being our own proper Productions. 

And I would faint hope, the Reader will acquit me from the Imputation of Sophistry, when 

1 here contend, that, from the like Consideration, Parents are inspir'd with that tender Love they 

bear to their Children. It is, manifest they are our Productions. And when we look upon them in 

this Light (as every Parent naturally /339/ does) we regard ourselves; according to the Laws of 
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Propagation, as the immediate Authors of their Nature and Being, and we look upon their as 

parted from us; or as Parts of ourselves, which we have produc'd 'into the 'World; not indeed as. 

a Leg or an Arm, a Fly or a Maggot! but as intire human Creatures, that have sprung from us 

with our Nature and Image. 

And how very justly one's Children are called Parts of himself, I might here take Occasion 

to shew from that common Maxim, 0mne animal fit ex animalculo, which is now receiv'd by 

every one who has the least Skill in Philosophy. But I shall only observe there are some 

common Phrases in every Body's Mouth, as, Such an one's Blood runs in such an one’s Veins 

(I), and the like, that express the common Sense of Mankind upon this Article. Nor are these 

Ways of Speaking of a late Original, they "have obtain'd from the Beginning of the World. 

And, in the Books of the Old Testament, we frequently find Children of the same Parents, 

saying each to other, Thou art Flesh of my Flesh, and Bone of my Bone. So that, in my Opinion, 

Parents always regarding their Children as their own Productions, or as Parts of themselves, 'tis 

under this View they so tenderly affect them (2)./340/ And therefore, the Love with which even 

an honest Farmer embraceth his Children, and from which he studies their Preservation and 

Happiness, is not disinterested, but is founded upon, and ariseth from that Love he bears to 

himself. 

This might suffice to shew the Falseness of our Author's Reasoning: But because the Love 

of Of Parents to their Children, is so particularly tender and strong, I beg leave to take Notice of 

Some other Considerations (that likewise belong to Self-love) from which it is very much 

augmented. 

ACCORDING to what I have already hinted, all Men being of a similar Nature, as they 

cannot but mutually love one another, so we necessarily find ourselves differently affected, 

according to the different Circumstances in which we see others are placed. This appears from 

every Man's Experience; 'tis that which renders Rhetorick of such Consequence, and so very 

powerful. And, for a Proof of it, one might instance /341/ in a great many Particulars, fetcht 

from the Stage, and from common Life; in which, if one could do it decently, human Creatures 

might be compar'd to musical Instruments that have similar Chords, wherein it happens, that 

when one of these Chords is struck upon, all the rest that are Unisons, receive the some 

tremulous Motion, which occasions the some Sound, or are affected in the same Manner. And 

it appears, that the great Author of Nature has design’d we should thus sympathize, or be thus 

affected with one another's Circumstances; for I see no other Reason that can be given, why the 

inward Passions of the Mind express them selves so very distinctly in human Countenances. 

We may observe, says our Author, how wonderfully the Constitution of human Nature is 
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adapted to move Compassion. Our Misery and Distress immediately appears in our 

Countenance, if we do not study to prevent it, and propagates some Pain to all Spectators, who, 

from Observation, understand the Meaning of those dismal Airs. We mechanically fend forth 

Shrieks and Grones upon any surprising Apprehension of Evil; so that no Regard to Decency 

can sometimes restrain them. Thus all who ate present are rouz'd to our Assistance, and 

sometimes our injurious Enemy is made to relent. 

So that from this peculiar Frame of human Nature, when we see our Fellow-creatures 

expos'd to Misery, without being capable of any Thing, but to express to us their helpless 

Condition, by their Looks, their Fears, Sighs; and /342/ Cries, our Hearts are touch'd very 

sensibly, our Bowels of Pity are strongly mov'd, and we feel a powerful Propension to help and 

relieve them. 

 

 ------------ Si vis me flere, dolendum est 

Primum ipsi tibi; tunc tua Me infortunia laedent,  

Telephe vel Peleu. ----- ----------- 

 * * * 

Format enim natura prius nos intus ad omnem 

Fortunarum habitum ----------- ----------- 

     Hor. De Arte Poet. 

 

AND therefore Children appearing to their Parents, for so many Years, poor helpless 

Babes, still craving Pity by their innocent Tears, this sensibly moves all the soft Passions of 

human Nature, and fills our Breasts with a melting Tenderness, which naturally engageth us to 

succour and cherish our dear Infant-productions, that are intirely cast upon our Compassion 

and Care. And when, for some Years, we are thus accustom'd to embrace our Offspring with all 

the soft and delicate Passions, this Tenderness grows up into a Habit, and has so bended our 

minds, that we naturally follow their through all the Occurrences of their Lives, with a very 

quick and tender Concern. 

IN the next Place 'tis to be remarked, that from the sincere Good-liking and Friendship 

which Parents, I mean, Husband and Wife, do mutually bear to one another, they cannot but 

very affectionately regard their joynt Offspring /343/ Every Body knows, that such People as, 

are capable of being touch'd with the generous Emotions of Friendship, do not' respect only the 

Person of their Friend; but every Thing else that belongs to him, or whatever he is supposed to 

have an Interest in. It has been long ago observ'd, That we are secretly mov'd with- a certain 

Sort of Good-will and Respect towards the very Places where our Friends had their Birth, 
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where they have resided, or that bear any Sort of Relation to those Persons whom we love and 

esteem (I). And much more must we be sensible of a particular kind Regard for the Children of 

our Friend, by whom, in a peculiar Manner, he keeps up his Memory, and transmits himself to 

future Ages; or whom he is to leave behind him as his living Remains. This the Nature of 

Things renders Very necessary: For, whatever is connected to the Idea of our Friend, that 

recommends itself along with the principal Character, and cannot therefore but find a Share in 

the same friendly Affections (2). So that when a Father reflects, that his Children are the 

productions of the Woman he tenderly loves, /344/ this gives them the Advantage of an 

additional Light, wherein they appear, under many agreeable Ideas (besides what they have 

from the Relation they bear immediately to himself) which naturally increase his Tenderness, 

and make him feel a more affectionate Concern for them. After the same Manner are the 

Affections of Mothers likewise augmented.  

BESIDE that, Parents. do always promise themselves, their Children will probably, some 

Way or other,. make a Figure in the World. I do believe, there is no Body who allows himself to 

imagine, that his Child shall grow up, and live under Scorn and Derision, or Contempt and 

Infamy, for we are all; apt to forebode very favourable Things with or respect to our Offspring; 

and even those imaginary Titles that are every where bestow'd on Children, serve to fhew us, 

how very naturally People. are disposed that Way: Nay, is there any Thing more common than 

for Parents to declare, that before their Children should live a Disgrace to their selves and 

Family, they would a thousand Times rather lay their in their Grave? Indeed every Parent is not 

to extravagant as to flatter himself, that his Children shall raise themselves to some elevated 

Station among Mankind (tho one does not know, how far their good Fortune may contribute to 

lift them up to an exalted Character, such Events having been /345/ frequent enough in the 

World). However, we, always flatter ourselves, that they shall act with Success and Honour, at 

least, in that Station of Life for which we design them, and distinguish themselves by some 

good Quality, or some Superiority or other, so as to be taken Notice of in the Circle of their 

Acquaintances, however mean those may be in Comparison to others. 

AND thus Parents forecasting in their Minds the laudable Figure which they hope their 

Children will make in the World, they naturally conceive, because of the particular Interest 

which they are conscious they have in their as their own Productions, and the Care they have 

had in their Education, whereby they are qualify'd to act their Part to commendably; I lay, from 

these Things Parents naturally conceive they have a Share in all the Honour and Reputation 

their Children shall attain to. So that we look upon our Children as the - worthy Instruments, by 

whom we shall one Day acquire Credit and Esteem; which cannot but in the mean While 

http://immediately.to/
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mightily recommend them to our affectionate Concern and Good-liking. And when we find our 

Children begin to give Evidences of Knowledge and Affections, as this plainly lets us see, they 

are of our Nature, not Fools or Idiots, (tho' these affect us with all the soft Touches of Pity and 

Compassion) but moral or rational Agents; to is it the Dawning of our Hopes, that promiseth 

the full accomplishing of all those fond Expectations we /346/ indulge to ourselves of having 

Honour and Esteem by them; and cannot therefore but immediately warm our Breasts, and 

make us sensible of very tender and lively Affections towards them. 

THESE are the Considerations (all manifestly founded in Self-Love) which, concurring 

with the Consciousness of our Children being our Productions make paternal Affection 

exceedingly tender and strong, And it evidently appears, that we all along conceive we have a 

very particular Interest in our Children, especially as they are Parts of ourselves; and that it is 

under the Sense, and in the View of this very near and intimate Relation, that we so tenderly 

embrace them. 

So that the Love of Parents in their Children is not antecedent to, and the Cause of the 

Conjunction of Interest between Parent and Gild, so as in make them Parts ourselves, when 

they were not so before (as our Author will needs have it) but is plainly consequent upon, and 

the Effect of an inward Sense of the peculiar Interest we have in them, as our own Productions. 

And hence it is obvious, that this Love is by no Means disinterested. 

The other Instance which our Author makes use of in order to establish disinterested Love 

as the only true Principle or Motive in virtuous Actions, comes plainly to this, namely: 

 'Tis approved to be true by Experience, that we bear a Benevolence even in any Society of 

Men, or rational Agents, with whom we have no Sort /347/ of Intercourse, or from whom we 

have received neither good nor bad Offices. And since our good Wishes attend even those 

Persons with whom we have no Sort of Communication, that can make us delight in their 

Happiness; this (according to our Author) is a manifest Proof, that, our Love of them is quite 

disinterested, or that it Springs from Instinct, and does not arise from Self love or Interest. 

But, in my Opinion, when we are thus sensible of such friendly Affections towards other 

People, we always consider them as our Fellowmen, or as intelligent Beings, like ourselves 

susceptible of the same Joys and Sorrows. And, when they appear in us in this Light, we see, as 

it were, our own Nature diffused among them, so that thro' Consciousness of our own State, or 

from what we often feel in our own Breasts, as we happen to be engag'd in such and such 

Circumstances, we are very nearly touch'd and affected (as our Author himself insinuates) by 

whatever Situation we observe them to be plac'd in; like the friendly old Gentleman in Terence, 

who generously declares, 
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Homo sum, humani nihil a me alienum puto. 

 

 So that from the Consciousness of a Conjunction of Nature between us and our 

Fellow-men, we, in a Manner, put ourselves in their Circumstances, and thereby expose our 

Minds either to Pleasure or Pain, according as we see them /348/ differently affected. And, our 

Author has provided us a very good Instance, whereby this may be illustrated. 

Let a Man, says he, of a compos'd Temper, out of the Hurry of his private Affairs, read of 

the Constitution of a foreign Country, even in the most distant Parts of the Each, and observe 

Art and Design, and Study of publick Good in the Laws of this Association, and he shall find his 

Mind mov'd in their Favour; he shall be contriving Rectifications and Amendments in their 

Constitution, and regret any unlucky Part of it which may be pernicious to their Interest; he 

shall bewail any Disaster which befals them, and accompany all their Fortunes with the 

Affections of a Friend. Now there is Nothing plainer to me than that this Man, who in so 

friendly a Manner is attach'd to this foreign Community, secretly mixes himself among them, 

and in his own Thoughts, becomes one of that Society. For when he observes Art, and Design, 

and Study of publick' Good to prevail in the Laws of this Association, has he any Notion of 

what is good, but from considering the Relation which Things bear to his own Nature? Or, can 

he in Reason approve any Thing as such, that does not serve to gratify those Appetites which he 

has in common with the rest of Mankind? For my Part, I do not see what other Standard one can 

have, whereby to judge what is good, or evil, but the common Nature of rational Agents 

consider'd in its whole Compass, whereof one /349/ can have no Notion but by narrowly 

examining into himself: Which, I think, is fairly intimated in us, in that famous Saying 

ῶ ῦ, know thy self, which being counted too considerable to come from a Mortal, 

is attributed to God himself (1); and in these excellent Rules that comprehend all the Moral 

Virtues, Love your Neighbours as you do your self; do as you would be done by (2) 

So that when this Man goes about to determine what is good to any Body of Men, he cannot 

but necessarily associate himself with them; for the Enquiry plainly turns upon what is good to 

his Nature. And as he must thus settle what is good, from the Congruity which Things bear to 

his Taste and Appetites; so when he sees his own Good, or, which is the fame Thing, the 

Happiness of his Nature design'd and pursued in all the Laws, and in the whole frame of a Civil 

Government, his Mind cannot but be mov'd in Favour of that particular Association; and hence 

being, in a Sort, embarked with them, he cannot but bewail any Disaster which befals them, and 
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accompany all their Fortunes with the Affections of a /350/ Friend. And does not all this 

manifestly proceed from Self- love?  

But it is particularly evident from what is further said in this Instance we have just now 

before us, that as this Man unites himself in his own Mind to this foreign Society, so is he 

wholly governed by Self interest in all the Concern he has for them. For l would fain know, 

when he contrives Rectifications and Amendments to their Constitution, and regrets any 

unlucky Part of it, which may be pernicious to their Interest, how comes he by the Knowledge 

of such Blemishes to their Form of Government? Or, how does he understand, that such Things 

may prove pernicious to their Interest? It would seem, that those Foreigners are not sensible of 

thus much themselves, and that they are well pleased with their present Establishment, since, it 

is supposed, they, are freaking no Alterations. I violently suspect, that this disinterested Man of 

our Author, secretly conveys himself into this foreign Country, though in the most distant Parts 

of the Earth, where, mixing himself among the other Members of that Community, he 

considers what things in their Constitution do not suit with his Genius or Appetites, but seem to 

have a Tendency to ruine his Interest and happiness; which therefore, from the Principle of 

Self-preservation, he cannot but incline to have rectify'd. This, I confess, would be the Case 

with me, a Subject of Great Britain, were I contriving Reifications and /351/ Amendments in 

the Constitution of France. For setting a mighty Value on Liberty and Property, I would 

certainly declare against arbitrary Government, and balance, the Power of Prince and People; 

in such a Manner, as that the one should not usurp upon the other: And yet those People who 

live under an absolute Monarch, may, perhaps, be as well pleased with their Constitution, as I 

can be with ours, which I reckon the best in the World. 

So that, in my Opinion, this Benevolence, which our Author's Man bears to his Society of 

Foreigners, is not disinterested, but manifestly springs from Self-interest. And, no doubt, had 

we any Notions of rational Agents capable of moral Affections, in the most distant Planets; our 

good Wishes would still attend them, and we should delight in their Happiness, from the same 

very Principle. For 'tis still our own Nature, as we are intelligent Beings, or rational Agents, 

which we pursue and embrace, in those Inhabitants of the Planets, with our friendly Affections. 

These are the two Instances wherein our Author proposes to let us see disinterested 

Affection in its strongest and simplest Kind, and whereby he imagines we may easily discover 

its universal Extent, so as to allow it the sole motive to Virtue. But I would fain think, I have 

made it appear, that the Benevolence he mentions in both Instances, is so far from being 

disinterested, that it directly springs` from /352/ Self-love. And therefore I will beg Leave to 

conclude, that, for ought our Author has yet said, his generous Instinct, or disinterested Love, 
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can so little pretend to be the only true Motive to virtuous Actions, that it is really no Motive at 

all. 

 

SECTION VII 

 

 

FOR a further Explication of my Principles, and to shew how very natural they are, I shall 

now confider how our Author makes it appear, that none of those Affections which we call 

virtuous, do spring from Self-love or Interest. 

To which Purpose this Gentleman having very justly observ’d*, That all virtue, or Vice, is 

either some affection towards rational Agents, or some Action consequent upon it, he lays 

down Love and Hatred as the two original Affections of human Nature, that are of most 

Importance in Morals, and whereof all the rest of the Passions are but different Modifications. 

Upon which, he divides our Love into Love of Complacence or Esteem, and Love of 

Benevolence; and our Hatred, into Hatred of displicence or Contempt, and Hatred of Malice: 

And then goes on to consider, whether these Affections can be influenc'd by Motives of 

Self-interest. 

/353/ As to the Love of Complacence, Esteem, or Good-liking, this, he says*, at first View 

appears to be disinterested, i.e. not to spring* from Self-love or Interest, but from, what he 

calls, generous Instinct. But this, in my Opinion, is so openly disagreeable to the Nature of 

Things, even as our Author himself accounts for it, that I am really tempted to suspect, I do not 

well comprehend what particular Ideas he affixes to this Word Disinterested. And yet I cannot 

think I am mistaken; for 'tis certainly all along his main Design to make out, that we are 

determin'd to pursue Virtue, or to love other rational Agents, and promote their Happiness, not 

from Self-love, but from Instinct: So that I cannot but still think, that his disinterested Love is 

that which he supposes to spring only from Instinct, and that it is because of its being deriv'd 

from such an Original, that he gives it this Epithet. 

But, that our Love to other rational Agents flows from quite another Source, is exceedingly 

manifest from the Way in which our Author himself does here account for it; For he expressly 

declares, and indeed very suitably to the Nature of Things, that our Love and Hatred are 

entirely excited by some moral Qualities, Good or, Evil, apprehended to be in the Objects 

about which those Affections are imploy'd. And this, I am well perswaded, is a very rational 

Account in general, how it comes about, that those /354/ Affections exert themselves, or by 

what different Springs they are severally excited. Tho, in the mean Time, I cannot but observe, 

did our Love and Hatred, with respect to any particular Objects, take their Rise from mere 
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Instinct, I do not well conceive it possible to assign any particular Reason, as that which brings 

them into Action. 

HOWEVER, I cannot but take Notice, that our Author here wholly lays aside all his own 

Principles, and says enough to convince any Man, that this Love of Esteem is mov'd or excited 

by Self-interest. For pray, what are those moral Qualities, which, from their being good, 

engage our Love, and determine us to esteem those rational Agents in whom we discover 

them? I suppose, 'tis no other Thing than the Goodness of those Qualities, that is the 

Foundation of this Love and Esteem I shall be glad then to understand wherein this Goodness 

consists. 

I know, there is a Distinction of Goodness, into Natural and Moral; and that all the World 

are agreed with our Author, that natural Good signifies nothing but the Pleafure which we 

receive either mediately or immediately from natural (by which is here meant inanimate or 

brute) Objects, such as Houses, Lands, Riches, Meats, Drink, Pictures, fine Gardens, Horses, 

and the like. But what Ideas must we have of moral Goodness? Does this likewise ly, as well as 

the other, in Pleasure? Or, does it /355/ signify any Thing else? I confess ingenuously, that I 

neither have, nor can form any other Notion of it, And I conceive, that this Sort of Pleasure, or 

Good, is call'd moral, because it springs from the Mores, the Manners, or, the Affections and 

Actions of intelligent Beings, or rational Agents, and to distinguish• it from that Kind of 

Pleasure, or Good, which we have from inanimate or irrational Creatures; though it might be 

call'd natural, with as good Reason as any other Sort of Pleasure, or Good whatsoever. 

'Tis true, as I have just now said, there is a Difference betwixt moral Goodness, and that 

which is call'd natural. But then this Difference does not ly in that the one is Pleasure, and the 

other Something else; it consists only in the Kind, Degree, or Consequents of the pleasing 

Perceptions, which those different Objects, that are call'd morally and naturally good, derive to 

us. One might subdivide natural Goodness into a great many particular Sorts, which differ fully 

as much from one another, as moral Goodness can do from every one of 'em. If Custom would 

allow of it, might not a Body talk of musical Goodness, picture Goodness, landskip Goodness, 

&c. thereby understanding the Pleasures which we have from Musick, Pictures, Landskips, and 

the like? And do not all these Sorts of natural Goodness differ from one another, as much as 

moral Goodness possibly can do? And yet the wide Difference that is among them /356/ never 

hinders us from owning, that we understand nothing by these different Sorts of Goodness, but 

Pleafure, or different Perceptions, all attended with Pleasure, in which their Goodness only 

consists. So that, in my Opinion, how much soever moral Goodness may differ from that which 
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we commonly call natural, it by no Means follows from hence, that it lies in Something else 

than Pleafure, as our Author seems to insinuate. 

IN short, I cannot but observe, that I never had Occasion to see any Philosopher, whether 

ancient or modern, that speaks intelligibly up on this Point, who represents moral Goodness to 

ly in any Thing else than Pleasure. I have already hinted, that our Author himself, so far as I can 

understand him, has no other Notion of it. And I am sure, it evidently appears from what I have 

in several Places quoted from Plato, that this was the avowed Opinion of that great 

Philosopher, as every one must own who is acquainted with his Writings. Nor do I think it 

possible for any Mortal to apprehend moral Goodness to be any Thing else, than the Pleasure 

(natural Good) which we perceive from the Actions of other intelligent Beings. But, as 

Socrates says above, you have still Leave to declare, if you find Good (whether natural or 

moral) to be any other Thing than Pleafure; or Evil, to be any other Thing than Pain (I). /357/ 

For my own Part, I am fully satisfied, that the Goodness of those moral Qualities, which is the 

Motive, or Spring, whereby we are excited to love and esteem such rational Agents as are 

possess’d of them, lies precisely in those Pleasures which we perceive from those Qualities. 

AND therefore, when it is said we are determin'd to the Love of Esteem towards rational 

Agents, from the Goodness of those moral Qualities which we apprehend to be in them, it is the 

same as to say, we are determined thus to love them from the Pleasure which they minister to us 

by their moral Qualities or Actions. Which, I humbly conceive, is as strong an Evidence of 

Self-love or Interest, as is our Liking of Musick, Landskips, and the like, from the Pleasures 

which these Things afford to us. It is true, our Author observes, that the very Frame of our 

Nature determines us to love these moral Qualities in rational Agents. But after the fame 

Manner are we likewise determin'd to love good Meats, and Drink, agree able Sounds, fine 

Pictures; which, notwithstanding this natural Determination, our Author allows we pursue from 

Self-love. So that this cannot, in any Degree, alter the Case. 

AND indeed, if we will consider, one by one, all the several moral qualities, that can be 

call'd virtuous, in any rational Agent whatsoever, we shall find, that we like and approve those 

Qualities for no other Reason, but for their being good to us, i.e. for the Pleafure they give /358/ 

us, or for their gratifying our Self-love (i). This, I flatter my self, I have made out sufficiently in 

the foregoing Enquiry, and from what I have said in this further Explication. 

AND besides what I have already observ'd from our Author with relation to this Point, he 

delivers his Opinion very plainly *, and affirms, "That all those Dispositions that enter into the 

Nature of what we call the cardinal Virtues, serve only to expose a Man to Neglect and 

Contempt, unless they have such a Turn as to engage him in promoting the Interests of other 
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People. For, says he, these four Qualities, Temperance, Courage, Prudence and Justice, 

commonly call'd cardinal Virtues, obtain that Name, and entitle their Possessors to our 

Good-liking and Esteem, because they are Dispositions universally necessary to promote 

publick Good, and denote Affections toward rational Agents, which when they exert 

themselves into Action, make us feel a very sensible Pleafure; otherwise there would appear 

no Virtue in them.”* This, as I take it, is our Author's Opinion. 

Upon which I shall here remark, that the Moral Virtues excite our Love and Esteem, in 

/359/ Proportion to the influence they have on our Happiness, or according as they contribute, 

less or more, to indulge our Self-love, and promote dour Interest. Thus, if a Man religiously ob- 

serves all the Rules of Temperance, and, in his private Conduct never be found guilty of any 

Excess; we but very coolly regard him, when he can pretend to nothing else: But if he stirs 

about in an active Part of Life, proves true to his Words and Promises, and, in all his Dealings 

with other People, shews nothing but Candor and Honesty, these are Qualities that recommend 

him to our Good liking. And if he be likewise courteous and affidable, and expresses, in all his 

Deportment, a civil obliging Disposition, this raises him higher in our Esteem , and gives him a 

greater Share in our Affections: But if this sober, faithful, honest, ingenuous, affable Man, 

further appears to us with an open generous Heart, that imploys a bountiful Hand in doing kind 

Offices to others, or with a brave masculine Spirit, sure and steady, that exerts itself in the 

Defence or Relief of the Injur'd and Oppress'd; this sets him off in the fairest and most amiable 

Light, and approves him to the highest Degrees of our Love and Esteem. For while we 

sincerely commend a sober, upright, honest Chamfer, we warmly applaud and celebrate that 

one, which, besides these good Qualities, is likewise made up of Urbanity, true Fortitude that 

can /360/ be relied on, Bounty, and Liberality (i). All this is plain from Experience. The Nature 

of Things makes it necessary: And the true Reason why our Love and Esteem are thus increas’d 

and augmented, is because our Self love or Interest happens to be more indulg'd and gratify'd. 

Of all Men valuable for Virtue, the generous and liberal, says Aristotle (2), are the most 

acceptable, because they are the most useful in imparting Good, and doing kind Offices. 

AND therefore it appears to me, that we affect and value other intelligent Beings in 

Proportion to their Benevolence towards us, or according as they contribute to give us Pleasure, 

or to advance our Happiness (3). And so very selfish is Tully, that he expresly directs us to 

express our Love, and regulate our Beneficence /361/ towards others by this very Standard (i). 

So that, in my Opinion, we love and esteem the Temperate, the Brave and Generous, the 

Prudent, the Just, the Bountiful and Beneficent, only from Self interest, or because they 

minister to our pleasures. 
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NAY, so uncontroulable a Power has Self-love over us in Matters of Virtue, that, as our 

Author very well remarks, “Propose to a Man all the Rewards in the World, or threaten all the 

Punishments, to engage him to love, with Esteem and Complacence, a third Person entirely 

unknown, or if known, apprehended to be cruel, treacherous, ungrateful; you may procure 

external Obsequiousness, or good Offices, or Dissimulation of Love, but real Love of Esteem 

no Price can purchase”. For if this third Person be entirely unknown, we do not then apprehend 

him under any of those good Qualities, that strike in with our Self-love, and flatter our natural 

Desire /362/ after Happiness. Nor yet do we conceive him under any of those evil ones that are 

contrary to Self-interest: So that, according to the Nature of Things, we can neither contemn, 

nor esteem him; if it be not in so far as we know he partakes of our Nature, we must necessarily 

have a secret Regard for him: But if he be known, and offers himself to us as cruel, treacherous, 

ungrateful, these are Qualities under which we apprehend him, so utterly contradictory, and so 

very shocking to Self-love, while they present us with nothing but Pain and Misery, that, 

instead of being capable of exciting our Love and Esteem, they necessarily provoke our 

Contempt and Hatred, and all those other Passions that are complicated with a Desire of our 

own Preservation. 

"WHEREAS, on the contrary, represent a Character as generous, kind, faithful, humane, 

and we cannot avoid loving it with Esteem and Complacence”. For manifestly, these are 

Qualities exactly adapted to Self-love, and serve mightily to promote our Interest, and cannot 

therefore but necessarily engage our Esteem and Good-liking. “Indeed a Bribe may possibly 

make us attempt to ruine such a Man, or some strong Motive of (false) Advantage may excite 

us to op pose his Interest, but it can never make us hate him, while we apprehend him as 

morally excellent”, or while he appears to us with all these excellent Qualities, Humanity, 

Kindness, /363/ Justice, Generosity, and the like, which immediately favour our Interest, and 

promise us all the Satisfactions our Nature can desire. Nay, when we consult our own Hearts, 

we shall find, that we can scarce ever perfwade our-selves to attempt any Mischief against such 

Persons, from any Motive of (false ) Advantage, nor execute it without the strongest 

Reluctance and Remorse, until we have blinded ourselves into a bad Opinion of the Person in a 

moral Sense”, that is, until we have once stript him of all his good Qualities, Honesty, Love, 

Beneficence, and the like, which co-operate with Self-love, and imag'd him to ourselves under 

all these evil ones, Deceit, Injustice, Cruelty, Perfidy, and whatever is contrary to Self-interest, 

which necessarily awaken our Hatred and Revenge. For while we see him with nothing about 

him but those Qualities that suit with Self-love, or serve our Interest, we can no more hate him 

than we can taste Sweet to be Bitter, or conceive Light to be Darkness, or rather, than we can 
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hate ourselves; and must as necessarily love and esteem him as we are pleas'd and delighted 

with beautiful or harmonious Objects, or rather, as we love and esteem ourselves. 

Nor will it in the least alter the Case as our Author likewise observes very justly, though this 

Man should live in the most distant Parts; of the World, (to which shall add) nay /364/ though 

he has been dead many thousand Years ago. For it is confessedly impossible, that one's Views 

and Apprehensions, that are founded on the Nature of Things, which is always steady and 

uniform, can suffer any Change by whatever Distance of Place or Time. So that a rational 

Agent, who, in the most distant Nation upon Earth, some thousand Years ago, acted a brave 

generous Part of Life, is as well the Object of our Love and Esteem, as that Man is, who is just 

now among ourselves acting in the same Character. And the Reason - is very plain; for both 

Characters are made up of the same Ingredients, and the Ideas we form of both the one and the 

other, bear the same Relation to Self-love. I confess, our brave generous Neighbour, and 

Contemporary, may touch us far more quickly, and gain upon our Love and Esteem far more 

sensibly, because of the Effects he makes us feel of his good &qualities: But this can never 

hinder us from inwardly regarding that Man, whom we call up, as it were, from the Dead, or 

whom we fetch from the utmost Parts of the Earth, and represent to ourselves with those 

Qualities, or under those Ideas, to which our Self-love cannot but mightily conciliate us (1). 

Upon which I desire Leave to take Notice, that when we are thus viewing such a one's /365/ 

Character, we either secretly convey ourselves to that Part of the World, where he immediately 

acted, or we change the Scene of his Actions to those Places where we are; and, in both Cases, 

we either really feel, or only imagine ourselves in such Circumstances as make us the fit 

Objects of his moral Abilities. For self-love, as I have already hinted, is the only Test we can 

apply, whereby to judge of their Goodness (1). And this, I cannot but think, was the Way how 

those useful Refugees, our Author speaks* of, came to leave their own Country, and flee to 

ours for Protection. They found themselves at home, under all the Oppressions of Tyranny, 

which were quite contradictory to their Self-love; and forming to themselves the just Character 

of a British Monarch, brave and generous to maintain the Liberties of the Subject, this, tho' the 

real Object was at some Distance, was so very suitable to their Self-interest, that, to have a 

Share in the Effects of those royal Qualit1es, they abandon'd their natural Prince, and came 

gladly over to a foreign one, under whom, they had conceiv'd, they should enjoy all the 

Advantages of human Society. So that I do here profess my self to be so far of the same 

Opinion with those refin'd Explainers of Self-love, whom our Author condemns for 

maintaining, “That we hate or love /366/ Characters, according as we apprehend we should 
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have been supported or injur'd by them, had we liv'd in their Days”. Nor has he said any Thing 

that, in the least, invades the Truth of this Principle. 

I shall consider, in the next Place; what our Author proposes in order to shew, that the Love 

of Benevolence is likewise disinterested. And as to this he tells us*, that the very Name 

excludes Self-interest: For, says he, we never call that Man benevolent, who is in Fact useful to 

others, but at the same Time only intends his own Interest, without any Desire of, or Delight in 

the Good of others. If there be any Benevolence at all, it must be disinterested; for the most 

useful Action imaginable, loses all Appearance of Benevolence, as loon as we discern that it 

only flowed from Self-love, or Interest.* What our Author here observes, with respect to the 

very Name of Benevolence, l own I do not well understand.  

ACCORDING to the Views which I have of Things, I always conceive, that whatever 

Objects any of our Affections are imploy'd about, we never but apprehend them under some 

Ideas or other, that have a plain Relation to ourselves, and are the Spring of those particular 

Affections which happen to be exerted. And I do own, that if those rational Agents to whom we 

bear Good-will, do not appear to us under any such ideas, our Benevolence towards them is 

quite /367/ disinterested. But, as it is impossible for us not to apprehend the Objects of our 

Benevolence under some particular Ideas or other; so I am well perswaded, that every Man, 

who attends to what passes in his own Breast, will easily discern, that those Ideas in which they 

appear to us, and whereby our Benevolence towards them is excited, refer directly to 

Self-interest (I). 'Tis very certain, that when we look upon rational Agents, as kind, just, 

generous, grateful (all which have a manifest Relation to Self-love) we cannot but under these 

Views necessarily bear them Good-will, and heartily wish them all Sort of Happiness. And 'tis 

full as evident, that we never regard the Objects of our Benevolence, as cruel, unjust, 

ungrateful, so as to wish them well under these Apprehensions, or because they are possessed 

of such particular Qualities. On the contrary, when rational Agents offer themselves to us in 

any such Light, which appears clean contrary to Self-interest, we find ourselves necessarily 

inspir’d with Ill-will and Hatred against them. 

I confess, that intelligent Beings, who carry about them such odious Qualities, may, 

notwithstanding this, be the Objects of our Benevolence: But then it is obvious, that they must 

appear to us, not under these, but quite /368/ other Ideas, such as have a Congruity with 

Self-love. And this our Author maintains very expresly. “For, says he, as Love of esteem and 

Complacence is always joyn'd with Benevolence, where there is no strong Opposition of (false) 

Interest, So Benevolence seems to presuppose some small Degree of Esteem, not indeed of 

actual good Qualities, for there may be strong Benevolence, where there is the Hatred of 
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Contempt for actual Vices. As a Parent may have great Benevolence for a most abandoned 

Child, whose Manners he hates with the greatest Displicence; but Benevolence supposes a 

Being capable of Virtue. We judge of other rational Agents by ours selves. The human Nature 

is a lovely Form, we are all conscious of some morally good Qualities and Inclinations in 

ourselves, how partial and imperfect soever they may be; we presume the same of every Thing 

in human Form, nay, almost of every living Creature: So that by this remote Capacity of Virtue, 

there may be some small Degree of Esteem along with our Benevolence, even when they incur 

our greatest Displeasure by their Conduct”]. So that, when we bear Good-will, and wish well to 

rational Agents, that act a bad Character, our Benevolence does not arise from our seeing them 

with their evil Qualities about them, but from our viewing /369/ them under those Ideas that 

recommend them to our Love, or that are connected, as I have hinted before, with Self-interest, 

such as their being our cildren, or at least of our Specie, partaking of our Nature, which we 

always reckon a lonely Form, and which we never but suppose capable of Justice, Kindness, 

Gratitude, Generosity, and other morally good qualities, that suit with, and flatter our Self-love. 

And our Benevolence to rational Agents, thus taking its Rise from our having such Ideas of 

them as bear so direct a Relation to ourselves, we, cannot but allow, that it is not disinterested, 

bur-is manifestly founded on Self-Interest. 

Nor can I think with our Author, “That the most useful Action imaginable loses all 

Appearance of Benevolence, as soon as we discern that it only flowed from Self-love, or 

Interest”. For tho' a Man should relieve, the Poor, redeem Captives, assert the Liberties of the 

oppressed, or do any such useful Action to his Fellow-men, only from the Pleasure he has in 

their Happiness, that is, as our Author likewise understands it, from, Self-love or Interest I 

suppose no Body will imagine, that such kind Actions are done without any Degree of 

Benevolence. 'Tis true our Author does not seem, in this Particular, to understand Self-interest 

in that Sense Wherein I here take it, and as he makes Use of it himself in other Instances, /370/ 

But one must argue according to the Nature of Things. And, I hope, this Gentleman will give 

me leave to observe, he does not always affix the same Ideas to Self-love, Interest, and the like, 

which cannot but prove the Cause of a good deal of Mistake and false Reasoning; whereof we 

have an Instance in the Point just now before us. For here he remarks, that we never call that 

Man benevolent, who is in Fact useful to others, but at the same time only intends his own (I 

would call it false or mistaken) Interest, without any Desire of, or Delight in the Good of 

others: (Which 1 always apprehend as an essential Ingredient in one's true Interest.) And 

indeed every Mortal must say so; for there can be no other Thing meant by Benevolence, than a 

Desire of, or a Delight in the Good of others. So that when a Man is without any such 
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Good-will towards others, he can never be call'd benevolent; because he has really no Sort of 

Benevolence at all, whether disinterested, or otherwise, how useful soever his external Actions 

may be to us. But this can make Nothing to the present Purpose; for the Question is here, when 

a Man has Benevolence towards others, that is, when he bears us Goodwill, and heartily wishes 

our Happiness, or sincerely desires and delights in our Good, I say, the Question is here, from 

whence springs this Benevolence? And from what I have hitherto said, I hope, it appears, that it 

plainly arises from Self-interest. 

/371/ So that I will beg leave to conclude, in Opposition to our Author,*  that since all our 

our Love to rational Agents, proceeds only from Self-interest, there is no Action that can be. 

disinterested as far as it flows from Love to rational Agents. 

Our Author having next proposed to find, if some other Affections in which Virtue may be 

placed, do arise from Self-love he instances in Fear, or Reverence, arising from an 

Apprehension of Goodness, Honour, and Justice. Upon which he observes, that the same 

arguments which prove Love of Esteem to be disinterested, will prove this honourable 

Reverence to be so too*. And, in like Manner, I do assure him that the same Reasoning I have 

used to shew, that the Love of Esteem is founded on Self-interest, will serve likewise to make it 

appear, that this reverential Fear springs from the same Principle; So that I need not insist upon 

this Point. Only I shall remark from our Author, that this honourable Reverence plainly arises 

from an Apprehension of amiable Qualities, i.e. Qualities which give us Pleasure, or that flatter 

our Self-love (for I can understand nothing else by their being amiable) in the Person who is the 

Object of it. And since it is the Amiableness of, or the Pleasure we perceive from, some 

particular Qualities, such as Goodness; Power, Justice, apprehended to be imployed in our 

/372/ Favour, which inspires us with this Affection towards those rational Agents, who exert 

those Qualities for our Advantage, 'tis very manifest, that this honourable Reverence arises 

from Self-interest. 

 

 

S E C TION VIII 

 

THAT which falls next in my Way, is to consider how our Author removes those 

Objections which he starts himself against his Own Principles. And, I hope, what I shall have 

Occasion here to observe, will cast a further Light on this Argument. 

THE first, he says, occurs from considering, “That nothing so effectually excites our Love 

toward rational Agents, as their Beneficence to us, to which he afterwards adds, that Bounty 
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toward ourselves is a stronger Incitement to Love, than equal Bounty. toward others; whence, 

fays he, we are led to imagine that our Love of Persons, as well as irrational Objects, flaws 

intirely from Self-interest”.  

IN answering of this Objection, our Author, I beg leave to say, goes intirely off the 

Question, and argues against a mistaken Notion of his own, which by no Means relates to the 

Purpose. For he all along supposes, that this Self-Interest, which is here represented as the 

Spring // 373 of that Love which we bear to beneficent Persons, consists in some Advantage or 

other, that is subsequent to it, and in procuring of which our Love serves only as a Means. 

Whereas this Love, as our Author is at great Pains to shew, is certainly the Effect or 

Consequence of that Bounty or Beneficence which rational Agents bestow on us; as the 

Objection, as it is here stated, plainly intimates. And I am clearly of this Gentleman's Opinion, 

that was our Love of another Person antecedent in every Respect to his Bounty toward us, we 

might be brib'd by a third Person to love the greatest Villain as heartily, as we may be brib’d 

to external Offices; which, as I have before remarked, is without doubt, impossible. Besides 

that, according to this Supposition, as our Author likewise observes, our Love must cease 

towards one, who has ruined himself in kind Offices to us, when we can advance our fortunes 

farther. But though our Love of the Beneficient is, beyond Dispute, consequent to their Bounty, 

I do not see how it follows from hence, that it does not spring from Self-Interest; when, in my 

Opinion, we cannot have a stronger Proof of the contrary. 

I suppose our Author will allow, that every Object of Bounty feels himself, inspired with 

some particular Defires or Appetites, which he wants to have gratified, and in the Gratification 

whereof he has Pleasure, or finds his Interest: So that when a rational Agent adapts himself // 

374 to an Object of Bounty, and entertains him with such Things as are suitable to his 

Appetites, this Benevolence cannot but prove exceeding grateful, and the Pleasure which one 

perceives from such Bounty, cannot but make one sensible of the most friendly Affections 

towards the liberal Donor. From which it appears, that as we love the Beneficent, in 

consequence of their Bounty, So the Love we bear them manifestly flows from Self-interest, or 

from the Pleasure with which their Liberality entertains us. 

 AND 'tis very evident, “how that Bounty towards ourselves, must be much more powerful 

to excite Love, than equal Bounty towards others:” or every Man is much more feelingly 

touched with his own Wants, or with his own Desires and Appetites, than he can be with those 

of other People; and cannot therefore but have a quicker Sense of Pleasure from what answers 

his own Case, and consequently a higher Degree of Love towards those Persons, who thus 

gratify him, or favour his Interest, than he can possibly be sensible of from equal or greater 
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Bounty conferred on others. And our Author's Reasoning, upon this Point, comes much to the 

fame Purpose: For he observes very justly, “That in the Benefits which we receive ourselves, 

we are more fully sensible of their Value, and of the Circumstances of the Action, which are 

Evidences of a generous Temper in the Donor; and from the good // 375 Opinion we have of 

ourselves, we are apt to look upon the Kindness as better imploy'd, than when it is bestowed on 

others, of whom perhaps we have less favourable Sentiments”. Which, if I can understand the 

Meaning of Words, is plainly to say, “That Self-interest determines us to higher Degrees of 

Love towards the Beneficent, when they are bountiful to ourselves, than when they are so to 

other people”.  

Nor is it at all sufficient to disprove this, (as our Author would have it) to alledge That 

Bounty from a Donor apprehended as morally evil, or extorted by Force, or conferred with 

some View of Self-interest, will not procure real Love. For when we consider, that Beneficence 

does not so much ly in external Offices, as in the inward Affections of the Mind, and is a 

friendly Action, which one intelligent Mind, or rational Agent, voluntarily does to another, for 

the Good or Interest of the Beneficiary (I); it // 376 does, not appear, that, in these Instances just 

now mentioned, particularly the two last, there is any Beneficence at all, without which our 

Love can never be excited. 

I will not here debate, whether a Man morally evil, is capable of beneficent Actions. I shall 

only, observe, that when we view him in this Light, or behold him as beneficent , 'tis impossible 

but we must give him our real Love, though at the same Time, when we take in his whole 

Character, and attend to his morally evil Qualities (which are all contrary to Self-love) this 

again raises our Aversion: So that here is real Love, and real Hatred, arising from the different 

Lights in which the same Person may appear to us; which is sufficient Evidence, that our 

Author's Observation, in general, is not very just; and gives us a good Reason, why our Love 

would not be the same towards the worst Characters, as it is towards the best, if they were 

equally bountiful to us. 

But when a Man's Services are extorted from him, we do nor conceive, there is in this Case 

any Sort of Beneficence, because we plainly see, that his Mind is utterly adverse to us, or that 

his inward Affections, as a rational Agent, are quite contradictory to our Interest; on which 

Account we cannot but be affected with Contempt and Hatred against him how much // 377 

soever we may happen to like any external Offices he is forced to do us (1). 

AND as to that Man, who is liberal to us, with some View of mistaken Self interest, (I call it 

mistaken or false, here and elsewhere, because, according to the Nature of Things, the Interest 

of one rational Agent, can never be inconsistent with that of another; as is plain. from my 
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Enquiry) I say, as to that Man, who is liberal to us with same View of mistaken Self-interest, 

that is, with a Design, as our Author explains it, to allure us into something dishonourable, 

which is the same as to say into something contrary to Self-interest, he can never be counted 

beneficent, so as to offer himself to us as an Object of Love; since we clearly see, that in all his 

Bounty towards us, he intends nothing with respect to us (so far as we apprehend it) but to 

involve us in such Circumstances, as should expose us to Disgrace and Misery (2). // 378 

Which, in my Opinion, is so glaring a Proof, that we Love our Benefactors from Self-interest, 

or because they give us Pleasure, and promote our Happiness by their kind Offices, that I am 

surprised how our Author has fallen upon this Instance, which makes so directly against his 

Principles. 

Bur he asks, “Can any Man say, that he only loves the Beneficent, as he does a Field or 

Garden, because of its Advantage? His Love then must cease towards one who has ruined 

himself in kind Offices to him, when he can do him no more; as we cease to Love an inanimate 

Object, which ceases to be useful, unless a poetical Prosopopoeia animate it, and raise an 

imaginary Gratitude, which is indeed pretty common”. Yes, I do own, that our Love to the 

Beneficent flows from the same Principle, which that proceeds from (if it can be called Love.) 

which we bear to inanimate, or irrational Beings that are useful to us, viz. Self-interest, or 

Pleasure (I). 

// 379 But then I say, that our Love to rational Agents, under the Notion of Beneficent, is of 

a more elegant Nature, and cannot but, on many Accounts, be vastly stronger and higher. For, 

besides that they entertain us with those Pleasures which a Field or Garden afford to us, that can 

only gratify our Minds by means of our Body, as we are Animals, they derive to us numberless 

other Satisfactions as we are rational Agents; they bear our Image, or they partake of our 

Nature; and from their own Choice, with Good-will and Esteem towards us, they cheerfully 

direct and accompany us in all our Fortunes, still lessening our Griefs, and heightning our joys, 

and always supporting us // 380 in our Pursuits after Happiness (I). And when rational Agents 

appear to us in this Light, they recommend themselves to, that Love and // 381 Esteem, which 

'tis impossible that inanimate or irrational Beings can at any Rate be the Objects of. 

NOR can it, ever follow from this Principle, that our Love or Gratitude must cease towards 

our Benefactor, when we understand he can do us no more Service, or minister no more 

Pleasure to us: For as this can never happen (it being in the Power of the meanest Mortal to 

entertain us with his good Opinion and Love. in which, as our Author observes, we necessarily 

delight, even when we expect no other Advantage) so when we reflect on the kind Offices that 

have been done us, we at the same time recollect what were our Circumstances when we 
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received them. By which Means we put ourselves back to that Part of our Life, where we were 

under such Wants, or under the Cravings of such Appetites, and conceiving, that such a Man 

generously relieved us, and thereby gave us Pleasure, and perhaps brought us to this easy 

Condition, in which we now are, we cannot but be sensible (without the Assistance of a 

poetical Prosopopoeia to raise an imaginary Gratitude) of the most friendly Affections towards 

him, and gratefully acknowledge his Beneficence, though now we know he can profit us no 

more, if it be not still to retain his Good-will to us, and to follow us with his hearty 

Good-wishes, which we cannot but // 382 find very acceptable, or, as our Author speaks* 

wonderfully delightful. 

 Thus, I think, it manifestly appears, that we Love the Beneficent from Self-interest. And it 

is very certain, that the same Principle determines us to Love not only those Persons that are 

beneficent to ourselves, but such likewise as are beneficent to others. For, according to what I 

have before observed, we can have no Sense or Perception of the Goodness of these Qualities 

which are exerted by rational Agents, but by considering ourselves fit Objects to whom they 

may be apply'd, or, which is the same Thing, by imagining ourselves in the Circumstances of 

these Persons towards whom they are exerted; that by thus putting ourselves under the 

Influence of these Qualities we may judge whether they give us Pleasure, and tend to promote 

our Happiness (2). 'Tis impossible, in my Opinion, for a Man to have any Notion of 

Beneficence, in any particular Instance, as a good Thing, unless he knows // 383 there are some 

particular Appetites in the Beneficiary, or in human Nature, so and so circumstantiated, to 

which it corresponds, or which it serves to gratify. But how shall one know this, without 

attending to the various Touches of his own Bosom, as he should be affected in such particular 

Circumstances? This, I would fain think, is indisputable, and cannot but be reckoned an 

undeniable Proof, that as we perceive the Goodness of beneficent Actions from their 

Correspondency to Self-love; so we affect and value the Authors of these Actions, from a 

certain Apprehension of the Pleasure we should enjoy in the Circumstances of those Persons to 

whom they are apply'd. 

It is true, we conceive Good-liking and Esteem toward such as are beneficent to others, 

from the Satisfaction we have in there others being happy by their Means. But this Regard for 

the Happiness of others, from which we value their Benefactors, is likewise founded in 

Self-interest. I suppose all the World will confess, that our Benevolence can never be excited 

without the Intervention of some Ideas; And I have before observed *, that these Ideas wherein 

we apprehend the Objects of our Benevolence, have a manifest Relation to one's Self. Thus, 

when we see a Being that is like ourselves, sharing our Nature, or bearing our Image, in these 
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Ideas we conceive Good-liking // 384 towards him: And is this Being, who thus resembles us, 

likewise appears to us bearing virtuous Affections, which, in every Instance wherein we can be 

supposed to have Intercourse together, expresly promise us Safety and Happiness; our 

Benevolence in these additional Ideas must necessarily prove strong and hearty. So that the 

Ideas that recommend other Beings to our Benevolence, thus plainly involving ourselves or our 

Interest, 'tis pretty manifest, that we affect the Objects of our Benevolence from Self-love. 

Now we are all conscious, when once we come to conceive benevolent Dispositions toward 

other Beings, that this State of Mind naturally gives us Joy in their Happiness, and makes us 

uneasy at their Misery. And as, in this Manner, we depend in our Pleasures and Pains upon the 

Circumstances of other People, so from hence it necessarily follows, that those who are 

beneficent to others, that is, those who relieve the Objects of our Benevolence from Pain and 

Trouble, and, by imparting Good to them, make them cheerful and happy, do thereby, at the 

same Time, likewise relieve our Minds from Uneasiness, and entertain us with agreeable 

Perceptions, whilst they gratify our benevolent Dispositions, that give us a Concern for the 

Comfort and Wellbeing of those Persons on whom they have bestow'd their Bounty. Upon 

which, when we sensibly feel that the Beneficent are thus conspiring with our // 385 

Dispositions, and do therein contribute to our Pleasure, 'tis unavoidable but we must affect 

them from Self interest. Nor can it well be doubted that we affect the Beneficent from this 

Principle, if we further consider, that our Love towards them bears always a Proportion to the 

Good-liking or Concern we have for the Beneficiary. 'Tis natural, and universally felt in 

Experience, when any Being imploys his Beneficence in behalf of our near Relations or 

particular Friends, that, in this Case, our Love toward that Being riser much higher, than when 

he employs his Beneficence in behalf of other People, in whom we are not to nearly interested: 

And as for such as are beneficent to those to whom we are bound by no particular Ties of 

Kindred, or Friendship, 'tis plain that we affect and value them, according as, in the Conduct of 

their kind Affections, or in the Application of their Bounty, they observe Cicero's (I) Rule, 

which // 386 directs us to proportion our Benevolence to Peoples Virtues, or their moral 

Dispositions; which are Ideas, wherein they appear to us, that relate to ourselves, and, as they 

prevail in any Object, make us less or more sensible of an Interest in their Happiness. And this, 

I say, makes it further manifest that we Love those who are beneficent to others, from 

Self-interest. 

BUT there is a Question that seems here to deserve our Notice: Whence is it, that the 

Benefactor has a greater and more tender Liking for the Beneficiary, than the Beneficiary for 

the Benefactor? How our Author will be pleased with Aristotle's Explication of this 
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Phaenomenon in the Affections of intelligent Beings, I know not; but to me it appears very 

ingenious. In short, this Philosopher observes (I), “That // 387 every Man conceives his natural 

Powers, in their Exercise and Effects, to be himself. So that when a Benefactor exerts his 

Powers, // 388 and thereby imparts Good or Happiness to another Person; he looks upon this 

other, the Beneficiary, as he has receiv'd the Effects of his Powers, or is possess'd of the Good 

he has imparted, to be his Workmanship; wherein he has an Existence, and which therefore he 

cannot but embrace with the same Tenderness he does himself: Whereas the Beneficiary, being 

only passive, does not apprehend himself thus existing in the Benefactor, and cannot therefore 

be sensible of such tender Affections towards him”. This is Aristotle's Account of the Matter; 

from which one may easily understand, that, in the Opinion of this Philosopher, Self-love 

universally prevails, and gives Life to our kindest and most social Dispositions. 

BECAUSE the third and last Objection which our Author proposes against his own 

Principles, is pretty nearly related to what I have been just now observing, I shall here consider 

it. 

Perhaps, says he, Virtue is pursued because of the concomitant Pleasure. To which he 

answers, First, by observing, That this plainly supposes a Sense of Virtue antecedent to Ideas 

of Advantage, upon which this Advantage is funded; and that, from the very Frame of our 

Nature, we are determined to perceive Pleasure in the Practice of Virtue, and to approve it, 

when practised by our selves or others.*  

// 389 Here again I am at a Loss to conceive what our Author understands by a Sense of 

Virtue antecedent to Ideas of Advantage, upon which this Advantage is founded. For my Part, I 

know no one Action of an intelligent Being, that can be called virtuous on any other Account 

than from its Correspondency to Self-interest, or its Fitness to promote the Happiness of one's 

Nature. Thus, our Actions towards the Deity are called virtuous, because they are suitable to his 

Self-love; as, on the other Hand, the Actions of the Deity towards us, are called virtuous, 

because they are adapted to the Interest of human Nature: And a whole System of rational 

Agents that have Intercourse with one another, their Actions are called virtuous, when they 

mutually contribute to promote each other's Happiness. And I hope no Body will condemn this 

Principle, till he has once impartially examined what I have said to support it in the foregoing 

Enquiry. 

S o that once Self-interest, or Pleasure, is the only Standard by which we can judge of the 

Virtue, i.e. the Value or Goodness of any Action whatsoever, I do not see how a Sense of Virtue 

can be antecedent to Ideas of Advantage. But how comes it to pass, that Virtue's being pursu'd 

because of the concomitant Pleasure, plainly supposes a Sense of Virtue antecedent to Ideas of 
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Advantage? I hope our Author has not forgot, that he allows, we pursue or purchase Pictures, 

Statues, Landskips, from // 390 Self-interest, or because of the concomitant Pleasure; and yet, I 

fancy, he will never say, that this plainly supposes a Sense of Pictures, &c. antecedent to Ideas 

of Advantage. Nor can I conceive why the Pleasure, which is always a Concomitant of virtuous 

Actions, is not as much a Motive of Self interest in Matters of Virtue, as it is in the Case of 

Statues and Landskips. I own indeed, that, from the Frame of our Nature, we are determin'd to 

perceive Pleasure in the Practice of Virtue, and to approve it, when practis'd by ourselves, or 

others: But then I still contend, that it is this Pleasure we perceive in Virtue, that has this 

Influence upon us; or, that the sole Ingredient in the Frame of our Nature, that determines us to 

approve and pursue Virtue, is Self-love or Interest. 

BUT that which strikes directly against this Objection, is what our Author observes further. 

“May we not, says he, justly question whether all Virtue is pleasant? Or, whether we are not 

determin'd to some amiable Actions in which we find no Pleasure?” This, I say, lies directly 

against the Objection. And to make it out, he represents “Sorrow, Anger, Jealousy, and Pity, 

which are virtuous Passions of the Mind, as all over Pain and Uneasiness, without any 

concomitant Pleasure: So that when, from the Influence of these Passions, we exert ourselves 

into Action, 'tis not any pleasure that determines us, but merely the Uneasiness we find 

ourselves under. From // 391 whence it follows, that in all our Attempts to relieve the 

Miserable, or to do any such friendly Offices, to which these Affections excite us, we do not act 

from Self-interest, or with a View to remove our Uneasiness: For if our sole Intention in 

Compassion or Pity, were the Removal of our Pain, we should run away, shut our Eyes, divert 

our Thoughts from the miserable Object, which we seldom do: Nay, we crowd about such 

Objects, and voluntarily run into Pain, unless Reason, and Reflection upon our Inability to 

relieve the Miserable, countermand our Inclination, or some selfish Affection, as Fear of 

Danger, overbalances it. And tho the Uneasiness of these Passions determines us to endeavour 

an Alteration in the State of the Object, but not otherwise to remove the painful Affection, 

while the Occasion is unalter'd; yet the Alteration intended in the State of the Object by such 

Passions, is never imagin'd to be a private Good to the Agent, as it always is in the selfish 

Passions. Which further shews, that these Affections are neither chosen for their concomitant 

Pleasure, nor voluntarily brought on with a View to private Good. So that there must of 

Necessity be some other Motive, that determines us to assist the Oppress’d, defend the Injur'd, 

and the like, than any Thing that can affect us from these Passions,; which can be no other // 

392 Thing, than a natural kind Instinct”, as our Author elsewhere observes. 
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THIS, I suppose, is the Strength of our Author's Reasoning upon this Point. And I do own, 

that if those Affections determine us, as they certainly do, to help or succour the Oppressed, we 

are not influenc'd by Self-Love in such generous Actions, upon Supposition, that these 

Passions are only painful, or that the Objects which excite them, affect us only with 

Uneasiness. But, at the same Time, I must lay, that if the Objects of those Passions deriv'd to us 

no other Sensations but such as are painful, we should be so far from assisting them, or running 

to their Relief, that, on the contrary, we should necessarily flee from them, and consult our own 

Ease, by getting out of the Reach of such Objects as entertain'd us with nothing but Misery, and 

so leave them to struggle alone under all their Misfortunes. This infallibly would be the Case; 

and it never fails to happen so, when miserable Objects assault our Minds (which require to be 

touch'd gently, in order to feel the Movements of these delicate Passions,) in too rough and 

insolent a Manner, and impress us with such Violence, that we are sensible of nothing but Pain 

and Uneasiness. For on all such Occasions we can be affected no otherwise, than we naturally 

find ourselves, when a Man is pursuing us with instruments of Misery, that present us with 

nothing but Anguish, and Affliction. So that when there Passions, determine // 393 us to appear 

in Defence of the Miserable, they s must certainly be made up of something else than 

Uneasiness. 

AND is it not very manifest, that they carry a good deal of Love and Benevolence, towards 

those Persons, who are the Objects of them? Or, do they not plainly imply a very sensible 

Pleasure in the Safety and Happiness of those Persons, for whole Sake or interest they are 

exerted? This I might shew with respect to every one of those particular Passions here 

mention'd. But our Author himself seems to give up the Question, when he allows, that all the 

Passions and Affections justify themselves, or that we approve our being in such a Manner 

affected on such an Occasion, and condemn a Person who is otherwise affected: For how is it 

possible, that this Approbation can be without some concomitant Pleasure? Besides that, he 

calls those Passions or Dispositions, lovely and good, by which one can only understand 

pleasant and delightful. And indeed, 'tis utterly impossible there can be any one Affection of 

the Mind, that contains nothing but pure Pain and Uneasiness. For when a Man, under the 

Influence of any Passion, finds himself uneasy from what immediately affects himself, this 

manifestly flows from the Love he bears himself, or the Delight he has in his own Happiness; 

and when he happens to be disturb'd from what afflicts, or is grievous to other People, this 

certainly springs from the Love he bears them, or the Delight // 394 he has in their Happiness. 

For, had we no Pleasure in our own, or other Peoples Well-being, we should questionless be 

indifferent, whatever Events happen'd either to them, or ourselves. So that since every Passion, 
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where there is any Uneasiness, does certainly take its Rise, and all along exerts itself, from 

Love, Pleasure, or Interest; it must necessarily be of a compounded Nature, and, while it lasts, 

consist of both Pleasure and Pain. And this all the World are sensible of since that every such 

Affection is universally call'd a pleasing Anguish, a generous Sympathy, and the like, or, as our 

Author terms it, an uneasy benevolent Passion, which always denotes a mixed Affection. 

From which I shall observe, that when a Man is under the Influence of any such Passions, 

he is animated in his Pursuits both from Pleasure and Pain; which, in such Instances, do always 

mutually assist one another, and are like two Forces impelling the same Body with the same 

Direction. And this cannot but oblige one to admire the great Goodness of the Author of 

Nature, and his fatherly Concern for the Happiness of Mankind, who has thus secur’d our 

mutually assisting one another in all our Afflictions, not only from a reciprocal Love but from 

a tender Fellow-feeling, or a generous Sympathy, whereby we are blended or knit together in 

the same common Lot, so as to take Part in each other's Distresses. 

// 395 IN the mean while 'tis here to be remarked, that in all those Passions, whereby we are 

excited to relieve the Miserable the main Thing that determines us, or that which is directly 

intended, is the Pleasure we have in the Safety and Happiness of those Persons, about whom 

these Affections are imploy'd; to which the Pain, wherewith they are mixed, serves only as a 

powerful Auxiliary, that eggs us on in our Endeavours to become Masters of that Satisfaction. 

'Thus, when I find my Self exposed to Misery from any dangerous Objects, I become 

immediately sensible of Fear, Anger, Sorrow, and the like; and from the Pain I therein feel, 

complicated with a strong Delight in my own Preservation, I necessarily flee from those 

Objects, directly towards that Pleasure I have in my own Safety. And, in like Manner, when we 

see others exposed or involved, we fly to their Assistance with a direct secret Intention to have 

the Pleasure we always perceive in their being easy and happy; or, as our Author expresses it, 

we are excited directly to desire the Relief of the Miserable; to which we are powerfully 

prompted from the Pain we are under to apprehend them oppressed or afflicted. So that I 

perfectly agree with our Author when he observes, “That the Removal of our Pain is seldom 

directly intended in the uneasy benevolent Passions, but that we directly pursue an Alteration 

in the State of the miserable Objects , that is, (as I understand it; and I // 396 do believe no Body 

else can form any other Notion of it) the Pleasure of seeing them safe and easy. 

But I must beg Leave to differ from this Gentleman in the Conclusion. For as I cannot but 

think that the Alteration intended in the State of the Objects, is secretly imagined to be a private 

Good, so it manifestly appears, that these Passions, whereby we are excited to pursue this 

Alteration, are founded upon, and exert themselves from Self-love, or Interest, I mean private 
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Pleasure, whether it arises from our own, or other Peoples Happiness: And therefore these 

Affections are both chosen, or at first yielded to, for their concomitant Pleasure; and are 

voluntarily brought on, or indulg'd and pursued, with a View to private Good.  

Thus, methinks, it appears, that Sorrow, Anger, Jealousy and Pity, are of a mixed Nature, 

uneasy benevolent Passions, consisting of Pleasure and Pain, and do always proceed upon 

Self-love. Now, from this it necessarily follows, that all the virtuous Actions into which these 

Passions exert themselves, such as relieving the Distressed, defending the Injur'd, and repairing 

of Wrongs done by ourselves, are always attended with Pleasure, and do naturally spring from 

Self-interest (I). 

// 397 AND I cannot but much wonder how it has happen'd, that our ingenious Author 

represents such generous Actions as void of all Pleasure, or as often accompany'd with none, 

which the Nature of Things, and the common Experience of all Mankind, do so loudly declare, 

are never but full of the highest Satisfactions (i). 

 

Dulce & decorum est pro patria mori. 

 

I own indeed, that these Actions, in some Instances, may involve a Man in a good deal // 

398 of Trouble and Uneasiness, which may frighten some narrow Souls, that are not large 

enough for such heavenly Delights, from ever attempting them, But when an open beneficent 

Mind, once undertakes them, all the Fatigue and Hardships the meets withal in such noble 

Pursuits, are mightily sweeten'd, and become exceeding agreeable from the Consciousness of 

her being engag'd in delivering her own Species, from // 399 those Calamities under which they 

are oppressed, and in restoring her own Nature, that lovely Form, as our Author calls it, to Ease 

and Happiness. Sure I am, the Injured and Oppressed find these Actions wonderfully 

delightful: And I am pretty confident, that the kind Benefactor has a quick Sense, or largely 

participates, of every Degree of Pleasure he has the good Fortune to administer to them. It is, 

says Cicero (I), more consonant to Nature, to undergo the greatest Labours and Toils in 

maintaining the Safety, and promoting the Happiness, if it were possible, of all Mankind, than 

to live in Solitude, not only free from Cares, but amidst // 400 the highest Gratifications. And 

indeed every Man of a noble and exalted Turn of Mind, prefers the former Sort of Life, far 

before the later. 

But our Author himself does not seem to be so very consistent upon this Point; for those 

very Actions, in which he says a Man has no Pleasure, he calls, at the same Time, amiable. 

And, I suppose, one can understand nothing by an Action's being amiable, but its being 

pleasant or delightful; at least, I turn my Thoughts every Way, but cannot, for my Life, form 
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any other Notion of it. And how any Man can apprehend an Action, as amiable, or pleasing, 

and yet feel no Pleasure in it, is, I confess, beyond my Comprehension. So that, from the whole, 

I conclude, that all Virtue is pleasant (I); and there is no amiable Action in which we find no 

Pleasure or Self- interest the great Principle whereby, in every Instance, we are actuated. 

// 401 This is to strongly expressed by Maximus Tyrius, that I must here beg Leave to 

transcribe his Sentiments. Since we are considering “Virtue and Pleasure in relation to one 

another, I will by no Means, says that Philosopher (I), say any Thing to the // 402 Disadvantage 

of Virtue: Nor can a Discourse concerning Pleasure, admit of any Thing that is ill natur'd or 

reproachful. I only observe thus much, If tou take away Pleasure from Virtue, you quite destroy 

all its Force and Efficacy; for nothing virtuous that is void of Pleasure, can be the Object of 

one's Choice or Pursuit. Certain it is, that the Man who undergoes Fatigue and Toil in the 

Pursuit of Virtue, is thereto animated by the Love of Pleafure, either present or expected: For, 

as in the Matter of Exchange, no Man, wittingly, if he is not an arrant Fool, will give away a 

Talent for a Drachm, or Gold for Brass; but the Barter, however it may be equal, must tend to 

the Dealer's Profit, in whatever his Customer has Occasion for: Just so in the case of Toil 

and Labour, no Man involves himself from a pure Love towards Labour, (which would prove a 

most unhappy Sort of Love) but he exchanges his present Toils // 403 for that which those who 

know no better, would call worthy and laudable, but which, with these who understand the 

Nature of Things, is called Pleasure. And talk as you will of Beauty and Excellence, you 

certainly mean Pleasure. Perhaps indeed a Thing may be thought excellent, though it should 

afford no Pleasure. But, for my Part, I am of a quite contrary Opinion; nor can I but think that 

Pleasure is preferable before every Thing else, since, upon its Account, People will suffer 

Death, Wounds, Labour, and a Thousand other Hardships. And assign what different Names 

you please to the Cause of such Actions; let it be call'd Friendship in Achilles, when he died 

cheerfully to revenge the Death of Patroclus; let it be the Thoughts of a Kingdom that made 

Agamemnon so vigilant, and to distinguish himfelf in the Council and in the Field; and you may 

call it the Safety of his Country that animated Hector to lead our his Troops, and upon their 

Head to fight with so much Bravery; these are all Words that express particular Sorts of 

Pleasure. 

 IN bodily Distempers the Patient is glad to endure Incisions, Burnings, Thirst, Hunger, and 

such other painful Prescriptions, upon the Prospect of thereby recovering his Sleep; but is you 

take away all Hopes of the future Good, you hall immediately prevent his submitting to these 

Evils: Now just so // 404 in the Conduct of Life, People exchange Labour for Pleasure.  
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 I confess indeed, that that which you call Virtue is So: But I would ask, Does the Mind 

chufe Virtue without any Love towards it? Now, if you grant there is Love, you, at the same 

Time, grant there is Pleafure. And however you may change the Name, and call Pleasure Joy, I 

object nothing to the Variety of Names, I apprehend the Thing, and perceive it is Pleasure. Nor 

was Hercules induc'd to undergo such extraordinary Toils and Labours for the Benefit of 

Mankind, by any other Motive, than some mighty Pleafures, Part whereof accompany'd his 

Labours, and Part followed after them. Indeed, while you see the Toils which Hercules 

underwent, you do not see the Pleasures he conceiv'd: But Pleasure he had in them, and for that 

Reason he endur'd them. Nor would he ever have undergone them, if he had not had Pleafure in 

pursuing them. “The only remaining Objection which our Author mentions against what he 

maintains, is taken from this. “That the whole Race of Mankind seems perswaded of the 

Existence of an Almighty Being, who will certainly secure Happiness, either now or hereafter, 

to those who are virtuous, according to their several Notions of Virtue in various Places. And 

upon this Perswasion, Virtue may, in // 405 all Cases, be purfu'd from View of Interest.*” 

IN Answer to which, he, in the first Place, appeals to all Mankind, whether there be no 

Benevolence but what flows from a View of Reward from the Deity. Nay, says he, do we not see 

a great Deal of it among those who entertain few, if any Thoughts of Devotion at all? For* 

many have high Notions of Honour, Faith, Generofity, Justice, who have scarce any Opinions 

about the! Deity, or any Thoughts of future Rewards; and abhor any Thing which is 

treacherous, cruel, or unjust, without any Regard to future Punishments. 

UPON this I shall observe, that whether every Man is under the Influence or not, of the Be 

lief of a Deity, and a future State of Rewards and Punishments, as the great Motives that ex cite 

him to virtuous Actions; this by no Means alters the Case: For, from what I have said above, it 

appears, there are other Views upon which every Man acts, which plainly shews, that we are 

determin'd in our Pursuits after Virtue, from Self-love, Pleasure, or Interest. So that I might 

here own, without any Prejudice to my Principles, there is a great deal of Benevolence among 

those who entertain few Thoughts of Devotion at all, or, who have no Regard to Rewards or 

Punishments, in another World. 

// 406 However, I cannot but fay, it puts me to a Stand to conceive how those Persons who 

have scarce any Opinions about the Deity, or any Thoughts of Futurity, can be capable of 

Benevolence, or have high Notions of Honour, Faith, Generosity, Justice, and universally 

pursue these Virtues: For, if a Man be inspired with true Benevolence towards his Fellow-men, 

it is, in my Opinion, impossible he can be so unsufferably stupid as not to understand, that there 

is an almighty kind Benefactor, showring down numberless Blessings on those Objects he so 
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tenderly affects, and who cooperates with him, if I may speak so, to render them happy, 

infinitely more happy than he can ever have it in his Power to make them. And if he has but any 

the least Suspicion (which our Author must suppose he has; for he does not represent those 

benevolent Persons as downright Atheists) I say, if he has but any the least Suspicion of his 

having an almighty Assistant, who powerfully seconds his poor Endeavours, and can gratify 

even his highest Wishes, which are too great for him to accomplish himself; must he not be 

exceedingly fond of the Notion? Can he neglect to indulge it? How can he escape being fired 

with the warmest Love and Devotion towards this most beneficent Being? And when his 

Thoughts are turned this Way, can he confine the Goodness of this Almighty Benefactor to the 

narrow Span of a few Years? Or, // 407 does he wish the Objects of his Benevolence no other 

Happiness, than what they may have in this present State of Humanity? I cannot give myself 

Leave to think, but that, from the Notions he must have of a good Deity, and the friendly 

Wishes he bears his Fellow-men, he will please himself with the cheerful Prospect of seein 

them all happy beyond the Grave, under the Influence of divine Bounty and Munificence. And 

if he apprehends there is even but a Possibility of this (though every considerate Man has 

infinitely more) how can he but like to entertain such pleasing Perceptions? So that I cannot but 

say, it puts me to a Stand to conceive how those Persons that are animated with true 

Benevolence towards their Fellow-men, can scarce have any Opinions about the Deity, or any 

Thoughts of a future State. 

I incline to think, they are of no narrower Principles than Socrates, who having laid down as 

undoubted Truths, “That there is a future State of Rewards and Punishments, and that all Men, 

without respect of Persons, shall receive, every Man according to the moral Qualities of his 

Mind, or the Deeds done in the Body”, he observes in relation to himself, “That being under the 

Aw and Influence of these Principles, he made little Account of this World, but laid out all his 

Endeavours, not only to purify his own Mind, that he might appear univerfally pure // 408 and 

holy before his judge; but likewise to perswade all other People to pursue the ame Course of 

Life, as the noblest Contest wherein they could be engaged”. And to your Shame I must tell you, 

says that wonderful Man to Callicles, when Judgment overtakes you, and you meet with the 

Condemnation I have explained, you shall not be able to help yourself----------------- But 

perhaps you may look upon all this as an old wife’s Fable, and so neglect and despise it. And 

indeed our despising of such Things would be nothing wonderful, if, in our narrowest 

Researches, we could discover any Thing better and truer. But you are now sensible, that you 

Three, yourself, Polus and Gorgias, the wisest Men among the Grecians now alive, have it not 

in your Power to make it appear, that a Man ought to follow any other Course of Life than this 
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of universal Righteousness, which, in that other World, shall, without Doubt, turn to our 

Happiness (I). 

// 409 'TIs true, we see a great many in the World who are so far from having any Devotion, 

or any Thoughts of Futurity, that they will openly insult that God who made them, of whom 

they hold their Lives, in whose Air they breathe, whose Bread they eat, and with whose 

Raiment they are clothed; and yet, I own, those very Perfons will talk high of Honour, Faith, 

Generofity, Justice, and how they abhor, as what is infinitely beneath them, to do a dirty 

ungenerous Thing. 

But (not to urge those Gentlemen to declare from what honourable Principles they express 

so much Contempt of the Deity) I would beg to know, if those Men of Honour, (whom Socrates 

(I) calls Slaves, as having a // 410 juster Title to this base Character) have an universal 

Benevolence to all Mankind, and do they express this friendly Affection of their Minds in all 

the Instances of Honour, Faith, Generosity and Justice, towards every Individual of their own 

Species, with whom they have any Sort of Intercourse? Or, do they confine their Benevolence, 

and those Virtues that flow from it, to a few, and discharge them only in some particular 

Instances; so as that, for Example, while they think it below them to trick their Neighbour of his

 Money, they will not perhaps be scrupulous to ravish his Daughter, or to debauch,his 

Wife (I)?. 

As to those People who are animated with an universal Benevolence towards their Fellow--

men, I have given my Opinion already, That they cannot, in Reason, be supposed to be the 

Persons, who affront, or have no Thoughts the Deity, and are void of Devotion. 

But as to this last Sort of Gentlemen, who have high Notions of Honour, Faith, Generosity, 

justice, 'tis plain indeed, that they have scarce any Opinions about the Deity, or any // 411 

Thoughts of a future State. But where is their Benevolence, and the honourable Train of Virtues 

that conftantly attend it? I see a whimsical ridiculous Character, without Beauty or Order, 

which can never be inspired with that manly Virtue; which is universally, in all Instances, equal 

and uniform. Give me Leave to say, I violently suspect, that those fine Gentlemen, with 

which the World now a Days so much abounds, are not actuated by (what a Philosopher would 

call) a benevolent Principle towards their Fellow-men, when they exert themselves in what 

They call their Honour, &c. but from some silly, or freakish Humour of their own, or some 

narrow pitiful Views that are unworthy a Man of Honour (I), and quite inconsistent with 

Self-interest. If the Reader will look into that Remark which the Author of the Fable of the Bees 

has upon this Point of Honour, he will see the Gentlemen I am here speaking of, presented to 

him in a very just Light. How silly is the Creature, says Socrates, who does not understand, 
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that he who // 412 performs those Things which will prove most beautiful and advantageous to 

Eternity, has gain'd the Victory, and is the most worthy and honourable? 

AND as I cannot but here observe, that the Conduct of those Pretenders to Honour makes it 

too apparent, how necessary it is, for the Support of Virtue, always to consider and explain it 

with a particular Regard to the Deity, and of another World, (which, as the Nature of Things 

manifestly requires, I have endeavour'd to do, after the Example of all the antient Philosophers, 

in the foregoing Enquiry). So I can never think that any Man is doing good Service to Virtue or 

Religion, who contributes, in any Sort, to withdraw Peoples Minds from the Influence of these 

Principles. 'Tis observed by Tully, when the Minds of Men are possest with the Belief of God's 

governing the World; that he takes Care of the human Race; that he sees all Things, even our 

most secret Thoughts; and that he makes a Distinction between Good and Evil, and will punish 

the Wicked, and reward the Righteous. These, says he, are not only certain Truths, but highly 

useful to Mankind: For, in what Piety towards God, in what Love and Beneficence towards one 

another, must those Persons live, who are perswaded, that God is in all Things their Witness 

and their Judge (I)?  

// 413 How it has come to pass I will not fay, but a particular Set of Men among us, that 

usurp the Name of the polite World, and pretending to be free from all Biafs, set up for great // 

414 Virtuosi, and to see Things in a wonderfully clear and just Light, have got an odd Taste in 

relation to Matters of Virtue, to which Xenophon, (who, as the Earl of Shaftsbury observes in 

his Advice to an Author, joyn'd what was deepest and most solid in Philosophy, with what was 

easiest and most refin'd in Breeding, and in the Character and Manner of a Gentleman) and to 

which Plato, Cicero, and all the finest Wits among the Antients, were utter Strangers: These 

genteel Moderns are so squeamish and delicate, that they cannot hear of the Deity and another 

World, bearing any Weight in a Treatise concerning moral Virtue, but they are immediately out 

of Conceit with it. This is the polite Taste of our fine Gentlemen! and I confess, that such tender 

Consciences are much to be pity'd, and ought, perhaps, to have a Share in our Indulgence. But 

since I appear in this Argument, not as a Christian Priest, but as an heathen Philosopher, I hope 

they will not take Offence at what I am going to propose to them on those Articles from my 

Fellow heathens. 

" We do great Mischief to ourselves, says Hierocles (I), if we imagine where is no // 415 

Providence in the Universe; or if where be, that Things are very ill lookt after. For this is as 

much as to allege, where is no God; or, if confess his Existence, that he takes no Care of the 

World; or, if he concerns him selt with human Affairs, that he is neither good nor just in his 

Administration. But these are Thoughts that teem with Iniquity, and the Man who is thus 
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infected, is thereby carry'd away to all Sorts of Wickedness. For, as Piety towards God brings 

forth and nourishes the moral Virtues, so the abandoning one's Devotion towards the Deity, is 

the Ring-leader of all Vice whatsoever”. Nor do we suffer less, in this heathen Gentleman's 

Apprehension, when we have no Regard to the Immortality of the Soul, or another world 

“These, says he, who have a Notion that the Soul is mortal, do rather shew themselves vain 

conceited Virtuosi, than true solid Philosophers, when they go about to explain that we must 

not neglect the Pursuit of Virtue. For if no Part of us remains after Death, whole Nature is 

capable of being adorn'd with Truth and Virtue, (such as we conceive the rational Soul) we 

could have no pure or sincere Desire after the real Ornaments of Life: For the Suspicion of 

one's being totally extinguish'd at Death, prevents our applying ourselves to the Study of 

Virtue, and leads us to tine Pursuit of sensual Pleasures, wherein we make no matter what they 

are, or how // 416 we come by them. And indeed, since the Soul, in this Supposition, has no 

Existence by itself, and is only the Result of a certain Temperament of Body, upon which it 

wholly depends for its Being and Preservation; how can a Man, upon such Principles, be 

counted prudent or considerate, that does not gratify his Body in all Instances? Or what could 

induce us to part with our Body for the sake of Virtue, since, in the Event of the Soul's perishing 

with the Body, the Prize we die for has no where an Existence? But heavenly Men, continues 

the fame Philosopher, have sufficiently demonstrated that the Soul is immortal, and that Virtue 

alone is its proper Beauty and natural Ornament (I)”. 

 In short, I might here appeal to all Mankind, whether there ever was, in any Age of the 

World, one single Instance of a virtuous // 417 Man, animated with a steady Benevolence, “not 

only to this or that particular Person, in this or that particular Instance; but to his own Nature, as 

it is in itself universally diffus'd among all Mankind”, without any Devotion towards God, or 

any Respect to Futurity. That excellent Philosopher Arrian tells us expresly (i), That we can no 

otherwise have our Souls purged from lewd and vicious Passions, but by fixing our Eyes upon 

God, cleaving to him alone, and purifying ourselves by the prevailing Influence of his Laws. 

And in another Place (2), Consider, says he, and suffer not yourselves to be hurry'd away by 

every extravagant Fancy, every impetuous Passion. The Contest is great, divine and 

illustrious; the Prize is a Kingdom, Liberty, Happiness. Look up to God, and call upon him to 

second and assist you. For you must know, says Socrates (3), that in this present State of 

Humanity, if you escape Corruption and Vice, and // 418 become what you ought to be, pure 

and virtuous, it must be attributed to the Blessing of God. 

BUT I must here again beg of our squeamish Gentlemen, to permit me, without offending 

their tender Consciences, to transcribe some Reflections from one that was no Christian, 
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concerning the Necessity of our praying to God for his Blessing and Assistance, in order to our 

becoming truly virtuous. Pythagoras, or whoever was the Author of those golden Verses, lays 

down the Rule, Undertake nothing, says he, without first praying to God to prosper you; and 

Hierocles explains it in this Manner (i). 

 // 419 “There is here briefly, prescrib'd to us; all that is needful for the Acquisition of 

Happiness, namely, our own Endeavours and the Assistance of the, Deity. 'Tis indeed in our 

own Power to chuse that which is good; but as this Power is given us of God, so 'tis not to be 

doubted but we need his Concurrence or Assistance, and to have those sensible Objects that 

are about us rightly disposed to our lnterest. For, as to our own Endeavours, they seem to be 

only like the Hand stretch'd out to receive good Things, whereas that which GOD contributes, 

is like // 420 the Source and Spring from whence those good Things are deriv'd to us . So that, 

in the Nature of Things, one's Andeavours to obtain Good, can be counted no more than a 

Searching after it; but the Concurrence we have from God, is a pointing that Good out to us, in 

our regular Attempts to acquire it. Now Prayer, steadily address'd to him who is the first Cause 

of our Being, and who carries on and completes our Well-being, is Something intermediate, 

that, comes between our Searches and the Good that God bestows on us. And let us here 

consider, How can a Man come by any Thing that is good, if God does not bestow it on him? 

And how will God, whose Nature it is to impart Happiness to other Beings, bestow any Thing 

good upon that Man, who has it in his Power to ask it, but seeks it not?  One should think, 

that, as we hope for Success in our Efforts after Good, we must pray to God to conspire and 

assist us. And on one Hand, that we may not make Prayer to ly wholly in Words, without 

fupporting it by Endeavours to render what we pray for effectual; and on the other Hand, that 

we may not rest wholly upon Endeavours, without praying to God for his Assistance, and 

thereby animating our Endeavours, and giving them Life and Vigour. In a Word, that we may 

pray for Succefs in our Endeavours, and may endeavour to compass what we pray to succeed 

in, // 421 Pythagoras joyns these Things together, and says, Betake yourself to Business, having 

first pray'd to God to prosper you. And in Truth, we ought never to enter upon the Pursuit of 

Virtue, with a Conceit we may acquire it by ourselves, without the Assistance of God; not 

ought we, at any Time, to content ourselves with praying only, using no Endeavours to attain to 

what we pray for. At this Rate we should be imploy'd, either in seeking after a Virtue that is 

void of God, if I may speak so, or in putting up Prayers that have nothing to support them. And 

as that which is void of God, has nothing of the Nature of Virtue, so Prayers, seconded by no 

Endeavours, have no Efficacy. I say, that which is void of God, has nothing of the Nature of 

Virtue. For, how can any Thing be virtuous; that is not done after the divine Rule? And that 
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which is done after this Rule, how could it have subsisted without the Influences of the Deity? 

For Virtue being the Image of God in a rational Soul, as every Image must have a Pattern for us 

Subsistence, so whatever is acquir'd as virtuous, must refer to God, as our great Pattern in the 

Acquisition of Virtue; otherwise it is only an Imposture, and can have no Value. From which 

we may plainly see, that whoever are ambitious to acquire real Virtue, which will prove of 

Consequence, they must pray to God for his Assistance; and such as pray for this Purpose, // 

422 they must likewise labour to compass what they pray for. And thus it is that we come to fix 

our Eyes upon God, the glorious Pattern Virtue; and to exert ourselves in the Pur suit thereof, 

under the Influences of the first Cause of all Good. For God, Who is the Fountain of eternal 

Nature, is the eternal Cause not only of Being, but of Well-being, to all other Existences. And 

having diffus'd his divine Goodness, his own proper Bounty, through the World, an 

incorruptible and intellectual Light, the Soul that attends to this Light, and is at Pains to clear 

up its Mind distinctly to perceive it, is, from its Efforts in the Pursuit of Virtue, excited to 

Prayer, and from having us Prayers answered, makes its Efforts more vigorous: So that it joyns 

Working With Praying, and strengthens its virtuous Endeavours, by its heavenly Intercourses; 

and by this Means comes to discover: God , and to improve in Virtue.”  

These are Reflections which, in my Apprehension, let us see the Pure Way to,acquire real 

Virtue; so that putting up our Prayers to God, and relying on his Influences, we should, as 

Aristotle directs us (I), devote ourselves to // 423 Immortality, and do all we can to live suitably 

to that Part of ourNature (the Soul) which it most excellent. For, as we are taught by Plato, (I), 

whatever Blessings a righteous Man hat in this Life at the Hands of God, and whatever 

Expressions of Love and Esteem he meets with among Men; thefe are all nothing, in respect of 

Greatness and Number, to those Rewards that are waiting him in another World: Nor are the 

Punishments which the Wicked have here inflicted on them, either by God or Man, any Thing at 

all, as to their Weight and Number, in comparison to the Miseries they shall suffer 

hereafter. 

IN this Manner it was, that in former Ages, Men of the finest Learning ,and Politeness, 

explain'd and recommended moral Virtue: And, upon the Principles they advance, I am 

tempted to suspect, that no Man can be animated in relation to his Fellow-men, with high 

Notions of Honour, Faith, Generosity, Justice, whilst he is void of Devotion towards God, and 

has no Regard to Futurity. “Take away Piety, and // 424 I know not, fays Cicero (i), but Faith, 

human Society, and that most excellent Virtue, Justice, or Righteousness, are no more”. And 

'tis really not to be imagin'd what good Reason or Principle there is, which determines a 
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rational Agent to Benevolence towards his own Species, that does not naturally operate much 

more powerfully, in exciting to Benevolence towards the Deity. 

 

Can we want Obedience then 

to him, or possibly his Love desert, 

Who form'd us from the Dust, and plac'd us here, 

Full to the utmost Measure of what Bliss 

Human Desires can seek or apprehend? 

MILT. Parad, lost. 

 

Cicero puts the Question, The Man, says he (2), whom the Stars in their different Orders, 

whom the Vicissitudes of Day and Night, the various Seasons of the year, and the Things that 

are produc'd for our Comfort and Enioyment; I fay, the Creature in human Shape, whom these 

Things do // 425 not inspire with Gratitude towards God, how can we with any Decency count 

him a Man? 

 To conclude, if Instinct shall be supposed to be the Spring of Benevolence, one must 

necessarily conceive, that the Author of Nature Would have certainly laid it in the human Mind 

with so commanding a Turn towards himself, that if it exerted itself in any Instance, it should 

infallibly be in this. But the Heavens, as Tully observes (1), are laid open to human Eyes, and 

they lead every considerate and thinking Man to the Knowledge of God; and from this 

Knowledge springs Piety, with which is connected Justice, and all the other Virtues, that are 

the Foundation of that Happiness wherein we resemble the Deity. 

So that I must declare, if a Man be govern'd by the Nature of Things, or if he has any fix'd 

Principle of worthy Actions, so as to be capable of giving a rational Account of his Conduct 

(without which he can never, in Justice, be reckoned virtuous) ‘tis impossible but he must love 

God, as well as his Neighbour, and find himself inspired with an universal // 426 Benevolence; 

which always proceeds uniformly: Otherwise, I say, he can pretend to nothing but mere Freak 

and Caprice, for the same Reason or Cause does every where necessarily produce the same 

Effects. On which Account, the moral Virtues are all naturally linked one with another, and 

cannot be found separated in the same rational Mind (I). 

BUT our Author reasons further against the Objection, in this Manner. As this Benevolence, 

says he, does scarce deserve the Name, when we desire not, nor delight in the Good of others, 

any farther than it serves our own Ends; so if we have no other Idea of Good, but Advantage to 

ourselves, every rational Being must act for its own Advantage. And when Things every where 

go on at this Rate, what Reason or Foundation can we have to expect Beneficence or Rewards 
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from God or Man, further than it is the Intereft of the Benefactor? “And with respect to God 

particularly, must not all Expectation of Benefits from a Being whose Interests are independent 

on us, be perfectly ridiculous? For, what should engage the Deity to reward Virtue? Can we 

prove that it is for his // 427 Advantage to do so? Perhaps the Misery of Creatures may be as 

capable of giving him Pleasure as their Happiness. And who can find Fault, or blame such a 

Being to study their Misery; for what else should we expect, since he acts only for his own 

Advantage? Unless we prov'd, that, the Happiness of Creatures was advantagious to him: 

Which will I certainly be lookt upon as very absurd, if we do not suppose some beneficent 

Dispositions essential to his Nature, which determine him to consult the publick Good of his 

Crea tures, and reward such as co-operate with this kind Intention. And if there be such 

Dispositions in the Deity, were is the Impossibility of same small Degree of this publick Love 

in Creatures? And why must they " be supposed incapable of acting but from Self-love?” 

THIS, in our Author's own Words, is, as I take it, the full Strength of his Reasoning . And, I 

would fain think, 'tis already answered in my Enquiry: So that I shall here only again profess;

 I so far own, that every rational Being acts for his own Advantage, or with a View to 

his own Good, Pleasure or Interest, that I still judge it utterly impossible that it can be 

otherwise. And though one can by no Means desire, or delight in the Good of others, any 

farther than it serves his own Ends, that is, than it serves to give him Pleasure (which, as I have 

frequently insinuated, is what must be // 428 understood by one's own Ends, Advantage, and 

the like. And this our Author seems to allow of, as in many Places,, so particularly in this; for 

after he has argu'd against its being for the Advantage or Interest of the Deity, to reward Virtue, 

unless we suppose some beneficent Dispositions essential to his Nature: Perhaps, says he, the 

Misery of his Creatures may be as capable of giving him Pleasure, that is, as his whole 

Reasoning plainly imports, of promoting his Advantage, or serving his own Ends). I say, 

though one can by no Means desire, or delight in the Good of others, any farther than it serves 

to give him Pleasure, yet this cannot possibly hinder this Benevolence from deserving the 

Name. For what other, or stronger Benevolence am I capable of towards any Being whatsoever, 

than to delight in his Happiness? But I ought perhaps to delight in his Good, farther than it 

serves my own Ends, i.e. farther than it serves to give me Delight! 

I suppose, our Author will allow, that Horace was animated with a very sincere 

Benevolence toward Maecenas, his great Patron and Benefactor; and yet, in the Height of this 

friendly Affection express’d to Mecaenas himself, how openly does he appear serving his own 

Ends, and consulting his own Ease and Pleasure? I cannot desire a better Instance to illustrate, 

or to shew the Nature and Power of my Principles. 

http://tage.to/
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// 429 

Quid nor; quibus to vita fit superstite 

Jucunda; si Contra, gravis?  

Utrumne jussi persequemur otium 

Non dulce, ni tecum simul?  

An hunt Iaborem mente laturi, decet 

Qua ferre non molles viros?  

Feremus:------------ ------------  

 * *  * 

Roges, tuum labore quid juvem meo  

Imbellis, ac firmus parum?  

Comes minore sum futurus in metu, 

Qui major absentes habet: 

 * *  * 

Libenter hoc & omne militabitur  

Bellum, in tuae Spem gratiae: 

Non ut juvencis illigata pluribus 

Aratra nitantur mea: 

 * *  * 

Satis superque me benignitas tua 

Ditavit, &c. 

HOR. Epod. I 

 

NOR can our being thus influenced by Self-interest, ever prevent our having a Reward from 

the Deity for our Virtue. For as Self-love determines us to love, worship and adore the great 

Author of our Being, and the supreme Disposer of our Futurity; and to love our Fellow-men, 

and promote their Happiness, So does Self-love likewise determine the Deity to be studious of 

the Good of his Creatures, and // 430 particularly to reward the Virtuous. Indeed if his Interests 

were, in all Respects, entirely independent on us; or, if he were quite indifferent what Way 

soever we acted; in particular, if Virtue were not advantagious, or agreeable to his Nature, or, if 

it did not serve the Happiness of his Creatures for whom he bears so fatherly a Concern; I 

confess, the Virtuous could have no Foundation to expect Beneficence or Rewards from him. 

But since we know, that as he interests himself in our Conduct, so is Virtue exactly consonant 

to his Nature; must he not from this Congruity necessarily approve of virtuous Actions, and 

find it his Interest, or have Pleasure (according to our Way of Speaking) to reward, or to testify 

his Approbation of those Actions, in some Instances of Beneficence towards those rational, 
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Agents who pursue them*? 'Tis true, the Deity approves of Virtue, because it suits and 

co-operates with some beneficent Dispositions, essential to his Nature, which determine him to 

consult the publick Good, or the Good of all his Creatures. But then, 'tis very obvious, that 

those beneficent Dispositions, whereby he is thus determin'd, are not disinterested, as our 

Author would have them. For, besides that, the Pleasure which the gratifying of those 

Dispositions (we may suppose) derives to the divine Mind, is Self-interest. (For their being 

essential can // 431 never, alter the Case: Hunger and Thirst are Desires or Appetites 

inseparable from our present Constitution; ,and yet, it, is confessed, we pursue the gratifying of 

those Appetites, or Dispositions, from Self- interest. They are manifestly founded upon, or 

arise from Self-love. 

It cannot but be owned, that we are all the Offspring or Productions of the Deity (I), on 

whom he has display'd his infinite Power and Wisdom, and whom he has form'd after his own 

Image (2). And when he regards us in this Light, how can he but tenderly affect his own 

Children, wish well to his own Workmanship so curiously contriv'd, and embrace us with the 

most beneficent Dispositions*? This, I dare say, is plain to every Man's Experience, when he 

looks upon any Object, under such near Relations to himself. And since we can judge of the 

Deity no otherwise than by our selves; and that there is no Imperfection in one's being thus 

mov'd upon our having such Ideas of Things, I cannot conceive, why we // 432 must not 

suppose the supreme Being to be the fame Way affected. And as this lets us see (perhaps as a 

demonstrative Argument a priori) that the Misery of his Creatures can never be capable of 

giving him Pleasure; so it gives us plainly to understand, that their Happiness is advantagious 

to his Nature, as it serves to give him Pleasure from its Suitableness to his beneficent 

Dispositions, or his Self-love. So that when a Man co-operates with those kind intentions of the 

Deity, to render his Creatures happy, he cannot but recommend himself to the divine 

Acceptance, as one who favours his Interest, and therefore as a fit Object of his Beneficence, 

whom he cannot but reward from Self-love. 

AND when it thus appears, that even the Deity himself is studious of the Good of his 

Creatures from Self-interest, I suppose no Body will contend, that Man is determined to the 

same Pursuits, from a Principle which our Author reckons more perfect. 

THE great Cicero explains the Matter quite otherwise: Since, says he (I), it is beyond Doubt 

// 433 that Men may be either moft useful or most mischievous to one another, I judge it to be 

the proper Business of Virtue, to gain Peoples Affections, and engage there in the Service of 

our Happiness. As for the Advantages of Life which we receive from inanimate Things, or from 

brute Creatures, they are owing to those Arts that require bodily Labour: But the hearts and 
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ready Endeavours of our fellows to promote our Interests, are excited by the Prudence and 

Virtue of excellent Men. For almost the whole of Virtue moves upon these three Points; first , 

our discerning the naked Truth and Certainty of things, their Agreement and Correspondency, 

their Consequences, what their Rise is, and from what Causes they proceed; then, our bridling 

our Appetites and Passions, and making theme obedient to Reason; and, last of all, our treating 

those to whom we are associated, with Discretion and Prudence, that we may have them // 434 

heartily to conspire with us in our Pursuits after those Enjoyments that make up the full 

Happiness of our Nature; and that, by their Assistance, we may repel Injuries, and punish those 

who have done us Mischief, as far as Equity and Humanity will bear. 

 

S E CTION IX  

 

IT only remains that I take Notice, so far as it concerns my Principles, of what our Author 

says with respect to that particular Notion of Self-love, as it exerts itself in the Desire of 

Esteem, which I lay down as the great Spring that animates all Mankind to the Pursuit of 

Virtue. And as I have made it appear, so our Author here allows that this Desire of, or Delight 

in the good Opinion and Love of others, is founded upon Self- love. But then he observes, That 

our Determination to love Honour, presupposes a Sense of moral Virtue, both in the Persons 

who confer the Honour, and in him who pursues it. “For it is not, says he, Honour to be 

universally known, no Matter how; it is the Opinion of others concerning our morally good 

Qualities, or Abilities presumed to be applied that Way; for Abilities constantly applied to 

other Purposes procure the greatest Infamy.” 

As to this moral Sense our Author speaks of, and which, he and I are agreed, can signify // 

435 nothing but “a natural Power or Capacity to receive pleasing or painful, i.e. advantagious 

or hurtful Ideas, from the Actions of intelligent Beings, as they are applied to us, or occur to our 

Observation”; I say as to this moral Sense, I do own, it is antecedent in me (and without 

Dispute in every Body else) to my honouring any other Being whatsoever, Nay, I shall say 

further, this Sense is not only thus antecedent, but I must needs have it gratify'd before I set the 

least Value on any Mail alive (I).And if the World will condemn and slander me as a Disciple 

of Epicurus, for being so prodigiously selfish, or so absolutely devoted to my own Pleasure and 

Happiness, I hope our Author has the disinterested Benevolence to defend and support me, for 

he really betrays one into this mercenary Principle, by telling us, that we honour or entertain a 

respectful Opinion of other rational Agents, for nothing in the World but their morally good 

Actions, or their Abilities presumed to be applied that Way. For, what can any Mortal 
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understand by this, but that we love and esteem other People, only because of the kind, 

friendly, beneficent Actions they do us, which all minister to our Pleasure; or their Abilities 

presumed to be applied to the serving of our Interest? And 'tis certainly, // 436 as "our Author* 

elsewhere justly observes, this Perception of Beauty or Excellence, i.e. of Pleasure, Delight, 

Joy, derived to us from the kind Offices of rational Agents, that determines us to admire and 

love them. Nay, this, in our Authors Opinion, is so very necessary a Foundation of Esteem, 

“That if a Man apply his moral Abilities of any Kind, or his natural Advantages, to other 

Purposes, contrary to (what one must call) Self-love, or if he don't imploy them in promoting 

our Happiness, but mind only his own mistaken private Advantage, without any Regard to our 

Welfare, he shall then find our Honour, or Esteem of him to cease, and himself exposed to 

Infamy”: As is a rich Miser, who hoards up his Wealth, without having the open kind Heart, 

and the beneficent Hand to supply our Wants, or relieve the Necessities of our Nature. 

THESE, I should think, are our Author's Sentiments on this Point. But I shall not be very 

confident of this, for he says, That Honour presupposes a Sense of something amiable, besides 

Advantage, viz. a Sense of Excellence in a publick Spirit; that is to, say, according to the true 

Import of these Phrases, it presupposes a Sense of Pleafure, besides Delight, a Sense of the 

finest Satisfactions, that spring from beholding a publick Spirit, devoted to our Interest, or the 

Happiness of our Nature. However, I would fain // 437 think, I may well enough conclude, that 

our Author has taught me to declare, that I will honour no Man, but on condition he gratifies my 

moral Sense, i. e. entertains me with Advantagious Ideas, or pleasing Perceptions from those 

Actions he applies to me, or to my Nature, as it is diffused through a whole System of 

intelligent Beings. And I have good Reason to hope, if any Man will take the Trouble to look 

into his own Breast, he shall find himself every Whit as selfish in this Particular, as I do here 

openly profess myself to be. 

So that I do own, a Sense of moral Good, i. e. of Pleasure from the Actions of rational 

Beings, must be antecedent to Honour: For Honour is founded upon it, or springs from its being 

gratified: But how does this make it appear, as our Author alledges, that we have other Ideas of 

moral Actions, than as they are advantagious or hurtful? I hope the Reader by this Time is fully 

satisfied, that our Author's moral Sense represents them just so, and no otherwise. And as a 

further Proof of it, we shall look back to the Beginning of his first Section, where he observes 

*,That the Perceptions, says he, of moral Good and Evil, are perfectly different from those of 

natural Good or Advantage, every one must convince himself, by reflecting upon the different 

Manner in which he finds himself affected, when those Objects occur to him; in // 438 

particular, with respect to inanimate Beings, and rational Agents; upon Comparison we say, 
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Why should we admire, or love with Esteem inanimate Beings? They have no Intention of Good 

to us; their Nature makes them fit for our Uses, which they neither know nor study to serve. But 

it is not so with rational Agents; they study our Interest, and delight in our Happiness, and are 

benevolent toward us. By this our Author intends to give us a Notion of moral Good, as quite 

different from that of natural Good or Advantage. But what Idea can a Man have of this Study 

of our Interest, this Delight in our Happiness, and this Benevolence toward us? For my own 

Part, will confess, that all these Actions of a rational Agent, raise no other Ideas in my Mind, 

but what are exceeding advantagious. Indeed they do affect me with a quick Sense of elegant 

Pleasures such as one can never possibly have from inanimate Beings, that are only passive to 

our Uses. But I still say, 'tis only those pleasing delicate Perceptions that make up their 

Goodness, and recommend the Agents to our Love and Esteem. 

But, says our Author, had we, no ether Idea of Actions but as advantageous or hurtful, we 

never could have honoured or loved Agents for pub lick Love, or had any Regard to their 

Actions further than they affected ourselves in particular he might have form'd the 

metaphysical Idea of publick Good, but we had never desir'd it any further than it tended to 

oars private Interest, without a // 439 Principle of Benevolence; nor admired and loved those 

who were studious of it without a moral Sense. Here I humbly conceive, that our Author quite 

mistakes the Point, while he imagines, that a Man cannot apprehend an Action as pleasing or 

advantageous, and for that Reason honour the Author of it, except he immediately reap the 

Fruits thereof, or unless it directly touch his Case in particular: As if a rich Man could perceive 

no Pleasure from the Bounty of another, and on that Account honour the Benefactor, unless the 

Beneficence were immediately done to himself; when, in Truth, not only the Person more 

particularly obliged, but every Body else both Rich and Poor, have a good deal of Pleasure 

(which I here call Advantage) from viewing a beneficent Character; which they look upon as a 

common Refuge, while they condemn the Ingrateful, as common Enemies, that Discourage 

Liberality (I).This, I say, is our Author's Mistake. And I hope I have given a rational Account, 

how the contrary must necessarily happen: To which I refer the Reader, // 440 Mean while, you 

will here remember, that I endeavoured to shew, that as Self-love is the Standard whereby we 

can only judge of the Virtue or Value of any Action whatsoever, so when we love and honour A 

for his Benevolence towards B we secretly put ourselves in B's Circumstances, and in our 

Minds conceive ourselves the Objects of A Kindness or Bounty. And after this Manner do we 

take Part in all the Concerns of our Fellow-men. So that there can be no beneficent Action done 

in any Part of the World, which, when it occurs to our Observation, does not affect us, and tend 

to our own private Interest, or serve to give us Pleasure from which one may form a Notion of 
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the unbounded Goodness of the Author of Nature, who has so framed every Individual, that, 

besides what Good he has immediately in his own Lot, he naturally shares in all the Pleasures 

and Felicities of other intelligent Beings. 

AND thus, methinks, it still appears, that the Honour we confer on other rational agents, 

flows from the Pleasure we perceive from those Actions with which they entertain us: Which, I 

say, plainly shews, that our moral Sense, as 'tis here called, is antecedent to our honouring any 

Man. 

 Bur our Author likewise observes, that our Determination to love Honour, presupposes in 

him who pursues it, a Sense of Moral Virtue. This, I confess, I do not well understand, unless it 

be supposed that the Honour, or the // 441 Love and Esteem which we pursue and receive from 

other intelligent Beings, is Moral Virtue, or a necessary Effect of it. Both which it certainly is. 

And in either of these Senses, I own it presupposes in him who pursues it, a Sense of Moral 

Virtue; but otherwise it may, in my Opinion, as well be said, that our Determination to love 

Musick, presupposes in him who pursues it, a Sense of Moral Virtue. However our Author 

observes, " That were there no moral Sense, or had we no Idea of Actions, but as advantagious 

or hurtful; I see no Reason, says he, why we should be delighted with Honour, or subjected to 

the Uneasiness of Shame; or how it could ever happen, that a Man, who is secure from 

Punishment for any Action, should ever be uneasy at its being known to all the World. The 

World may have the worse Opinion of him for it; but what subjects my Ease to the Opinion of 

the World?  

THAT we have no other Idea of moral Actions, but as advantagious or hurtful, has been, I 

hope, made already pretty manifest. And I have before given a sufficient Reason, why we must 

necessarily be delighted with Honour, and subjected to the Uneasiness of Shame, or to a 

grievous Sensation of Misery from Contempt, or the unfavourable Opinion of others 

concerning us. Nor is it possible (such is the wise Appointment of the first Cause of all Things, 

the supreme Governor of the Universe) // 442 that any Man can be secure from Punishment, 

when he knows that the World have a bad Opinion of him, or entertain Contempt and Hatred 

against him for his Actions. For as one cannot but have Pleafure, and judge himself happy in 

the Love and Esteem of other intelligent Beings,; because these Affections exactly correspond 

with one's Self-Love, and promise us nothing but Safety and Happiness (I): So when we are 

conscious, that we are odious to the World, and have nothing from them but Aversion, 

Contempt and Hatred; these Affections, on the other Hand, are so contrary to Self-love, and 

represent to us such Miseries, that we cannot but be afflicted with very painful Sensations. 'Tis 

true, a Man may make Shift, perhaps, to secure himself from the external Effects of Contempt 
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and Hatred (though this cannot be done effectually when one is odious to every Body) but 

notwithstanding this he cannot escape being his own Tormentor (2). // 443 For when he reflects 

how the Minds of the World are imployed about him; this gives him so many Ideas so 

dreadfully shocking to Self- preservation, that he cannot but find himself exceedingly uneasy. 

From which it appears, that the Nature of Things, or one's Self-love, subjects his Ease to the 

Opinion of the World. And, as Xenophon remarks, to establish Laws that carry in their Nature 

the Punishment of Transgressors, seems to me to be the // 444 Work of a Legislator highly 

eminent, and far above Man (I). 

Now, as every Man's Self love does thus determine him to pursue Honour; or, as we are all 

necessarily delighted with the good Opinion and Love of others, and cannot possibly be easy, 

unless we have the Esteem of those intelligent Beings, with whom we have any Intercourse, or 

to whom we stand associated: So this is the Principle which I have laid down in my Enquiry, as 

the great commanding Motive to virtuous Actions (2). And our Author allows, that “Honour 

being constituted by Nature pleasant to us, it may be an additional Motive to Virtue: But the 

Person wham we imagine perfectly virtuous, acts immediately from the Love of others; 

however those refin'd Interests may be joynt Motives to him to set about such a Course of 

Actions.” Here, I say, our Author allows, that the Desire of Honour may be an additional 

Motive to Virtue, while it joyns its Influence with the Love of others, which is the principal 

Motive, and from which a Man must immediately act, before we can imagine him perfectly 

virtuous. So that here, we have two Motives that determine us // 445 to the Pursuit of Moral 

Virtue. First, the Love of others, which acts as the chief and principal One; and then, the Desire 

of Esteem, which serves only as an Assistant. But I would beg to know, if our Love of others, or 

our Benevolence towards them, is not Virtue, or virtuous Action? This our Author all along 

declares. And is it not the present Question, what is the Motive that determines us, not only to 

this, or that particular Piece of Virtue; but to every virtuous Action whatsoever, and 

consequently to this Love, or Benevolence itself? And when I am ask'd, what moves a Man to 

the Love of others? I suppose, no Body will accept of this Answer, His Love of others moves 

him to the Love of others: Unless we thereby understand the concomitant Pleasure, with which 

Love is always attended; which our Author rejects as too selfish a Principle. 

IN a Word, if we will take our Ideas from the Nature of Things, the Love of others is so far 

from being the chief, and an essential Motive to Virtue, that, in the present Argument, it is no 

Motive at all, since being itself Virtue, or a virtuous Action, one should think, there is Need of 

some Cause or Motives to excite it in the Mind, and to engage the Mind to pursue it. And this, 

it would seem, our Author was so very sensible of, that he makes the immediate Motive to 
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Love or Benevolence, to be a kind generous Instinct: Which is a Principle I don't pretend to 

have any // 446 Notion of. So that the Desire of Honour, is here left alone to act by itself, as the 

only Motive to virtuous Actions. And indeed, it is a manly, glorious, and divine Principle (I), 

and is fully sufficient to animate and support us in the most noble and dangerous Pursuits (2). 

“BUT, says our Author, if we knew an Agent had no other Motive of Action. but Ambition 

(that is, as he explains it himself, a Desire of, or a Delight in the good Opinion and Love of 

others) we should apprehend no Virtue, even in his most useful Actions, since they flow'd not 

from any Love to others, or Desire of their Happiness." Indeed it is very certain, that how 

useful soever any Actions may be to us, which we receive from // 447 other rational Beings, yet 

we can never apprehend any the least Virtue in them, if we conceive they are not Love, or do 

not flow from Love in the Minds that do them. For as Moral Virtue can pass only between 

rational Minds, so does it particularly consist in the Love of others, or a Desire of their 

Happiness; this Benevolence being the only Bond that knits us together in every Instance of our 

Commerce one with another. And as all the virtuous Actions of the Mind, Justice, Faith, Pity, 

Gratitude, Generosity, &c. are only Love to others, shewing itself in different Lights, or 

exerting itself in different Manners; so whatever Actions one Mind does to another, they can be 

counted no farther virtuous, than they partake of this Love, or of a Desire of the other's 

Happiness: So that whatever Action is void of Love, it must at the same Time be void of Virtue, 

however useful one may find it, and by whatever Motive it may happen to be influenc'd. All 

this is exceeding true. 

BUT then the Question still remains, What is the Motive that determines us to exert and 

pursue this Virtue, or this Love towards others; which must necessarily be, as it were, 

interwoven in every other Action of the Mind, in order to render it virtuous? That this Motive 

cannot be the Love of others, is abundantly plain; that it is not Instinct, a je ne scai quoi is not 

here alledg'd. 'Tis certainly no other, even from our Author's Sentiments in this Place, than // 

448 the Desire of Esteem, or a Delight in the good Opinion and Love of others. 

THIS is an unlimited universal Passion, whereby all Men are actuated, and without the 

gratifying of which no Man can ever find himself easy among those Beings, to whom he is 

associated. And as the Desire of Esteem universally determines us to pursue Love towards 

others, or to exert ourselves into all virtuous Actions whatsoever (for these are the only Means, 

that can effectually recommend us to the good Opinion and Love of others) so from hence we 

cannot but have the most elevated Apprehensions of the wonderful Goodness and wise 

Contrivance of the great Parent of Mankind, Who, in the Nature of Things, has determin'd us to 

pursue Virtue, with a View to raise such Affections (Love and Esteem) in other rational 
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Agents, as render them likewise virtuous, or morally good towards us (I). By which Means, 

them is made the best and the amplest Provision possible, to secure every one's Ease and 

Comfort; we are all deeply engaged in a generous Contention, a noble Plot, to promote each 

other's Felicity. And if we follow this divine Constitution // 449 of Things, we shall all 

endeavour, to the utmost of our Power, to be joyful and happy in one another, through the 

whole Compass of our Duration. 

 

S E CT I O N X 

 

TH U S far have I endeavoured to explain my own Principles, and to fhew the Weakness of 

our Author’s Reasoning against them. And I shall be extremely well pleased, if the Reader 

judge that I have made it appear pretty evidently, that we pursue Virtue, or exert ourselves in all 

the Acts of Devotion towards God, and of Benevolence towards our Fellow men, from 

Self-interest. For had we once disengag'd ourselves from those gloomy Apprehensions, which 

fume People are at Pains to inculcate upon, us, when they strongly assert, and will needs have 

us to believe, that, in Matters of Virtue or Religion, we must not view our own Interest, or yield 

to Self-love, as our principal Motive: I say, did we once shake ourselves loose from these dark 

unmanly Notions, so as to submit to the unbounded Power of Self-interest, which necessarily 

determines us to pursue our own Fortunes in the Good and Prosperity of others, as we are 

rational eternal Minds, associated to God, and to one another; I am well perswaded, that Virtue 

and Religion would have a great many more // 450 Votaries (I); and that we should all be 

animated with a warm Contention, a noble Emulation, how to out-rival one another in kind 

Offices. This, I am confident, is the amiable, the glorious Constitution of Things, which the 

great // 451 Author of Nature has settled, and whereby he opens our Minds to the most beautiful 

Prospects, and raiseth our Adoration in the highest Ideas of his infinite Wisdom and 

Contrivance, his immense Goodness and Bounty, who has so moulded us, that we cannot be 

joyful ourselves, but in the Felicity of others; and to promote my own, I must be studious of the 

Good of all my Companions (I). 

WHEREAS, when we are told, that to become truly virtuous, we must take off our Eyes 

from our own Interest, and direct them ----------- I know not whither. This gives us such dark 

melancholly Views of those Pursuits to which we are invited, that we are tempted to conceive 

we have no Concern in them. And thus are we betray'd (since our irresistible Desire after 

Pleasure, must some way or other be gratify'd) into the most absurd Notions of Self- interest, 

that engage us in such Courses, as are affronting to the Deity, injurious to our Fellow-men, // 
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452 and therefore most necessarily mischievous to ourselves. So that I cannot but mightily 

applaud Socrates (I) for condemning that Man, who first separated Virtue and Self-interest or 

Utility, them two most friendly Companions, from one another; and judge with him, that this 

unnatural unworthy Divorce, is the fatal Source of all the Irregularities and Mischiefs of Life: 

For as it is impossible (2), that Self-interest can ever be inconsistent with Virtue, but only the 

deceitful Shadow of it, which, I own , is grasped at by every deluded Imagination, to his own 

Ruin, and the great Disturbance of the // 453 World: So every wise Man who follows Nature, 

takes up Virtue and Utility under the same Ideas, determines them by the same Rule, and he 

knows that them are only two Words that signify the same thing (as plainly appears from what 

I have hitherto said) which he steadily pursues to the unspeakable Pleasure and Happiness of 

himself, and a whole System of rational Agents. And here I would willingly give a Translation 

of Arian's (I) Sentiments upon this Point. But this learned Philosopher sets this Matter in such a 

strong Light that I am // 454 much afraid the English Reader will not be well able to bear it. 

And therefore, tho I do own every Thing in the Place I refer to, as my Principles, I shall content 

myself with marking it down in the Margin. 

But, how can any Man preach up to me, that, in whatever kind Offices I do to himself or 

other People, I must not be governed by Self-love, or intend the promoting of my own 

Pleasure? I would beg to know, if he, or any Man alive, will commend one single Action of 

mine or count it virtuous, if it has nor the good Fortune to favour his Self-Love, and promote 

his Interest? Our Author is certainly in the Right when he observes, “That however those 

Rewards, which accompany a Man's own Actions, may make him approve what he does 

himself from Self-love; yet this can never make him approve and love another Person for the 

like Actions, whose Merit is not imputed to him, or from whose Actions he receives no 

Benefit”. No, such is the natural selfish Frame of all intelligent Beings, (and the Misfortune is, 

'tis not in our Power to avoid it) that we must be pleas'd and gratify'd our selves, by whatever 

Actions other People apply to us, before we can give them our Love, or our Approbation. 

AND pray, why must all the World I have any Commerce with, be thus absolutely governed 

by Self-love, and virtuously refuse to relish any Thing from me any farther than it serves their 

Interest, // 455 or ministers to their Pleasure; while I, poor Man, must stand condemn'd entirely 

to renounce the same Principle, and to have no Regard to my own Ease or Advantage, under the 

Pain of being counted highly criminal? This I don't think is fair Dealing (1). And I am apt to 

believe, there is no Man upon Earth, who has a Right from any Authority whatsoever, to 

command me to devote myself wholly to his Service, without ever minding my own Good or 

Interest (2). 'Tis the universal Language of Nature, None dearer to us than ourselves (3). And 

http://them.is/
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does not Charity begin at Home, and from thence slow out, and spread itself through a whole 

Community of intelligent Beings 4)? For my own Particular, I donor see what better Title any 

Man can possibly have to consult his Happiness, than I have to promote mine. 

But, says our Author, we are universally asham'd to say, an Action is just, because it tends 

to my or to the Advantage of the Actor: And we as seldom condemn a beneficent kind Action, 

because it is not advantagious to us, or to the // 456 Actor.* Indeed, if a Man absurdly 

imagines, that his Advantage lies in those Pleasures that cannot be gratify'd without being 

injurious to God, and his own Species, I confess he has good Reason to be asham’d of his 

Stupidity, in imagining or saying, an Action is just or good because it tends to his Advantage, 

when, an Truth, it serves only to expose him to Contempt and Infamy, and to render him utterly 

miserable. But when I say, “An Action is just, because it tends to my Advantage, or contributes 

to give me Pleasure, as I stand associated with God, and all my Fellow-men,” I am no more 

asham’d of this than I am asham'd of they Perfections of the Deity, and of the essential 

Properties of human Nature, or of the Truth of any mathematical Theorem (1). Nor is it 

possible that any such Actions can ever be disadvantagious to me, or to any one else, or at all 

come under the Notion of Vice (2), unless the Nature of Things be alter'd. In short, how can I 

miss to be governed by Self-love, when I see all the World besides, only animated from this 

Principle (3)?  

// 457 CAN that most disinterested Man, they most rigid Mystick upon Earth, say, he serves 

God for nought? that he has no Pleasure in it? or, that he expects nothing by it? ---- Let him 

speak out, and he shall declare for my Principles. --- Under what Ideas do you look upon they 

supreme Being, when you regard him as they Object of your Worship? Do you confine your 

Thoughts to his being eternal, immense, omniscient, almighty? Or, do you open your Views 

wider, and take in his moral Perfections? I suppose, you likewise apprehend him as either evil 

or good. But under which of these Perceptions do you pay him your Adoration? I can hardly 

think you will contradict our Author, who very justly observes, That no Body apprehends any 

Virtue in base Dread and Servitude towards a powerful evil Being; and to reverence a Being 

neither good nor powerful, is seen by every Body to be a jest. You must then certainly conceive 

they Object of your Worship, as an immense Being, of infinite Power, Wisdom and Goodness. 

But how, do you think, are these Perfections imployed? What are their Objects? Or, in whose 

Favour are they exerted? Do you imagine, that the God whom you worship, does, // 458 with all 

they Excellencies of his Nature, enjoy an undisturbed Rest, and indulge his own Ease, beyond 

they Skies, without any they least Concernment for other Beings in the Universe? Or, do you 

think, that this almighty wise Being, does indeed represent his Goodness to others, but that they 
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only Scene of it is above the Heavens, while you ly here below utterly neglected? Or, are you 

well assured, that he interests himself in human Affairs, and takes Mankind into his kind 

Protection? That you are they Object of his Beneficence, and that he bids you rely on his 

Power, Wisdom, and Bounty, for your Safety and Happiness, through every Stage of your 

Existence (1)? Indeed the Epicureans had a stupid Notion, that they Deity was so entirely wrapt 

up in his own pleasing indolent Perceptions, that he never discompos'd his Rest, // 459 by 

intermeddling in they Affairs of Mankind, or concerning himself, whether we were happy or 

miserable: And yet they maintained, that we ought to worship and adore him, because of the 

supereminent Excellencies of his Nature. But, I dare say, you very much approve of Cotta in 

Tully (I), for bringing these little Philosophers under the Lash for such Absurdities. 

So that I strongly imagine, you apprehend they Object of your Worship as beneficent 

towards you, and imploying his infinite Power and Wisdom, according to the Influence of this 

kind amiable Disposition of his Nature. And, no // 460 Doubt, as Socrates finely observes (I), 

The more glorious the Being is, who condescends to take Care of us, the more he is to be 

honoured. But when you apprehend they Deity under these Ideas that promise you so much 

Advantage, so as to refute to worship him, unless he presents himself thus favourably inclin'd 

to your Interest, and studious of your Happiness; pray, what is the generous Principle that 

determines you? I see nothing here that has the least Semblance of your being disinterested. 

Give me Leave to lay, this is a sufficient Demonstration to me; and, I suppose, to every Body 

else, that even an Matters of Devotion, you are absolutely governed by Self-interest (2). 

LET me again ask, From whence do those Friendships spring that are counted the most 

virtuous and disinterested? I hope I have made it before pretty manifest, that Self-love 

necessarily determines us to associate with one another. But how comes it to pass, that we enter 

into a more close and intimate Correspondence with this Man rather than with that? A 

Gentleman of Honour and Virtue, who lives easy and contented, without any unlawful 

Ambition to better his Fortune in the World; I see, that in his // 461 Choice of Friends, he 

overlooks they Clown of no Education; that he keeps within his own Rank, or perhaps goes 

beyond it: Nor does he indifferently give himself up to every one of that Station or Rank from 

which he takes his Friend; but from among the many Hundreds that are about him, upon the 

same Level, or of a higher Order, he pitches upon one or more as his Bosom-companions, and 

leaves all they rest excluded from this Intimacy. Besides that, none of those Persons, whom he 

chuses and embraces as his Friends, are obscene and vicious, actuated by Principles pernicious 

to Society (I): They are all Men of Honour and Virtue, of they same agreeable Complexion, the 

same lovely Dispositions with himself. But how comes he to affect these more than the others? 
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Or, what is the Principle that determines him in his Election? ''Tis not from they Views of 

filling his Coffers, or of raising himself to Pomp and Pageantry. The Treacherous and Lewd do, 

an some Circumstances, serve one to promote such Purposes more effectually. And I heartily 

own, that when a Man looks upon others under no other Ideas, but such as shew them capable 

of assisting him in Pursuits of this Nature, he then rates them no otherwise than one would do 

his brute Animals; // 462 that in such Instances he is intirely void of all Virtue, info far as he 

forms such Notions of his Fellow-men, and applies them to such Uses as they necessarily hate 

and disdain; and can never be thought to act from Self-interest, unless you imagine, it is one's 

Interest to expose himself to the Contempt of a whole System of rational Agents, whom he thus 

injuriously abuses. But, I say, there is no such Design in this friendly Association. Nor can I 

bring myself to believe, that he is influenced by mere Instinct. For, as I observe, that they Base 

and Dissolute do flee they Society of the Honourable and Virtuous, and enter into Cabals, or 

contract what they abusively call Friendships with one another (I); so I can never conceive, 

how Instinct, in the same Nature, can produce different Effects, quite contradictory the one to 

the other. In short, I can imagine nothing that determines him to this particular Choice, but his 

seeing those Qualities in his Friend which he loves and values in himself, or his beholding his 

own Image fairly stamped upon him; which, when he sees, he cannot but tenderly affect, and 

find himself irresistibly conciliated to that Person who bears // 463 it (I). And what is this, but 

one's loving himself in another, or being moved and influenced by Self-Interest (2)?  

So that, upon they whole, I will conclude, that the sole and universal Motive to virtuous 

Actions, is Self-love, Interest, or Pleasure. Nor, am I much afraid, that the impartial Reader will 

judge, that this wise Philosophy of the Moderns, as our Author* is pleased ironically to call it, 

is any just Ground for that kind Imputation, which this Gentleman has the Goodness shrewdly 

to insinuate against the Maintainers of it, as if they deserved no better Character than the 

Disciples of Epicurus. As no Body, says Maximus Tyrius, offers to reproach Reason, as if it 

were not naturally valuable and excellent, though some People imploy it to Purposes naturally 

base and unworthy; so no Body ought to impeach Pleasure, but blame those who do not rightly 

manage it (3). Nor do I think it in any Degree // 464 possible, that this Philosophy, as I have 

here represented is, must be fruitful of nothing but Discontent, Suspicion, and Jealousy, so as 

to make it a Man's Duty to thank God, as our Author does, that, an spite of such Opinions, our 

Nature itself leads us into Friendships, Trust, and mutual Confidence. As if one was going 

about, from the Principles I am here contending for, impiously to rob Mankind of those 

Felicities, those most valuable Enjoyments of human Life, which, I confess with Cicero (I), 
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would be doing a Thing as pernicious to the World, as the turning they Sun out of they 

Heavens. 

INDEED, if a Man, through Inattention, Perverseness, or some Narrowness of Mind, 

mistake his own Interest, and place it in those Things where it does not, and cannot lie, this can 

hardly fail to engage him in those Pursuits which are disturbing to Society, which tend to ruine 

other People, and to bring Mischief on his own Head; though, in they mean Time, this can no 

more be Self-love, than that is Benevolence, which our Author shews, is at the Bottom // 465 of 

the most odious Enormities. But when a Man opens his Mind, and follows Self-interest, as the 

Nature of Things lays it out before him; this is Self-love, and it effectually determines him to 

such a Series of Affections and Actions, as cannot but render himself, and whomsoever he has 

any Communication with, in all Respects, easy , cheerful, and happy. So that I shall here again 

observe, “As all the mischievous Passions that break out among intelligent Creatures, and 

confound Heaven and Earth, and all Things sacred and profane, do only arise from mistaken 

Self-interest; 'tis very certain, that Piety and Virtue are safe, and shall be cheerfully exerted; 

that the Peace, Order and Prosperity of the Universe are secure, and shall be gloriously 

advanc'd and supported, when rational Agents do steadily pursue that which every wise Being 

can only judge to be Self-interest”. This is what Arian gives us to understand, in very strong 

Terms, in they Place which I have above referred to in the Margin; and I cannot but own, I 

firmly believe (I), that all our Happiness intirely depends upon our making a right Choice an 

Points of this // 466 Nature. And indeed (I), the Man who chuses his Pleasures, as they are 

call'd, (for they Name is common) in they Society of Vice, however for a short Time. he may 

gratify himself, he must fall, beyond Recovery, into bitter Repentance: For his Pleasures pass 

away, and his Turpitude remains; which cannot fail to fill his Soul with Sorrow and Anguish. 

Whereas, they Man who pursues the best, the highest, and the most lasting // 467 Pleasures, 

which are only to be found in the paths od Virtue, he arrives at a Happiness, wherein his 

Enjoyments are durable as his Mind, and resemble those of the Deity. 

 

 

 


